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ABSTRACT

As Richards (2008) asserted, creative tourism is a new form of tourism that has
the potential to change tourism development and make a significant contribution in
differentiating and changing the tourism experience. Reviewing current literature, despite
increased attention being given to the conception of creative tourism, there has been little
empirical work focused on the tourists’ consumption psychology of creative tourism.
Thus, this study attempts to reveal tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism attractions
by applying the theory of planned behavior, to explore the role of tourists’ motivation,
experience and perceived value on the influence of their intention to revisit creative
tourism attractions and to extend the theory of planned behavior by including the
variables of motivation, experience, and perceived value to develop an innovative model
for analyzing and exploring tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism attractions. The
survey of this study was conducted at three creative tourism attractions in Taiwan.
Systematic sampling had been used. The results of this study revealed that the scales of
motivation, experience, perceived value adopted from existing literature have been
demonstrated with good reliability and validity and the usefulness of the theory of
planned behavior on understanding tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism
attractions had also been demonstrated. In addition, the regression coefficients and t-test
indicated that only experience is statistically significant in predicting creative tourists’
revisit intentions; neither motivation nor perceived values were statistically significant
enough to explain tourists’ intentions to revisit creative tourism attractions. Finally,
extended model of the theory of planned behavior, by adding the variables of motivation,
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experience and perceived value, performs significantly better than the original model of
the theory of planned behavior. For creative attraction owners, the results of this study
suggest that cooperation with other creative tourism attractions should be a way to attract
tourists to visit their attractions.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Cultural tourism is one of the main trends in the global tourism market and is
viewed as a thriving industry. As the World Tourism Organization reported in 2004,
cultural tourism has become one of the largest and fastest growing parts of global tourism
and is still seen as one of the major growth areas for the future. One reason for this
growth is that culture-related activities and sites are increasingly receiving attention from
commercial operators (Richards, 2002). As Bendixed (1997) asserted, the reason why
many regions and countries are interested in developing cultural tourism is because
cultural tourism is thought to attract high spending and high quality tourists. In the same
way, Richards (2007) indicated that cultural tourists spend approximately one third more
on average than other types of tourists. Generally speaking, cultural tourism can
contribute to economic growth.
However, the development of cultural tourism cannot assure the success of a
destination anymore. The reasons to support this argument can be found from the
perspectives of macroeconomics, production and consumption. First, at a macroeconomic
level, as Pine and Gilmore (1999) argue, because of growing competition between service
providers, the economy is moving from a service-based to an experience-based one,
which is called “experience economy”. Under an experience economy, experience is
viewed as a distinct economic offering and it provides the key to future economic growth;
experience can both consist of a product and be a supplement to the product (Darmer &
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Sundbo, 2008). According to Pine and Gilmore’s prediction, a company‘s ability to build
a memorable experience around its products and services will determine its future success.
In other words, it is difficult to have success for destinations by only developing cultural
tourism without having ability to build a distinctive experience around their products or
services under the experience economy.
Second, at the production level, more and more managers of destinations
simply borrow ideas from other destinations or models that have successfully developed,
designed and wrapped their products. Nevertheless, this way is often costly and leads to
more competition. Growing competition is making it more difficult to succeed by
developing undifferentiated cultural products (Richard, 2002). Third, at the consumption
level, tourist characteristics are different than before. The likes and needs of people have
changed as society has changed. Under the experience economy, what customers buy is
not only the products themselves anymore but also the tangible and intangible design,
marketing and symbolic value. Tourists are becoming more active and looking to involve
new experiences and want to have holiday experiences that will change them rather than
simply filling them with loose experiences (Richards, 2001). As Poussin (2008) pointed
out, tourists look for authenticity and unique experiences and hope to have a better
understanding of the place or country visited. In addition, Godbey (2008) observed that
“the act of tourism for such travelers is always moving toward something, rather than
away from something. They seek the beautiful, the unique, and the authentic” (Cited from
Wurzburger, 2008: 19).
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From those descriptions, it is clear that cultural tourism needs to have more
interactivity and creativity to create authentic experiences to satisfy the needs and wants
of contemporary consumers. As Smith (1998) mentioned, “the idea of culture as the main
attraction for visitors is rapidly giving way to the idea that creativity is what counts”
(Cited from Richards 2001: 64).
In 1993, the concept of combining cultural tourism with creativity was
mentioned by Pearce and Butler. Early connections between tourism and creativity were
made through evaluations of creative activities, such as participating in creative
performances or making crafts while visiting destinations (Zeppel & Hall, 1992); for
example, Creighton (1995) analyzed silk-weaving holidays in Japan, etc. Until now,
creativity has been relocated in tourism studies “from a narrow market niche related
mainly to the arts and craft products into a much broader phenomenon which touches a
wide range of tourism actives” (Richards, 2011: 1236). In 2000, Richards and Raymond
defined and coined the conception of combining cultural tourism and creativity as the
term, creative tourism. As Richards (2008) contended, creative tourism is a new form of
tourism that has the potential to change tourism development and make a significant
contribution in differentiating and changing the tourism experience.
Currently, because creative tourism is viewed as a new direction, a strategy to
be followed by cities and areas in search for growth, and a potentially helpful way to
promote the local economy through cultural development, many countries and places in
the world are developing different forms of creative tourism as part of their broader
development strategies (Richards, 2009). For example, tourists can experience traditional
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craft-making or take language classes in New Zealand, take part in perfume-making in
France, experience painting, drawing, sculpture, and carving in Canada, and participate in
the folk music of Mexico. Creative tourism is therefore becoming increasingly
recognized as a new form of cultural tourism and powerful tool for economic
development.
The importance of creative tourism for economic development is explored by
several researchers and can be revealed in supply and demand analyses of markets. As
Richard (2003) pointed out, because cultural tourism is becoming mass tourism, cultural
tourists are becoming more experienced and demanding more engaging experiences;
destinations, meanwhile, are looking for alternatives to traditional tourism under growing
competition, and realizing that the rise of creative tourism is important to the supply of
cultural tourism markets. In the same way, Godbey (2008) indicated three trends to
explain creative tourism prospects as follows: 1) the rise of the creative class; 2) the
emergence of the experience economy; and 3) changes in the status of women. In
addition, in the demand of the market, Richard and Wilson (2006) pointed out that
tourism based on creativity is distinctly more suitable to meet the needs and wants of
contemporary tourists rather than traditional cultural tourism for the following reasons: 1)
tourists are dissatisfied with contemporary types of consumption; 2) people desire selfdevelopment and skilled consumption; 3) more and more contemporary consumers are
experiencing hunger. Thus, it is clear that creative tourism plays an important role and is
a significant trend in the development of tourism, not only viewed from the perspective
of market supply but also from that of market demand.
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Since the supply and demand of creative tourism market has shown an
increasing trend, it is crucial for the researchers and managers to understand the
consumption psychology of tourists when they engage in creative tourism. Reviewing
current literature, despite increased attention being given to the concept of creative
tourism, there is a paucity of literature focusing on exploring the tourists’ consumption
psychology when they engage in creative tourism. In other words, in order to develop
products and provide services which actually meet their needs and wants, there is still a
need to explore and examine tourists’ consumption psychology when they engage in
creative tourism.

Revisit Intention
For tourism proprietors, how to fully understand the purchasing behaviors of
tourists and predict their future purchasing intentions is one of the main critical tasks. For
academic researchers, explaining and predicting human behavior is the main purpose of
consumer behavior studies. However, it is a complex and difficult task due to the fact that
desires and needs of consumers vary and change constantly with different outlooks.
In current tourism literatures, exploring tourists’ visit intention in engaging
diversity types of tourism is one of the main foci (Lam & Hsu, 2006). As Ajzen and
Driver (1992) pointed out, having a better predictive technique and explanation of
tourists’ intention may be helpful in understanding their behavior. Over the past few
decades, a number of theories have been developed and tested in different contexts for
understanding human behavior. The theory of planned behavior is one of most influential
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and popular conceptual frameworks to study people’s intentions to do a specific behavior
(Ajzen, 2002).
In the past, several studies had applied the theory of planned behavior to predict
and explain tourists’ intentions to engage in diverse types of tourism or visit different
destinations. Most of them found support that the theory of planned behavior can advance
our understanding of tourists’ intention and travel behavior. For example, Oh and Hsu
(2001) explained the volitional and nonvolitional aspects of gambling behavior by
applying the theory of planned behavior. They found attitudes, subjective norms, and
three types of perceived behavioral control all predicted casino gambling intentions, and
also that intentions predicted casino gambling behavior.
In addition, according to a study by Shoemaker and Lewis (1999), the cost in
attracting repeat visitors is less than new customers. As Reichheld and Sasser (1990)
contended, “companies can boost profits by almost 100% by retaining just 5% more of
their customers” (p.105). Compared with first-time visitors, repeat visitors tend to
recommend through word of mouth (Petrick, 2004) and stay longer (Wang, 2004). Thus,
tourists’ revisit intention has become one of the main focus issues in tourism literatures.
Reviewing current literature, several studies have applied theory of planned behavior to
explain and predict tourists’ revisit intentions by comparing first-time visitors with repeat
visitors who tend to recommend through word of mouth (Petrick, 2004), which is a
critical part of target market. For example, Kyriaki (2006) explored the impact of event,
destination images, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control about event
participation on intentions to revisit the destination to participate in leisure activities by
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utilizing the theory of planned behavior. However, there is still a lack of literature
focusing on exploring tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism destinations.
Although the theory of planned behavior has received much research support,
several researchers have recently mentioned that it should be extended to try increasing
its predictive utility (Pierro, et al., 2003). In addition, according to the description of
Ajzen (1991), the theory of planned behavior may not be self-contained and sufficient
enough to represent the relationships between attitude and behavior, so it is open to
further elaboration and additional constructs. Thus, there are some studies extending the
theory of planned behavior by adding some extra variables to increase its predictive
utility and apply to different situations or behaviors. For example, Han and Kim (2010)
extended the theory of planned behavior by including the variables of service quality,
customer satisfaction, overall image, and frequency of past behavior and found that the
new model explains significantly greater amounts of variance in green hotel consumers’
revisit intentions. Therefore, in order to have a better explanation of creative tourists’
revisit intentions, this study attempts to add other variables into the theory of planned
behavior.
As Um et al., (2006) pointed out, because of a lack in theoretical and empirical
evidence, there is still a need to explore ‘‘what the antecedents of tourist’s revisit
intention are and how they do differently affect tourist’s revisit intention to a
destination’’. In leisure and tourism studies, several important variables have shown to
be related to revisit intention such as satisfaction (Petrick et al., 2001; Petrick & Backman,
2002; Spreng et al., 1996; Kim et al., 2009); past experience (Kozak, 2001; Kozak &
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Rimmington, 2000; Huang & Hsu, 2009; Petrick et al., 2001; Bauer & Chan, 2001);
perceived value (Kashyap & Bojanic, 2000; Petrick & Backman, 2002; Um et al., 2006);
quality (Baker & Crompton, 2000); perceived constraint (Huang & Hsu, 2009); and
attitude (Huang & Hsu, 2009; Bauer & Chan, 2001). Most of this research concluded that
many of these post- visitation variables are significantly related to revisit intention.
Tourist behavior is an aggregate term (Chen & Tsai, 2007). More specifically,
from the perspective of the tourist consumption process, tourist behavior can be divided
into three stages, including pre-, during- and post-visitation (Williams & Buswell, 2003).
Reviewing the current literature, most of the studies that explored tourists’ revisit
intention were focused on revealing the relationship between revisit intention and postvisitation influence factors and ignored the effect of pre- and during-visitation influence
factors in the tourist decision-making process. Although several studies have focused on
examining the relationship between pre-visitation influence factors and revisit intentions
such as destination image (Cai et al., 2010; Baloglu, 1999); motivation (Cai et al., 2010;
Baloglu, 1999; Huang & Hsu, 2009), or the effect of pre-visit motivation and post-visit
satisfaction to tourists’ revisit intention (Huang and Hsu, 2009), there are still lacking
studies which focus on exploring the relationship among pre-, during-, and post-visitation
influence factors and revisit intention. Thus, this study is designed to fill this gap by
examining the influence of pre-visit motivation, onsite experience, and post-visit
perceived value to tourists’ revisit intention.
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Motivation
Generally speaking, people engage in behavior for many reasons. Everyone
may have several different needs to be satisfied when they plan to engage in some
behavior. Thus, it is important for tourism managers to identify tourists’ needs in order to
effectively develop and design properly the products or services to meet their needs. As
Crompton (1979) pointed out, “motivation is the only one of many variables which may
contribute to explaining tourist behavior” (p. 408). In the current literature, there are a
number of studies exploring motivations of people in engaging a diversity of behaviors.
Furthermore, motivation is not only useful for explaining tourist behavior, but also is
demonstrated by some studies (Baloglu, 1999; Huang & Hsu, 2009) which point out that
travel motivation is a predictor of visit intention.
One significant theory in explaining individual differences in motivation and
behavior is Deci and Ryan’s self-determination theory, which is an influential theory of
human motivation. The theory focuses on the quality of individuals’ motivation and the
influence of environmental factors to motivations (Deci & Ryan, 1985) and provides a
motivational framework that can be applied directly to explain the behavior change
through a clear set of psychosocial mediators (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000).
In self-determination theory, motivation is multidimensional. Specifically, behavior is
controlled by three types of motivation: intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation, and
amotivation. Reviewing the current literature, many studies use self-determination theory
to the related topics of leisure. Most of them found and suggested that self-determination
theory can be a useful approach that provides a framework for understanding people’s
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motivation to participate in leisure activities. However, in current literature, there is an
absence of studies that apply self-determination theory to explore tourists’ motivation to
visit creative tourism attractions.

Experience
The focus of the consumption market in the past was on the supply and demand
of products and services which are positioned in lower differentiation and higher market,
as illustrated in Pine and Gilmore’s progression of economic value. Nowadays, the
experiences have become the center of attention in the next step of the progression of
economic value, which is called “stage experience” (Pine & Gilmore, 1998). In this step,
“experiences are a distinct economic offering, as different from services as services are
from goods” (Pine & Gilmore, 1998: 97) and the notion of experience is viewed as
having an increasingly important role in economic and social life (Quan & Wang, 2004).
As McIntosh and Siggs (2005) pointed out, tourists’ experiences as shaped in
the human mind are unique and emotional with high personal value. In creative tourism,
tourists are viewed as creative and interactive agents. In other words, they are codesigners through engaging in activities or classes. Thus, what they experience should be
more personal and different from other types of tourism or leisure activities.
Tourists’ experience during trips have mainly been concerned with visiting,
seeing, learning, enjoying and living in different lifestyles (Stamboulis & Skayannis,
2003). Reviewing current tourism research, experience has played as a main construct in
travel and tourism research (Oh et al., 2007). Since the 1970s, tourist experience has
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become one of the most popular academic topics. Especially since Pine and Gilmore
coined the term “experience economy” in 1998, there are an increasing number of studies
exploring the issue of tourist experience. In 1999, according to their “four realms of
tourism experience theory”, Pine and Gilmore offered a framework for researchers to
understand and explore tourists’ experiential consumptions which has been applied and
demonstrated by some of studies. For example, Jurowski (2009) examines the effect of
the four realms of tourism experience theory as a structure for the study of tourist’s
experience and supports the theory by demonstrating that “the underlying dimensions of
tourist participation in specified activities can be organized as entertainment, education,
escapism and esthetics” (p.7).
In addition, a positive relationship between tourist’s experience and revisit
intention has been demonstrated by past studies. For example, in the study by Weed
(2005), the author pointed out that sporting event participants who enjoy their sport
tourism experience would like to repeat the experience in the future. In the same way,
Lee et al. (2005) reported that individuals with a favorable destination image would
perceive their on-site experiences positively, which may lead to a higher satisfaction level
and behavioral intentions to revisit the site. However, there is still lacking research
applying Pine and Gilmore’s four realms of tourism experience theory to explore tourists’
experience when they visit destinations of creative tourism and exploring the
relationships between tourists’ experience of their visit to revisit intentions to creative
tourism destinations.
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Perceived Value
In the field of marketing, perceived value has been receiving increasing
significance in academic research and practical implications, and it can be viewed as the
most important indicator of repurchase intentions (Parasuraman & Grewal, 2000). In
other words, from the consumer’s point of view, the primary purchase goal is obtaining
value (Holbrook, 1994). Thus, in the process of their consumption, perceived value does
play an important role. Since the 2000s, the conception of perceived value has received
more attention by researchers (Oh, 2000; Sun, 2004; Petrick, 2004; Petrick, Backman, &
Bixler, 1999; Petrick, Morais, & Norman, 2001; Petrick & Backman, 2002; Kashyap &
Bojanic, 2000; Murphy, Pritchard, & Smith, 2000; Chen and Tsai, 2007) in the field of
tourism. As Chen and Tsai (2007) have pointed out, the positive impact of perceived
value on both future behavioral intentions and behaviors has been revealed by some
empirical research.
In addition, although there are several studies which use satisfaction as a
predictor of tourists’ revisit intention, there is usually a bias in measuring customer
satisfaction. As Jones and Sasser (1995) pointed out, many customers declared that they
are satisfied but would purchase elsewhere. Furthermore, in the study Um et al. (2006),
the authors identified the relative weight of tourist evaluation constructs affecting revisit
intention based on the results of surveys of pleasure tourists in Hong Kong and found that
tourists’ revisit intention could be determined more from what they perceived from
destination performance than by what actually satisfied them. Thus, it is easy to draw the
conclusion that using perceived value to predict tourists’ revisit intention can lead to a
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better understanding of tourists’ after-decision-making behaviors. However, there are still
lacking studies to explore the relationship between tourists’ perceived value of visiting
creative tourism destination and revisit intention.

Purpose of the Dissertation
Explaining and predicting human behavior is the main purpose of consumer
behavior studies. In order to explain and predict tourists’ future behavior with regard to
visiting creative tourism destinations, this study not only attempts to explore the role of
tourists’ motivation, experience and perceived value on the influence of their intention to
revisit creative tourism attraction, but it also tries to extend the theory of planned
behavior by including the variables of motivation, experience, and perceived value to
develop an innovative model for analyzing and exploring tourists’ intention to revisit
creative tourism destination. Thus, the research questions of this study fall into three parts:
1) can theory of planned behavior be used in predicting and explaining the tourists’
intention to revisit creative tourism attraction; 2) which variables influence significantly
tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism attraction; and 3) whether the new model
which extends the theory of planned behavior by including the variables of motivation,
experience and perceived value can be used effectively to explain and predict tourists’
intention to revisit the creative tourism attraction. Exploring the tourists’ motivation,
experience, perceived value and revisit intention with regard to creative tourism
attractions will benefit creative tourism proprietors in designing thematic characteristics,
planning marketing strategies, and targeting consumer recognition.
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Significance of the Dissertation
Since the creative tourism market has been showing an increase in popularity, it
is beneficial for tourism business managers to understand why people want to visit
destinations of creative tourism, what kinds of experiences tourists have when they visit
creative tourism destinations, what types of perceived value people have after they visit
creative tourism destinations, if they have intentions to revisit the creative tourism
destination, and the variables that influence tourists to revisit the destination.
Success requires a better understanding of the likes and wants of customers.
According to Pine and Gilmore’s point of view, the economy is developing from a
service paradigm into an experience paradigm. Providing input to tourists is what the
experience industry can do and it may turn out to become tourist experience (Anderson,
2010). In other words, experience of tourists cannot be controlled. For managers of
destinations, the only thing they can do is to create conditions that will optimize customer
experience. However, as Pine and Gilmore indicated, many companies simply wrap
experience around their traditional offerings (1998). In order to succeed in creating
experience for the tourists of their target market, the experience industry must provide
inputs for experiences that fit the tourists’ needs at that particular time (Anderssen, 2007).
Thus, understanding tourists’ consumption psychology by explaining motivation,
experience, and perceived value, and exploring the factors influencing tourists’ revisit
intentions to creative tourism destinations, will benefit tourism business managers as they
plan and design thematic characteristics to fit the preferences of target markets; it will
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also benefit tourism business practitioners in terms of marketing strategy planning and
targeted consumer recognition.

Definitions of Terms
The terms used in this study require defining creative tourism, revisit intention,
motivation, perceived value and tourists’ experience.
Creative tourism is defined as “tourism which offers visitors the opportunity to develop
their creative potential through active participation in learning experiences which are
characteristic of the holiday destination where they are undertaken” (Richard, 2003: 65).
Creative industry refers to “those activities which have their origin in individual
creativity, skill and talent, and which have a potential for wealth and job creation through
the generation and exploitation of intellectual property” (Creative Industries Task Force,
1998).
Revisit intention means the individual’s subjective probability that he or she will
perform a specific behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) after he or she did it. In this study,
revisit intention is tourists’ willingness to visit creative tourism destination again in the
next 12 months.
Attitude is viewed as a person’s behavioral beliefs and positive or negative evaluation of
the behavior in question (Latimer & Martin Ginis, 2005).
Subject norm means the function of normative beliefs, which means the perceived social
pressure to perform the behavior or not (Ajzen, 1991).
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Perceived behavioral control refers to the perceived ease or difficulty of performing the
behavior and is assumed to reflect past experience as well as anticipated impediments and
obstacles (Ajzen, 1991).
Motivation has been defined as “an internal factor that arouses, directs, and integrates a
person’s behavior (Iso-Ahola, 1980:230). In self-determination theory, the types of
motivation lie on a self-determination continuum. Different types of motivation may
correspond with different outcomes.
Experience is defined as “events that engage individuals in a personal way” (Pine &
Gilmore, 1999: 12). In this study, tourists’ experience is their personal way to absorb
product, facilitate, and service which related to destinations of creative tourism they
visited.
Experience economy means a new emerging paradigm in the progression of economic
value. In this new paradigm, “experiences are as distinct from services as services are
from goods” (Pine & Gilmore, 1999: 30).
Perceived value according to Zeithaml (1988) refers to “consumer’s overall assessment
of the utility of a product based on perceptions of what is received and what is given”
(p.14).
The theory of planned behavior refers to an individual's intention as determined by
three conceptually independent predictors: attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived
behavioral control toward a specific behavior; when people have a stronger intention to
engage in a behavior, they are more likely to perform the behavior (Ajzen, 1999).
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Self-determination theory provides a comprehensive theoretical framework in
personality integration, social development, internalization of extrinsic motivation and
psychological well-being (Deci & Ryan, 1985).
Four realms of tourism experience is a framework for researchers to understand and
explore customers’ experiential consumption; there are four different realms in the four
realms of an experience which are education, esthetics, escapism and entertainment and
each are divided by the level of guest participation and the kind of connection or
environmental relationship (Pine & Gilmore, 1999).

Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized according to the following framework: chapter
one—introduction; chapter two—literature review; chapter three—conceptual framework;
chapter four—methodology; chapter five –results of data analysis; and chapter six—
conclusion. The first chapter of this dissertation specifies an overview of the study,
including the introduction, purpose of the dissertation, significance of the dissertation,
definitions of terms and organization of the dissertation. Chapter two serves a review of
the prior research, specifically focusing on the following: culture tourism, creative
tourism, revisit intention, theory of planned behavior, motivation, self-determination
theory, tourist experience, the four realms of an experience, and perceived value. Chapter
three organizes a discussion of the conceptual framework for the dissertation and
identifies hypothetical relationships between research variables. Chapter four of this
dissertation describes the study area, data collection, data instrument, pilot test and data
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analysis procedure. Chapter five provides a description of the research variables and
preliminary analyses of the research data. In the following part, the study provides
structural equation models depicting the relationships among tourist’s motivation,
perceived value, and experience to their intention of revisit destination of creative
tourism. The final chapter summarizes the findings of the study and indicates theoretical
and practical implications and limitations of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

Before reviewing the literature on creative tourists’ motivation, experience,
perceived value, and revisit intention, there is a need to clarify the concepts of both
cultural tourism and creative tourism. Thus, this chapter begins with a discussion on the
scope of cultural tourism as well as creative tourism and points out the differences
between these two types of tourism. Furthermore, in the current literature, numerous
researchers have investigated the phenomena of tourist’s revisit intention, motivation,
experience, and perceived value. The next part of the chapter not only consists of a
discussion of tourist’s revisit intentions and the theory of planned behavior but also
synthesizes the major findings within current literature. Finally, the last section covers the
available literature in the context of tourist’s motivation, experience, and perceived value.

Culture tourism
As Urry (1990) indicated, tourism is culture. In other words, culture is the main
part of travel. Culture is what people think and what people make (Littrell, 1997). Landry
(2008) pointed out that culture is local and indigenous traditions of public life, festivals,
rituals, or stories, as well as hobbies and enthusiasms. Every region, state, and country
has its own special culture and traditions. Culture can be viewed as the essential quality
that attracts tourists to visit a destination. Thus, culture for many countries of the world
plays an important role in tourism development and is in the significant position of being
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able to bolster and support economic development strategies during the current trend of
globalization. As McCann (2002) pointed out, culture has become central to many
development strategies worldwide. Thus, culture can be viewed as crucial resource in the
post-industrial economy (Richards, 2001).
Usually, when we talk about cultural tourism, the images we may have are
visiting museums, galleries, monuments, and so on. As Richards (2008) has suggested, in
the past, cultural tourism was dominated by high culture, including the museums, art
galleries, and monuments that comprise the must-see sites for many destinations.
However, he also indicated that cultural tourism is not only about visiting sites and
monuments, which has tended to be seemed as “traditional” view of cultural tourism, but
is also involves consuming the way of life of the areas visited which can be viewed as a
kind of contemporary culture. In the same way, Landry (2008) indicated that cultural
resources are not only things like buildings or heritage sites, symbols, activities, and the
repertoire of local products in crafts, manufacturing and services, but that these resources
are also represented in peoples’ skills and talents. Because the characteristics of cultural
tourism are small-scale, high-spend and low impact, cultural tourism is often viewed as a
good form of tourism (Richards, 2009).
Cultural resources have become a kind of development tool and play an
important role in tourism development for many countries around the world. Cultural
tourism is commonly quoted as one of the largest and fastest growing segments of global
tourism (e.g. WTO, 2004). However, when people talk about “cultural tourism”, they are
very infrequently talking about the same thing. In other words, there is still no single
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widely-accepted definition (Richard, 2003). Review the current literature, there are some
definitions provided by researchers for various academic fields. Richards (2001) defined
cultural tourism as “The movement of persons to cultural attractions away from their
normal place of residence, with the intention to gather new information and experiences
to satisfy their cultural needs.” Also, WTO (2004) proposed a ‘narrow’ definition, which
covered ‘movements of persons for essentially cultural motivations such as study tours,
performing arts and cultural tours, travel to festivals and other cultural events, visits to
sites and monuments, travel to study nature, folklore or art, and pilgrimages’.

Creative tourism
Creative tourism is a new type of cultural tourism and a powerful tool for
economic development. In 2000, Richard and Raymond have defined the new direction
for cultural tourism as creative tourism. They pointed out that “tourism which offers
visitors the opportunity to develop their creative potential through active participation in
learning experiences which are characteristic of the holiday destination where they are
undertaken” (Richard, 2003: 65). Also, the definition developed by the conference
planning committee states: “Creative Tourism is tourism directed toward an engaged and
authentic experience, with participative learning in the arts, heritage or special character
of a place.”
In creative tourism, the primary form of consumption is experiences rather than
the products and processes of traditional cultural tourism. The using of cultural space
marks a shift from consumption towards production and creativity. According to Landry
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(2008) the experience of creative tourism is lived of being there, rather than borrowing its
landscape, sights, and delights, and keeping them to oneself. He also points out that what
creative tourists seek is an engaged, unpackaged, authentic experience that promotes an
active understanding of the specific cultural features of a place. In addition, Richards
(2003) clarified that the consumption involved in creative tourism is active rather than
passive and that the purpose of creative tourism is developing the potential of the
individual and personal experience. Thus, As Raymond (2008) mentioned, creative
tourism not only helps to develop bonds between the visited and the visitor, the host and
the guest, but also encourages tourists’ “self-actualization” as described by Maslow
(1943).
The importance of creative tourism for economic development is provided by
some researchers. For example, Godbey (2008) indicated the three reasons to explain
why creative tourism prospers: “the rise of the creative class, the emergence of the
experience economy, and changes in the status of women” (p.19). Also, Richard (2003)
mentioned that creative tourism is becoming more important and that the reason is that
cultural tourism is becoming mass tourism; cultural tourists are becoming more
experienced and demanding more engaging experiences,, and destinations are looking for
alternatives to traditional tourism. Also, he pointed out that for marketing and
management, the development of creative tourism provides a direction to design and
produce new and innovative product or service for the tourists. Tourism based on
creativity is therefore distinctly more suitable to meet the needs and wants of
contemporary tourists rather than traditional cultural tourism (Richard & Wilson, 2006).
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Revisit intention
The preferences and needs for consumers vary and change with different
outlooks constantly. In order to sustain competitiveness, designing a memorable
experience to attract tourists to revisit their destination year after year should be a key
mission for managers. Therefore, how to fully understand the purchasing behaviors of
tourists with additional prediction of their future purchasing intentions would become the
major issue for tourism proprietors.
In current tourism literature, exploring tourists’ visit intentions in engaging
diverse types of tourism is one of the main foci (Lam & Hsu, 2006). In previous studies,
intention had been defined as “a stated likelihood to engage in a behavior’’ (Oliver, 1997:
28) or “a buyer’s forecast of which brand he will buy” (Howard & Sheth, 1969: 480). As
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) pointed out, intention is the individual’s subjective probability
that he or she will perform a specific behavior. Tourist’s visit intentions can be viewed as
an individual’s anticipated future travel behavior. The concept of visit intention has been
considered a main factor highly correlated with actual behavior. As Fishbein and Ajzen
(1975) suggested, behavioral intention is considered to be the best predictor of human
behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). In other words, having a better predictive technique
and explanation of tourists’ intention may be helpful in understanding their behavior
(Ajzen & Driver, 1992). Thus, the tourist’s intention is viewed as a good and important
indicator of the tourist’s behavior.
In the past, the study by Gitelson and Crompton (1984) was the first to reveal
the importance of repeat travelers to destinations. They found that many destinations rely
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heavily on the visitation of repeat visitors. Similarly, Reichheld & Sasser (1990) pointed
out that “companies can boost profits by almost 100% by retaining just 5% more of their
customers” (p.105). Furthermore, by comparing the consumer behavior of first-time
visitors and repeat visitors, the difference between these two types of tourists had been
found significantly in their demographics and socio-economics from previous studies (Hu,
2003). For example, Oppermann (1997) revealed the significant difference between firsttime and repeat visitors and pointed out that repeat visitors tend to visit fewer destinations
or attractions than first-time visitors although they stay longer. In addition, some studies
have pointed out that repeat visitors tend to recommend through word of mouth (Petrick,
2004) and stay longer (Wang, 2004). Thus, from above description, it is easy to say that
an enhanced understanding of tourists’ revisit intentions should be the one of main issues
for tourism proprietors in order to successfully find the target market.
Tourist revisit intention has been considered as an extension of satisfaction
(Um, Chon, & Ro, 2006). In the past, repurchase intention is viewed as the heart of
loyalty (Jarvis & Wilcox, 1977) and a probability of repeat buying behavior (Moutinho,
1987). In current literature, the concept of tourist’s revisit intentions has received
growing attention from several researchers. Since the 2000s, a number of studies (Kozak,
2001; Li, et al., 2010; Kashyap & Bojanic, 2000; Petrick & Backman, 2002; Petrick, et al.,
2001; Fan, 2008; Um, 2006; So & Morrison, 2003; Cole & Scott, 2004; Han, et al., 2009;
Ha & Jang, 2009; Jang & Feng, 2007; Kim, et al., 2009; Hui, et al., 2007; Kim & Littrell,
2001) have explored tourist’s revisit intentions to predict and explain tourists’ intentions
to engage in diverse types of tourism or visit different destinations. An overview of above
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research demonstrates that tourist revisit intention is considered a valuable concept in
predicting future revisit behavior.
In the current literature, most works focused on exploring the tourist’s visit
intention or revisit intention are based on the theory of planned behavior (Li, et al., 2010).
The theory of planned behavior is one of most influential and popular conceptual
frameworks to study people’s intentions to do a specific behavior (Ajzen, 2002). In the
past, several studies have applied the theory of planned behavior to predict and explain
tourists’ intentions to engage in diverse types of tourism or visit different destinations.
Most of them found it supported that the theory of planned behavior can advance our
understanding of tourists’ intention and travel behavior. In the next section, more detailed
information of the theory of planned behavior is discussed.

Theory of Planned behavior
Explaining and predicting human behavior is the main purpose of consumer
behavior studies. However, it is a complex and difficult task. Over the past few decades,
a number of theories have been developed and tested in different contexts for
understanding human behavior. Ajzen (2002) claimed that the theory of planned behavior
is one of most influential and popular conceptual frameworks to study human behavior.
The theory of planned behavior was initially proposed by Ajzen in 1999, and it has
received great attention in the literature. For example, we can find that the theory of
planned behavior has been cited in 18,475 studies as of Jan. 6, 2011 by searching in
Google Scholar. In the same way, the theory of planned behavior has been listed as a key
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phrase by 1,099 dissertations or theses and 353 articles. The theory of planned behavior
has been applied to different topics and supported by most studies which applied the
theory. In a meta-analytic review, Armitage and Conner (2001) revealed that the theory
of planned behavior can account for 27% and 39% of the variance in behavior and
intention, respectively, after reviewing a database of 185 published studies which applied
the theory. Similarly, Sheeran, et al. (2001) pointed out that attitudes, subjective norms,
and perceived behavioral control are reliable predictors of the theory of planned behavior
and can account for 40%-50% of the variance in health behaviors from meta-analytic
reviews.
In addition, the theory of planned behavior has received good empirical support
in applications to a diversity of areas, such as leisure (Ajzen & Driver, 1992; Hrubes &
Ajzen, 2001; Pierro, Mannetti, & Livi, 2003; Latimer, et al., 2005; Norman & Conner,
2005; Walker, et al., 2007; Chatzisarantis & Biddle, 1998; Rossi & Armstrong; 1999),
tourism (Bamberg et al., 2003; Quintal, et al., 2010; Han, et al., 2011; Tsai, 2011;
Greenslade & White, 2005; Lam & Hus, 2006), therapeutic recreation (Sullivan & Sharpe,
2005; Whaley, 2009; Galea & Bray, 2006), health behavior (Sparks & Guthrie, 1998;
Conner, et al., 2002; Sheeran, et al., 2001), consumer behavior (Pavlou & Fygenson,
2006; Kassem, et al., 2003), information systems (Mathieson, 1991), environment and
behavior (Cheung et al., 1999), and human resource management (Wiethoff, 2004).
The theory of planned behavior is an extension of the theory of reasoned action
introduced by Fishbein & Ajzen in 1975. Both theories were rooted in the field of social
psychology and were used to explain informational and motivational influences on
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behavior (Conner & Armitage, 1998). Like the theory of reasoned action, the concept of
intention to perform a given behavior is central to the theory of planned behavior. In the
theory of planned behavior, people's intentions can predict his/ her behavioral
performance. Intentions are “assumed to capture the motivational factors that influence a
behavior; they are indications of how hard people are willing to try, of how much of an
effort they are planning to exert, in order to perform the behavior” (Ajzen, 1991: 181). A
behavioral intention can best be elucidated as an intention for planning to perform a
certain behavior (Ajzen, 2002). Generally speaking, when people have a stronger
intention to engage in a behavior, they are more likely to perform the behavior (Ajzen,
1991). The link between intention and behavior is the reflection that people tend to
engage in behaviors they intend to perform. As Doll and Ajzen (1992) indicated, when
people have completed control over behavioral performance, intention should be
sufficient to predict behavior.
According to the theory of planned behavior, an individual's intention is
determined by three conceptually independent predictors: attitudes, subjective norms, and
perceived behavioral control toward a specific behavior (see Figure 2.1). In combination,
attitude, subjective norms, and perception of behavioral control toward a specific
behavior lead to the establishment of a behavioral intention (Ajzen, 2006). The first
predictor, attitude, is a person’s behavioral beliefs and positive or negative evaluation of
the behavior in question (Latimer & Martin Ginis, 2005). Fishbein and Ajzen (1975)
defined attitude as “a learned predisposition to respond in a consistently favorable or
unfavorable manner with respect to a given object” (p. 6). As Rhodes, et al. (2006)
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mentioned, attitude has a main effect on the predictability of exercising intentions and
behavior. However, Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) claimed that attitude alone is hard to
predict a behavior; it should aggregate with other variables. The second predictor,
subjective norms, is function of normative beliefs, which means the perceived social
pressure to perform the behavior or not (Ajzen, 1991). As Ajzen (2002) pointed out, a
person’s perceptions to a specific behavior is influenced by pressure groups. Thus, there
should be a need to understand how subjective norms play an important role in a person’s
behavioral decision.
The last predictor influencing an individual's intention is perceived behavioral
control, which is the difference between the theory of reasoned action and the theory of
planned behavior. Perceived behavioral control means the perceived ease or difficulty of
performing the behavior and is assumed to reflect past experience as well as anticipated
impediments and obstacles (Ajzen, 1991). The theory of planned behavior is expanded
from the theory of reasoned action by adding this concept. Hausenblas et al. (1997)
applied the theory of reasoned action and the theory of planned behavior to exercise
behavior and concluded that the theory of planned behavior is more useful than the other
one. Thus, we can say that perceived behavioral control really plays an important part in
the theory of planned behavior. According to the theory of planned behavior, perceived
behavioral control and behavioral intention can be used directly to predict behavioral
achievement; however, the relative importance of intention and perceived behavioral
control in the prediction of behavior is expected to differ in various situations and
behaviors (Ajzen & Driver, 1992). As a general rule of the theory of planned behavior,
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the more favorable the attitude and subjective norm with respect to a behavior, and the
greater the perceived behavioral control, the stronger should be an individual’s intention
to perform the behavior under consideration (Ajzen, 1991).

Furthermore, at the most basic level of explanation, the theory of planned
behavior further proposes that each of these three constructs (attitude, subjective norm
and perceived behavioral control) can be traced by different kinds of beliefs, which
provide an indirect measure. As Ajzen (1991) indicated, human action is guided by three
kinds of beliefs as shown in Figure 2.1: “behavioral beliefs, which are assumed to
influence attitudes toward the behavior; normative beliefs, which constitute the
underlying determinants of subjective norms; and control beliefs, which provide the basis
for perceptions of behavioral control” (p.189). Specifically, behavioral beliefs mainly
produce a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the behavior; normative beliefs create
from perceived social pressure or subjective norm; and control beliefs are constructed by
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perceived behavioral control, the perceived ease or difficulty of performing the behavior
(Hruges, et al., 2001).
Although the theory of planned behavior (TPB) has received much research
support, several researchers have recently mentioned that it should be extended to try
increasing its predictive utility (Pierro, et al., 2003). In addition, according to the
description by Ajzen (1991), the theory of planned behavior may not be self-contained
and sufficient enough to represent the relationships between attitude and behavior, so it is
open for further elaboration and additional constructs that might be useful to add. Thus,
there are some studies extending the theory of planned behavior by adding some extra
variables to increase its predictive utility and application to different situations or
behaviors, including past behavior (Conner & Armitage, 1998; Bamberg, et al., 2003;
Han, et al., 2011; Conner et al., 2002; Manstead & Parker, 1995; Rossi & Armstrong,
1999), self-identity (Pierro, et al., 2003; Sparks & Shepherd, 1992; Sparks & Guthrie,
1998), personal norms (Manstead & Parker, 1995), group norms (Johnston & White,
2003), expectation of tourist visa exemption (Han et al., 2011), negative anticipated
emotion (Han, et al., 2011), moral sensitivity (Buchan, 2005), ethical climate (Buchan,
2005), habit (Bamberg, et al., 2003), and perceived risk (Quintal, et al., 2010).
Furthermore, there are several studies extending the theory of planed behavior by
combining it with other theories, such as self-determination theory (Walker, et al., 2007;
Chatzisarantis & Biddle, 1998) and expectation disconfirmation theory (Hsu & Crotts,
2006). All of the findings of these studies support the theory of planned behavior through
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the use of empirical evidence and demonstrate that the theory offers significant power in
predicting and explaining the participation in diverse activities or behaviors.

The Application of the theory of planned behavior in leisure and tourism studies
Ajzen & Driver (1992) mentioned that the theory of planned behavior can be
directly applied to leisure-related activities. A number of investigators have applied the
theory of planned behavior to predict and understand people’s intentions to engage in
various leisure-related activities, such as jogging or running, spending time at the beach,
mountain climbing, boating, and biking (Ajzen & Driver, 1991; Ajzen & Driver, 1992);
hunting (Rossi & Armstrong, 1999; Hrubes & Ajzen, 2001); choice of travel mode
(Bamberg, et al., 2003), casino gambling (Oh & Hsu, 2001; Phillips, 2009; Song, 2010),
drinking alcohol (Trafimow, 1996), attending dance classes (Pierro, Mannetti, & Livi,
2003), engaging in physical activity (Courneya, 1995), playing basketball (Arnscheid &
Schomers, 1996), and outdoor adventure activities (Blanding, 1994). Most of studies
demonstrated that the theory of planned behavior can be used in predicting and
explaining the participation in diverse leisure activities or behaviors. For example, Ajzen
& Driver (1992) investigated college students’ involvement, moods, attitudes, subjective
norms, perceived behavioral control and intentions concerning five leisure activities:
spending time at the beach, jogging or running, mountain climbing, boating, and biking.
They found that attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control predicted
leisure intentions and leisure behavior. The results are consistent with the theory of
planned behavior. In addition, Han, et al. (2011) extended the theory of planned behavior
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with another variable, the expectations of the tourist, to predict mainland Chinese
travelers’ intention to visit Korea, finding that the extended model of the theory of
planned behavior advances the understanding of Chinese tourists’ decision-making
process in selecting Korea as a tourist destination. Furthermore, Hrubes & Ajzen (2001)
applied the theory of planned behavior to predict and explain outdoor recreationists’
hunting intentions and found hunting intentions were strongly influenced by attitudes,
subjective norms, and perceptions of behavioral control. The findings demonstrated the
effectiveness of the theory of planned behavior in predicting intentions and behavior and
the foundations of attitudes, subjective norms, and perceptions of control. Similarly, Oh
and Hsu (2001) explained the volitional and nonvolitional aspects of gambling behavior
by applying the theory of planned behavior. They found attitudes, subjective norms, and
three types of perceived behavioral control all predicted casino gambling intentions, and
intentions predicted casino gambling behavior.
In addition, some of studies have applied or extended the theory of planned
behavior to predict and explain tourists’ intentions to engage diverse types of tourism or
visit different destinations. Most of studies found that the theory of planned behavior can
advance our understanding of tourists’ intention and travel behavior. For example, Huang
and Hsu (2009) used the theory of reasoned action and the theory of planned behavior to
explain travelers' behavioral intentions and tested the validity of the theories by asking
about respondents’ perceived images of Texas, the barriers to taking a trip to Texas, and
the perceived reaction from their reference groups to their travel decision to go to Texas.
The results showed that destination image and subjective norms positively impacted
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behavioral intentions while constraints negatively affected behavioral intentions. In
addition, Han et al. (2011) not only extended the theory of planned behavior by
incorporating the expectation of tourist visa exemption to clearly predict mainland
Chinese travelers’ intention to visit Korea, but they also compared the extended model
with the theory of reasoned action and the theory of planned behavior. The results
showed that data fitted the extended model well and that the new construct, expectation
of the tourist visa exemption, significantly enhanced the prediction of visitors’ intention.
The authors concluded that the extended model of the theory of planned behavior moved
forward our understanding of Chinese tourists' decision-making process. Furthermore,
Bamberg et al. (1999) investigated the effects of an intervention—the introduction of a
prepaid bus ticket—on increased bus use among college students and found subjective
norms, as well as perceptions of behavioral control toward bus use, affects intentions and
behavior. This is consistent with the theory of planned behavior. Also, the results showed
that a measure of past behavior improved the prediction of travel mode prior to the
intervention and that choice of travel mode can be affected by interventions that produce
changes in attitudes, subjective norms, and perceptions of behavioral control. Likewise,
Lam & Hsu (2006) use the core constructs (attitude, subjective norm, and perceived
behavioral control) of the theory of planned behavior and the past behavior variable to
predict Taiwanese travelers’ behavioral intention of choosing Hong Kong as a travel
destination. They found that perceived behavioral control and past behavior were found
to be related to the behavioral intention of choosing a travel destination. The results
moderately fitted the theory of planned behavior.
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Likewise, the concept of the theory of planned behavior has also been applied
in the field of therapeutic recreation. Most of the studies support that the framework of
the theory of planned behavior can be used to predict and understand participants’
intention and behavior. For example, Sullivan & Sharpe (2005) examined special care
aides and their attitudes toward therapeutic recreation for the elderly in long-term care
homes by applying the theory of planned behavior. The results showed that participants'
intention to perform positive behavior toward therapeutic recreation predicted their
behavior and those participants' behavioral intentions were influenced by participants'
cognitive attitudes toward therapeutic recreation. In addition, Whaley (2009) explored
occupational therapy students' beliefs and attitudes toward working with older patients
and explained the students' intentions to engage in gerontological practice by applying
the framework of the theory of planned behavior. From the results, they found that
students feel less prepared to work with older patients than with other age groups; their
responses and recommendations were consistent across groups and addressed issues at
both societal and professional preparation levels. Similarly, Galea & Bray (2006) tried to
identify determinants of intention and walking activity among individuals with
intermittent claudication by using the framework of the theory of planned behavior. The
findings showed that the three constructs of the theory (Attitudes, subjective norms, and
perceived behavioral control) explained 67% of the variance in intentions and perceived
behavioral control explained 8% of the variance in walking activity. The results totally
support the framework of the theory of planned behavior in predicting intentions and
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further demonstrated that perceived behavioral control can be used as a determinant
factor in exercise participation.

Influencing factors on creative tourists’ revisiting intentions
In leisure and tourism studies, in order to understand why tourists would like to
repeat their visitation, many studies had explored the influencing factors on tourists’
revisit intention. Several important variables have shown to be positively related to revisit
intention. More specifically, these variables can be divided into pre-, during- and postvisitation variables when we divided tourist behavior into three stages: pre-, during- and
post-visitation from the perspective of tourist consumption process.
In current literature, the pre-visitation variables which have shown to be related
to visit intention or revisit intention include destination image (Li et al., 2010; Baloglu,
1999; Fan, 2008; Lee, 2009; Kaplanidou, 2006), motivation (Li et al., 2010; Baloglu,
1999; Huang & Hsu, 2009; Lee, 2009), and information source (Manfredo,1989; Vogt et
al., 1998; Baloglu, 1999).. A number of studies have demonstrated that these previsitation variables are crucial predictors of tourists’ revisit intention. For example, Li, et
al., (2010) filled the gap in current literature by examining the relationships among
tourists’ travel motivation, destination image, and their revisit intention and found that
tourists’ affective evaluation of a destination was significantly related to their revisit
intention. In addition, Baloglu (1999) developed a model to examine the organization of
informational, motivational, and mental constructs on tourists’ visitation intention and
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demonstrated that travel motivation, information sources used, and destination image are
the predictors of potential tourists’ visit intention to four Mediterranean countries.
In previous studies, there are few during-visitation variables which have been
found to be related to tourists’ visit intention or revisit intention such as experience (Chen
& Funk, 2010; Cole and Chancellor, 2009; Hsu & Crotts, 2006; Hosany & Witham, 2010;
Oh et al., 2007 ). However, some studies have demonstrated a positive relationship
between these during-visitation variables and tourists’ revisit intention. For instance,
Weed (2005) pointed out that sporting event participants who enjoy their sport tourism
experience would likely repeat the experience in the future. Similarly, Hosany and
Witham (2010) explored cruisers’ experiences by applying the four realms of consumer
experiences identified by Pine and Gilmore (1998) and investigated the relationships
among cruisers’ experiences, satisfaction, and intention to recommend. In the results,
they found that all the four dimensions of cruisers’ experiences are significant and
positively related to their intention to recommend, and they suggested that cruise
management professionals create pleasant and memorable experiences that can motivate
stronger behavioral intentions among passengers.
By reviewing current literature, many studies had demonstrated several postvisitation variables which are predictors of tourists’ visit intention or revisit intention
such as satisfaction (Petrick et al., 2001; Petrick & Backman, 2002; Baker & Crompton,
2000; Kozak, 2001; Spreng et al., 1996; Kim et al., 2009; Yuksel, 2001; Hui, et al., 2007),
perceived value (Kashyap & Bojanic, 2000; Petrick, Morais, & Norman, 2001; Kozak &
Rimmington, 2000; Petrick & Backman, 2002; Um et al., 2006), and quality (Baker &
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Crompton, 2000; Chen & Gursoy, 2001; Yuksel, 2001; Frochot & Hughes, 2000). In
previous studies, some of them have concluded that satisfaction is significantly related to
revisit intention. For example, Hui, et al., (2007) conducted research to combine the
Expectancy Disconfirmation Model and the Service Quality Model to study the
satisfaction of different tourist groups who visited Singapore from Europe, Asia, Oceania
and North America, and to examine these tourists’ expectations, perceptions, satisfaction
and likelihood of recommendation. They found that overall satisfaction is a crucial
indicator of the likelihood of revisiting.

Similarly, Kozak and Rimmington (2000)

indicated that tourists’ overall satisfaction on their holiday had a higher impact on their
intention to revisit. In addition, several studies have pointed out that tourists’ perceived
value is positively related to revisit intention. For instance, Sun (2004) explored the
impact of brand equity on customers’ perceived value and revisit intent to a mid-priced
U.S. hotel and found that perceived value is positively related to customers’ revisit
intention. In the same way, Chen and Tsai (2007) had pointed out that perceived value
has a positive impact on both future behavioral intentions and behaviors.

Motivation
People engage in behavior for many reasons. Since the beginning of tourism
research, researchers have focused on exploring the reasons why people travel. The
concept of tourists’ motivation has attracted the attention of numerous leading
researchers such as Graham Dann, John Crompton, Seppo Iso-Ahola, Philip Pearce, Chris
Ryan, and is one of the most crucial topics in tourism and leisure literature. As Crompton
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(1979) pointed out, “motivation is the only one of many variables which may contribute
to explaining tourist behavior” (p. 408). For the reason that tourists’ motivation is related
to the reason why people travel, it remains a hot and hard issue in tourism research.
As Dann (1981) indicated, tourists’ motivation is a multidisciplinary subject.
The theoretical foundation of tourists’ motivation studies came from a wide range of
disciplines such as psychology, sociology, economics, and anthropology but is mainly
rooted in psychology. As Eccles and Wigfield (2002) pointed out, contemporary study of
motivation is the study of beliefs, values, goals and action and is an intangible concept
emerging from different intellectual traditions. Similarly, Ajzen & Fishbein (1977)
indicated that motivation is addressed emotional and cognitive motives. In tourism fields,
tourism motivation is “a dynamic process of internal psychological factors (needs and
wants) that generate a state of tension or disequilibrium within individuals” (Crompton &
Mckay, 1997: 427). In 1981, Cohen defined tourist motivation as “a meaningful state of
mind which adequately disposes an actor or group of actors to travel, and which is
sequentially interpretable by others as a valid explanation for such as decision” (p. 205).
In the same way, Backman, et al. (1995) indicated that motivation is a state of need
which is a driving force to display diverse kinds of behavior toward specific types of
activities.
Since 1960s, an abundance of theoretical and empirical studies have explored
tourist motivation. For example, Cohen (1972) classified tourists into four groups, the
“organized mass tourist”, “the individual mass tourist”, “the explorer” and “the drifter”,
by their motivation. Also, Crompton (1979) identified seven sociopsychological motives,
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escape from a perceived mundane environment, exploration and evaluation of self,
relaxation, prestige, regression, enhancement of kinship relationships, and facilitation of
social interaction, and two cultural motives, novelty and education. Furthermore, he
suggested that the tourist industry should pay more attention to socio-psychological
motives when they are planning products and developing promotion strategies. In
addition, in the study, developing the travel career approach to tourist motivation, Pearce
and Lee (2005) examined the relationship between patterns of travel motivation and
travel experience by using interview to guide the further conceptual development of the
travel career approach and survey for further practical implication. In the study, they
pointed out that host-site-involvement motivation and nature-related motivation were
more important factors to the more experienced travelers.
In the past, there are several theories or models that have been used to explore
tourists’ travel motivation such as Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory, Plog’s
allocentric-psychocentric theory, Iso-Ahola’s optimal arousal theory, Dann’s Push-Pull
Model, etc. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory is one of the most widely used theories
in many social disciplines such as marketing, business, and tourism. In his theory,
Maslow (1943) places five motivational needs – which are physiological needs, safety,
love, esteem, and self-actualization -- into a hierarchy and also identifies two intellectual
needs, the need to know and the need to understand. He suggests that certain fundamental
needs must be satisfied before higher-order needs can be met (Maslow, 1970).
A number of studies on tourism motivation have been based on Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs theory. For example, Mayo and Jarvis (1981) expanded the concept of
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Maslow’s theory to develop a consistency-complexity model to explain why people
travel by adding curiosity and exploration as needs. Pearce (1982) applied Maslow’s
theory to explore tourists’ motivation and behavior. Pearce and Caltabiano (1983)
employed a five-fold classification of travel motivation based on Maslow's theory to infer
travelers’ motivation from their experiences. Pearce and Lee (2005) examined the
relationship between patterns of travel motivation and travel experience by using
interviews to guide the further conceptual development of the travel career approach
which is based in part on Maslow’s hierarchy theory of motivation. However, White and
Thomason (2009) critically indicated several questions and limitations on examining
tourists’ motivation based on the concept of Maslow’s theory regarding to the issue of
appropriateness.
As Crompton (1979) mentioned, the early models exploring tourist motivation
accented the role of push and pull factors. One widely accepted and used model on
examining tourist motivation is Dann’s push-pull model, which was proposed in 1977.
He pointed out that people who engage in travel are influenced by pull factors and push
factors. In Dann’s model, push factors, which come from psychological needs of people,
are internal to individuals whereas pull factors, which are external to individuals, come
from attraction of the destination. Before tourists are pulled by the external drives of
destination attraction, they are pushed by their own internal drives to travel (Uysal &
Jurowski, 1994). In the same way, Iso-Ahola’s proposes a social psychological
framework of tourism motivation including two motivational forces, including escapeseeking, which is similar to Dann’s push and pull model. The two dimensions in Iso-
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Ahola’s framework are avoidance (escape) from daily routine which is “the desire to
leave the everyday environment behind oneself’, and approach (seeking) intrinsic
rewards which is “the desire to obtain psychological (intrinsic) rewards through travel in
a contrasting (new or old) environment” and simultaneously influence people’s leisure
behavior (Iso-Ahola, 1982: 261). In advance, Iso-Ahola divided these two motivation
factors into personal and interpersonal dimensions, so tourists’ motivation are be enable
to be assigned in a 2 x 2 model which includes escape from the personal world, escape
from the interpersonal world, seeking personal rewards and seeking interpersonal rewards.
However, the model has been criticized and several questions and limitations remain. For
example, White and Thomason (2009) stated that “while Iso-Ahola’s model improves
earlier work on tourist motivation by providing an explanation for why goals or outcomes
are motivating, that is, the human need for optimally arousing experiences, he did not
explicitly provide insights into the structure or content of that need” (p.564). Also, Li
(2007) pointed out that Iso-Ahola’s framework lacks empirical testing and doesn’t
explain the reason why people want to escape from their personal and interpersonal social
world.
Reviewing the current literature, another significant theory in explaining
individual differences in motivation and behavior is Deci and Ryan’s self-determination
theory. As White and Thomason (2009) pointed out, self-determination theory provides
an interesting insight and overcomes the limitations of the current scholarship on tourists’
motivation, namely the lack of a coherent theoretical and operational theory. In the
following paragraphs, detailed information on self-determination theory is explored.
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Self-determination theory
Self-determination theory, which was developed in 1985, is one of influential
theories of human motivation that explains a diversity of phenomena, such as motivation
and psychological well-being (Deci & Ryan, 2000). As Deci and Ryan claimed, selfdetermination theory has been supported and proved by many studies. It receives great
attention in the literature. For example, we can find that the self-determination theory has
been cited by 9,104 studies as of Sep. 12, 2011 by searching in Google Scholar. In the
same way, self-determination theory has been listed as a key phrase by 1,202
dissertations and 154 articles.
Self-determination theory has been used to explain behavior of people in a
variety of domains, including leisure (Gillison, 2006; Kowal & Fortier, 1999; Ryan, et al.,
2006; Iso-Ahola & Park, 1996; Bourque, et al., 1993; Pawelko & Maqafas, 1997; Wilson,
et al., 2008; Chantal, et al., 2001; Lloyd & Little, 2010; Colman & Iso-Ahola, 1993),
tourism (Ballengee-Morris, 2002; White & Thompson, 2009), therapeutic recreation (Bell,
2010; Hill & Sibthorp, 2006; Dattilo, et al., 1993; Perreault & Vallerand, 2007),
education (Ntoumanis, 2010; Shen, et al., 2007; Deci, et al., 1991; Black & Deci, 1999;
Standage, et al., 2010; Sheldon & Krieger; 2007; Williams, et al., 1999; Standage, et al.,
2006; Vansteenkiste, et al., 2006), child care (Bouchard, et al., 2007; Grolnick & Ryan,
l989), language learning (Noels, et al., 2003), health (Silva, et al., 2010; Chatzisarantis &
Hagger, 2009; Chatzisarantis & Biddle, 1998, 1997), and politics (Koestner, et al., 1996).
Self-determination theory came from the studies of human motivation in the
field of psychology and is an extension of Edward L. Deci and Richard M. Ryan’s earlier
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studies, “Intrinsic motivation and self-determination in human behavior” (Deci & Ryan,
2008). In its early development, self-determination theory focused on intrinsic motivation,
which is the motivation based on individuals’ inherent satisfactions derived from their
action (Ryan & Deci, 2000). The theory perhaps first came to the attention of the public
because of Deci & Flaste’s (1995) publication, “Why we do what we do”, which focused
on self-determination theory and its application to motivation.
Self-determination theory provides a motivational framework that can be
applied directly to explain the behavior change through a clear set of psychosocial
mediators (Deci & Ryan, 1985; Ryan & Deci, 2000). It focuses on the quality of
individuals’ motivation and the influence of environmental factors to motivations (Deci
& Ryan, 1985). From the humanistic perspective, it assumes that all individuals have
natural, innate, and constructive tendencies to develop an elaborated and unified sense of
self (Deci & Ryan, 2004). Self-determination theory is an approach to explain how
individuals’ inherent growth tendencies and psychological needs interact with
sociocultural conditions to result in varying level of well-being (Reeve et al., 2001). In
other words, it is rooted in the idea that “individuals have an innate tendency to seek out
challenges, to explore their environment, to learn, to grow, and to develop social
connections” (King, 2008: 12).
As Deci and Ryan (1985) claimed, self-determination theory provides a
comprehensive theoretical framework in personality integration, social development,
internalization of extrinsic motivation and psychological well-being. According to selfdetermination theory, behavior is motivated by a natural drive to satisfy basic and innate
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human needs which lead to growth, development and well-being (Deci & Ryan, 1985;
Ryan & Deci, 2000). The basic assertion of self-determination theory is that human
behavior is motivated by the three main psychological needs including competence;
relatedness and autonomy (Deci & Ryan, 1985) (see Figure 2.2).
The first kind of needs, competence, refers to “the feeling effective in one’s
ongoing interaction with the social environment and experiencing opportunities to
exercise and express one’s capacities” (Deci & Ryan, 2002: 7). In other words,
competence relates to individuals’ belief in their ability to influence the external
environment. They know “what they are doing and they are capable in their pursuit” (Bell,
2010: 5). The second need, relatedness, refers “to feeling connected to others, to caring
for and being cared for by others, to having a sense of belongingness both with other
individuals and with one’s community” (Deci & Ryan, 2002: 7). In other words,
relatedness is the need to feel connected to others and to belong to a particular group.
The third kind of needs, autonomy, means “to be the perceived origin or source
of one’s own behavior” (Deci & Ryan, 2002: 7). In other words, autonomy is the need to
engage in activities as individuals, to choose and to be the origin of one’s own behavior
(Edmunds et al., 2006). The characteristic of it is the freedom or independence of making
choices without external influence. Simply stated, when people make decisions for
themselves without outside pressures, they feel autonomous (Bell, 2010). As Deci and
Ryan (1985) hypothesized, the need to satisfy individuals’ three basic psychological
needs is just like having food, clothing, or shelter to satisfy their physical and survival
needs. Furthermore, they indicated that satisfaction of these three psychological needs
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leads to greater overall well-being. In other words, satisfying these three needs can affect
individuals’ psychological growth and development and further influence their human
behavior. Fulfillment of these needs produces creative and engaged interaction with tasks;
in opposition, if these needs are not satisfied, an individual will exhibit apathy, alienation
and reduced well-being (Robertson, 2010).

Figure 2.2 The Relationship between Motivation and Causality Orientations.
Adapted from Deci and Ryan (1985)

In self-determination theory, motivation is multidimensional. Specifically,
behavior is controlled by three types of motivation: intrinsic, extrinsic, and amotivation
(see Figure 1). Intrinsic motivation is a kind of autonomous motivation (Gagné & Deci,
2005). Ryan and Deci (2000) proposed that intrinsic motivation means doing an activity
for the inherent satisfaction of the activity itself. Simply stated, intrinsic motivation is
that people are motivated to participate in activities because the activities are interesting
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to them. It is an individuals’ inherent tendency to seek out innovation and challenges and
represents involving in an activity for its own sake (Deci, 1975).
On the contrary, extrinsic motivation means individuals involve themselves in
an activity because they can obtain outcomes which are separable from the activity itself
(Lepper & Greene, 1978). Ryan and Deci (2000) proposed that extrinsic motivation
means performing an activity in order to attain some separable outcome. In other words,
“people are motivated by something other than the activity” (Bell, 2010: 6). In addition,
Deci and Ryan (1990) proposed that there are four kinds of extrinsic motivation which
are classified according a continuum of increasing self-determination: external regulation,
introjections, identification, and integrated regulation (see Figure 1). In selfdetermination theory, regulations have been indexed by the degree and people have fully
internalized in a new behavioral regulation or a regulation that had been only partially
internalized (Vansteenkiste et al, 2006). The first kind of extrinsic motivation is labeled
external regulation. It is least autonomous and the classic type of extrinsic motivation. In
this situation, the behavior is encouraged by external contingencies and the reasons for
performing the behavior have not been internalized at all (Vansteenkiste et al, 2006). The
second type of extrinsic motivation is introjected regulation. It is a regulation which has
been taken in by the person but has not been accepted as his/her own (Gagné & Deci,
2005). Under this situation, behavior is performed to avoid guilt or anxiety or to obtain
ego enhancements (Ryan & Deci, 2000). The third one is identified regulation which is
more autonomous or self-determined than last two. With it, “people feel greater freedom
and volition because the behavior is more congruent with their personal goals and
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identities” (Gagné & Deci, 2005: 334). The last one is labeled integrated regulation,
which is the most autonomous form of extrinsic motivation that allows extrinsic
motivation to be truly autonomous or volitional (Gagné & Deci, 2005). Behavior under
integrated motivation shares many qualities with intrinsic motivation, although they are
still considered extrinsic (Ryan & Deci, 2000). All above descriptive different types of
extrinsic motivations have been tested and been supported by studies. For example, Ryan
and Connell (1989) tested these different types of extrinsic motivation along a continuum
of relative autonomy and found that external, introjected, identified, and integrated
regulations are intercorrelated.
According Deci and Ryan’s (1991) proposition, intrinsic motivation and
different types of extrinsic motivation are reflected in a diversity of reasons for behavior,
and varied reasons have diverse means for assessing. On the contrary, the third kind of
motivation, amotivation, is the state of lacking the intention to act (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
People are amotivated when they are not strong-minded and think themselves to be
incompetent in achieving their outcomes (Bell, 2010). Simply stated, amotivation means
having no intentions to perform an activity and no understanding of why he/she needs to
do it.

The importance of Self-determination theory for leisure studies
Self-determination theory is a significant theory in understanding individuals’
motivations and can be used to explain their psychological well-being. A number of
investigators have applied the theory to leisure studies, such as Gillison et al. (2006), who
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used self-determination theory as an approach to explore the relationships among
adolescents’ weight perceptions, exercise goals, exercise motivation, quality of life and
leisure-time exercise behavior; La Guardia et al. (2000) used a self-determination theory
perspective to explain individuals’ attachment, need fulfillment and well-being;
Chatzisarantis and Biddle (1997) used self-determination theory as an approach to
explore the relationship between intentions and the intention-behavior in children’s
physical activity; Vlachopoulos et al. (2000) used self-determination theory to explore
people’s motivation in sport.
Many studies use self-determination theory related topic to the of leisure and
have found and suggested that it can be a useful approach that provides a framework for
understanding people’s motivation to participate in leisure activities. For example, Losier
and Bourque (1993) explored the factors which may affect older people’s motivation to
participate in leisure activities by developing a motivational model and then predicting
their leisure satisfaction. They mentioned that self-determination appears to be a vital part
of leisure. According their findings, they not only proclaimed that self-determination
theory can help measure individual consequences of diverse kinds of motivation, but also
suggested that self-determination theory may serve a general framework for leisure
motivation studies. In the same way, Lloyd and Little (2010) explored the psychological
well-being of women who participated in leisure-time physical activity by using selfdetermination theory as a framework. In the results, they made the conclusion that selfdetermination theory is a viable framework to study women’s leisure-time physical
activity participation and it is worthwhile for use in future studies. In addition, Ntoumanis
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and Duda (2006) explained the relationship between autonomy support, psychological
need satisfaction, motivation regulations and exercise behavior by using the framework
of self-determination theory. In the results, they found that the three basic psychological
needs of self-determination theory, competence, autonomy, and relatedness, are related to
more self-determined motivational regulations and concluded that the findings support
the application of self-determination theory in the exercise domain. Furthermore,
Coleman and Iso-Ahola (1993) examined leisure contributions to human health and wellbeing by reviewing literature. They found that leisure participation can provide not only a
sense of competence but also a sense of social support. In addition, they pointed out that
the main components of leisure experience such as freedom, control, competence, and
intrinsic motivation facilitate leisure-generated self-determination. The results of this
study demonstrated that leisure can facilitate the development of friendships and that selfdetermination performs a vital part in the relation between leisure and health. Similarly,
Amorose and Anderson-Butcher (2007) used self-determination theory as a framework to
test whether the three needs, competence, autonomy and relatedness, mediated the
relationship between perceived autonomy-supportive coaching and athletes’ motivation
orientation. According their findings, they supported self-determination theory and
emphasized the motivational benefits of autonomy-supportive coaching behaviors.

Tourist Experience
Success requires a better understanding of the likes and wants of customers.
Generally speaking, tourism products or service are intangible, and tourists usually
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depend on their subjective feelings rather than facts to make their travel decisions
(Ahmed, 1991). Thus, in order to plan and design products or services which fit the
preferences of target markets, understanding what tourists experience should be an
important task for tourism business professionals. In the tourism literature, tourist
experience is one of the most popular academic topics. As Oh et al., (2007) pointed out,
tourist experience has played as a main construct in travel and tourism research. The
concept of tourist motivation has attracted the attention of numerous leading researchers
such as Eric Cohen, Philip Pearce, Chris Ryan, John Urry, Dean MacCannell, John
Crompton, etc. and has been one of the most critical topics in tourism and leisure
literature for past 50 years.
Consumer experience mainly lies in a set of complex interactions between
subjective responses of customer and objective features of product (Addis & Holbrook,
2001). In the Oxford English dictionary, the term experience is defined as “an event or
occurrence which leaves an impression on one.” As Caru and Cova (2003) mentioned
that the term of experience has been applied in different disciplines including psychology,
sociology, philosophy, anthropology, and philosophy and each of them has their own
definition. Overall, experience can be viewed as a psychological and subjective event
from the point of view of these different disciplines. In tourism research, the notion of
tourists’ experience during trips has mainly been concerned with a process of visiting,
seeing, learning, enjoying activities and living different lifestyles (Stamboulis &
Skayannis, 2003). McIntosh and Siggs (2005) pointed out that tourist experience is
unique, emotionally charged, and of high subjective value. Chen and Tsai (2007)
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revealed that “on-site experience can be mainly represented as the perceived trip quality
based upon the comparison between expectation and actual performance” (p.1116).
Although tourist experience has been one of the main foci of tourism research, there is
still no agreement and universally accepted definition for operationalizing tourists’
experiences.

The experience economy and tourism
The argument made by Pine and Gilmore (1999) is such that because of
growing competition between service providers, the economy is developing from a
service paradigm into an experience paradigm which is called “experience economy”.
Under an experience economy, experience is viewed as a distinct economic offering and
it provides the key to future economic growth; experience can both consist of a product
and be a supplement to the product (Darmer & Sundbo, 2008). In addition, experiences
have become the center of attention in the step of the progression of economic value,
“stage experience” which “is not about entertaining customers; it is about engaging them”
(Pine & Gilmore, 1999: 30) from the step of “delivery service” which emphasizes high
quality offerings (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). In stage experience, experience is “events that
engage individuals in a personal way” (Pine & Gilmore, 1999: 12) and be viewed as an
increasingly important role in economic and social life (Quan & Wang, 2004).
Experience is the core product in the tourism industry. Providing input to the
tourist is what the experience industry can do and it may turn out to become tourist
experience (Anderson, 2010). In other words, tourist experience cannot be controlled.
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The only thing that managers of destinations can do is to create unique and memorable
experiences by developing a distinct value-added provision for products and services to
let tourists create their own unique experiences. Pine and Gilmore (1998) indicated that
“experiences, like goods and services, have to meet a customer need; they have to work;
and they have to be deliverable” (p.102). According to their prediction, a company‘s
ability to build memorable experiences around its products and services will determine its
future success. Also, under the experience economy, tourist characteristics are different
than before. The likes and needs of people have changed because of the changing of
society. Tourists are becoming more active and looking to involve new experiences and
want to have holiday experiences that will change them rather than simply filling them
with loose experiences (Richards, 2001). In other words, contemporary consumers want
experiences that symbolize something meaningful (Barlow & Maul, 2000). Also, what
contemporary customers buy is not only the products based on the basis of reasons but
also the tangible and intangible design, marketing and symbolic value. Thus, in order to
plan and design products or services which fit the preferences of target markets under the
experience economy, understanding what tourists experience should be a main mission
for tourism business professionals.

The four realms of an experience
In 1998, Pine and Gilmore offered a framework identifying four realms of
experience in order for researchers to understand and explore customers’ experiential
consumptions (see Figure 2.3). According to Pine and Gilmore (1999), the four realms of
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an experience are classified into education, esthetics, escapism and entertainment by the
level of guest participation (on the horizontal axis) and the kind of connection or
environmental relationship (on the vertical axis). In the level of guest participation, one
end of the spectrum is passive participation, in which customers are pure observers to the
event; at the other end is active participation, in which each customer experiences the
event in different ways due to their personal influence on it. In terms of the kind of
connection, or environmental relationship, one end of this spectrum is absorption which
is “occupying a person’s attention by bringing the experience into the mind” (Pine &
Gilmore, 1999: 31); the other is immersion, which is “becoming physically (or virtually)
a part of the experience itself” (Pine & Gilmore, 1999: 31).
There are four different kinds of experiences in Pine and Gilmore’s four realms
of

experience. Entertainment and esthetics are categorized on the side of passive

participation. As Pine & Gilmore (1999) pointed out, entertainment is the oldest form of
experience and the one of most developed; this kind of experience occurs when people
passively absorb the experiences through their senses. In the tourism field, listening to
music performances or watching shows during trips represents this kind of experience.
Esthetics, the other kind of experience, reflects how people enjoy or immerse themselves
in an event or environment with no influence on it (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). As Oh et al.,
(2007) pointed out, sightseeing tourist activities are symbolized as this type of experience;
when people do sightseeing activities, they are passively influenced by the destination no
matter the level of authenticity.
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Figure 2.3 The four realms of an experience.
Adapted from Pine and Gilmore (1998).

The common characteristic of the other types of experience, education and
escapist, in Pine and Gilmore’s four realms of an experience, is active participating. As
Pine & Gilmore (1999) pointed out that “with education experiences a guest absorbs the
events unfolding before him while actively participating” (p. 32). In the tourism field,
through interactive engagement by using their mind and body, tourists get educational
experience and increase their skills and knowledge (Oh et al., 2007). The last type of
experience is escapist. Escapist experience means customers actively participant and
immerses themselves in an event and environment such as theme parks, casinos, virtual
reality headsets, chat rooms, etc. (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). Compared with education or
entertainment experiences, escapist experience needs much greater immersion. In tourism
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research, as Oh et al. (2007) indicated, the escapist experience may be one of the most
repeatedly listed motives.

The Application of four realms of tourism experiences in tourism studies
Since Pine and Gilmore coined the term “experience economy” in 1998, it has
received great attention in the literature. For example, we can find that their famous book,
The Experience Economy: Work is Theatre & Every Business, has been cited by 3,444
studies as of May 25, 2012 by searching in Google Scholar. In the same way, experience
economy has been listed as a key phrase by 62 dissertations and 425 articles.
In the current literature, there are several researchers (Oh et al., 2007; Hosany
& Witham, 2010; Jurowski, 2009; Jeong, 2009) who have applied Pine and Gilmore’s
(1999) four realms of experience to tourism field. Most of them have found and
suggested that Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) four realms of experience can be a useful
framework for understanding tourists’ experience towards different kinds of tourism. For
example, Oh et al. (2007) used Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) four realms of experience as
the framework to develop measurement scales of tourist experiences. In the results, they
demonstrated that Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) four realms of experience provide “not only
conceptual fit but also a practical measurement framework for the study of tourist
experiences” (p.127). After that, Hosany and Witham (2010) applied the measurement
scales of Oh, et al. to measure cruisers’ experience and according to their analyses, they
indicated that cruisers’ experiences can be characterized in terms of four dimensions
aligning with Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) four realms of experience with good reliability
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and validity. In addition, Jurowski (2009) examines the effect of the four realms of
tourism experience theory as a structure for the study of tourist’s experience and supports
the theory by demonstrating that “the underlying dimensions of tourist participation in
specified activities can be organized as entertainment, education, escapism and esthetics”
(p.7).

Perceived Value
Woodruff (1997) indicated that the crucial mission for tourism managers is to
understand what do customers value and how their needs can be met. In the same way,
Hartnett (1998) pointed out that “when [retailers] satisfy people-based needs, they are
delivering value, which puts them in a much stronger position in the long term” (p.21). In
the current literature, the concept of perceived value has received increasing significance
and attention in marketing academic research (Marketing Science Institute, 2001) as well
in practical implications, and it can be viewed as the most important indicator of
repurchase intentions (Parasuraman & Grewal, 2000; Petrick & Backman, 2002). In other
words, from the consumer’s point of view, the primary purchase goal is obtaining value
(Holbrook, 1994). Thus, in the process of their consumption, perceived value does play
an important role.
Since 2000s, the conception of perceived value has received more attention by
researchers (Oh, 2000; Petrick, 2004; Petrick, Backman, & Bixler, 1999; Petrick, Morais,
& Norman, 2001; Petrick & Backman, 2002; Kashyap & Bojanic, 2000; Murphy,
Pritchard, & Smith, 2000; Chen and Tsai, 2007) in the field of tourism. Most studies have
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pointed out that perceived value does play an important role in examining tourists’ travel
behavior and forecasting their future behavioral intention. For example, Kashyap and
Bojanic (2000) used means-end theory to investigate the relationships between business
and leisure travelers’ perceptions of value, quality, and price and the influence of these
variables on their ratings of similar hotels and revisit intentions. In the results, they
supported the theorized role of perceived value and pointed out that value plays a crucial
role in business and leisure travelers’ decision making; they also revealed differences in
value perceptions of business and leisure travelers. In addition, Petrick, Morais, and
Norman (2001) examined the relationship among entertainment travelers’ past vacation
behavior, vacation satisfaction, perceived vacation value, and future behavioral intentions.
In the results, they found that perceived value is a good predictor of travelers’ revisit
intention toward a destination. Furthermore, Chen and Tsai (2007) proposed a tourist
behavior model by including destination image and perceived value into the ‘‘quality–
satisfaction–behavioral intentions’’ paradigm to examine the relationship between
tourists’ destination image, trip quality, perceived value and satisfaction and future
behavioral intentions. In the results, they demonstrated that perceived value does play a
significant role on influencing the level of tourist satisfaction and future behavioral
intentions.
From a marketing perspective, customer value is a crucial component in the
process of consumers’ consumption and decision making (Bolton & Drew, 1991;
Zeithaml, 1988). As Holbrook (1994) pointed out, customer value is “the fundamental
basis for all marketing activity” (p.22). However, the diversity of meanings of value that
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consumers hold is one of the difficulties on explaining customer perceived value
(Kashyap & Bojanic, 2002).

There is still no one agreement on how to measure

customer’s perceived value. Guided by previous studies, the conceptualization of
customer perceived value can be identified by two types of approaches. The first
approach was used by traditional value research in which value was measured by the net
ratio of benefits to costs or a trade-off between quality and price. For example, Zeithaml
(1988) viewed value as “the consumer’s overall assessment of the utility of a product
based on perceptions of what is received and what is given” (p.14). Monroe (1990)
indicated “buyers’ perceptions of value represent a tradeoff between the quality and
benefits they perceive in the product relative to the sacrifice they perceive by paying the
price” (p.46). Woodruff (1997) defined customer value as “a customer’s preference for
and evaluation of those product attributes, attribute performances, and consequences
arising from use that facilitate (or block) achieving the customer’s goals and purposes in
use situations” (p. 142). In all of these definitions, value is measured as some form of
trade-off between what the consumer gives and what the consumer receives.
However, there are several researchers (Schechter, 1984; Bolton & Drew, 1991)
who suggest that to view value as a trade-off between what consumer gives and what
they receives is too simplistic. As Zeithaml (1998) pointed out that different customers
perceive value in different ways and that the components of perceived value might be
weighted differentially. In addition, the concept used for evaluating value perceptions in
services contexts differ from those made for goods (Murray and Schlacter 1990; Zeithaml
1981). Thus, there is another approach to measure customer’s value which is to view the
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conception of perceived value as a multidimensional construct. Several researchers
(Zeithaml, 1988; Sweeney & Soutar, 2001; Sweeney, Soutar,& Johnson, 1999) pointed
out that using a multidimensional value perspective to measure customers’ perceived
value is considered more appropriate, especially in services contexts because of the
heterogeneous nature of the service experience. Also, several tourism researchers (Petrick
2002; Oh, 2003) have pointed out the need for a multidimensional value perspective to
tourists’

measure

perceived

value.

Zeithmal

(1988)

indicated

that

using

multidimensional value perspective to measure perceived value allows us to conquer
some problems with using the traditional approach to measure perceived value of
customers.
In the current literature, several researchers (Sheth et al., 1991; Groth, 1995;
Sweeney & Soutar, 2001; Sweeney, Soutar & Johnson, 1999; Petrick, 2002; Sánchez, et
al., 2006) had revealed multiple dimensions with which to measure perceived value of
people. As Sánchez, et al. (2006) indicated, one of the multiple dimensions used for
measuring perceived value with the most methodological support is PERVAL, which was
developed by Sweeney and Soutar (2001). The PERVAL scales represent a key step
forward in the measurement of perceived value. A number of investigators (Sánchez, et
al., 2006) have applied PERVAL scales to examine tourists’ perceived value and the
results of most studies showed that PERVAL scales enhanced our understanding on
customers’ perceived value.
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CHAPTER THREE
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHETICAL RELATIONSHIPS

Conceptual Framework
According to the description by Ajzen (1991), the theory of planned behavior
may not be self-contained and sufficient enough to represent the relationships between
attitude and behavior, so it is open for further elaboration and additional constructs. In
other words, although the TPB has received much research support, several researchers
have recently mentioned that it should be extended to try increasing its predictive utility
(Pierro, et al., 2003). As Perugini & Bagozzi (2001) pointed out, establishing new
variables or constructs into the original model is one of the general ways to revise
theories. Thus, there are some studies extending the theory of planned behavior by adding
some new variables such as past behavior, personal norms, self-efficacy, and perceived
risk to increase its predictive utility and application to different situations or behaviors.
Most of these studies found that the new extended model has significantly improved the
predictive ability of TPS in its prediction and explanation of human behaviors.
Reviewing the current literature in the field of tourism, the issue of tourists’
revisit intention has gotten increasing attention. Also, many studies focused on tourist
behavior intention are based on the theory of planned behavior (TPB). However, there is
still lacking research to reveal tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism destinations
by applying the theory of planned behavior. In addition, most of current literature focuses
on exploring the effect of tourists’ post-visitation to their revisit intention. Few of them
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view tourist behavior in distinct stages or explore the effect of pre-, during- and postvisitation to tourists’ revisit intention. Thus, this study is designed to fill this gap by
examining the influence of pre-, during-, and post-visitation to tourists’ intention to
revisit a creative tourism destination.

According to the criteria which Ajzen (1991) suggested, when researchers try
to add new variables into the original model of TPB, they should be crucial factors and
have an effect on decision-making and behaviors. Also, the variables should be
conceptually independent factors from the existing factors of the theory and potentially
appropriate to a specific behavior. Based on the above criteria and a wide-ranging review
of the tourist behavioral literature, this study adds the variables of motivation, experience
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and perceived value into original model of TPB and hopes to demonstrate that the new
extended model of this study can offer more significant power in predicting and
explaining tourists’ intention to revisit the creative tourism destination, which will help
creative tourism proprietors to formulate policies and strategies. The research model of
this study is shown in Figure 3.1. After the reviewing literature, the study generalizes the
relationship among these research variables. Details describing the theoretical
relationships among research variables in this study are discussed in the following section.

Hypothetical Relationships
Relationships among attitude, subject norm, perceived behavioral control and
revisit intention
Ajzen (2002) claimed that the theory of planned behavior is one of most
influential and popular conceptual frameworks to study human behavior. In current
literature, many researchers have applied the theory of planned behavior to predict and
understand people’s intentions to engage in various leisure-related activities. Most of
them demonstrated that the theory of planned behavior can be used in predicting and
explaining the participation in diverse leisure activities or behaviors. According to the
theory of planned behavior, an individual's intention is determined by three conceptually
independent predictors: attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control
toward a specific behavior. As a general rule of the theory of planned behavior, the more
favorable the attitude and subjective norm with respect to a behavior, and the greater the
perceived behavioral control, the stronger should be an individual’s intention to perform
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the behavior under consideration (Ajzen, 1991). Thus, by applying the theory of planned
behavior to study tourist’ revisit intention, we hypothesized that tourists’ intentions are
positively affected by each variable including attitude, subjective norm and perceived
behavior control.

Relationship between motivation and revisit intention
Travel motivation is not only probably the most significant factor in
understanding tourist behavior but also one influential factor in understanding tourists’
revisit intentions (Cai, et al., 2010). In the same way, according to Huang and Hsu (2009),
motivation is viewed as a preliminary driving force behind behavior and will affect
tourist attitudes toward revisit intention. In the current literature, the relationship between
motivation and behavioral intention has been explored by many studies. For example,
Standage, et al., (2003) examined student motivation in engaging in physical education
and predicted their intention to partake in physical activity outside of physical education.
In the results, they found that self-determined motivation was found to positively affect
students’ intention to participate in leisure-time physical activity, whereas amotivation
was found as a negative predictor of leisure-time physical activity intentions. In the same
way, in the study by Alexandris, et al., (2007), they found that both recreational skiers’
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation have statistically significant relationships with their
intention to continue skiing.
Although the relationship between motivation and behavioral intention has
been explored and explained by several studies, few studies provide insight into this in
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the tourism domain (Huang & Hsu, 2009). For example, Yoon and Uysal (2005) explored
tourist motivation to visit the destination of Northern Cyprus and discussed the
relationships among the push and pull motivations, satisfaction, and destination loyalty.
In the results, they suggested destination marketers consider the practical implications of
motivation variables, because they can be basic factors in increasing satisfaction with
destination services and enhancing tourists’ destination loyalty. Also, Baloglu (1999)
tested a model to examine the organization of informational, motivational, and mental
constructs on visitation intention. In the results of his study, the model empirically
demonstrated that travel motivation is a predictor of visit intention and pointed out that
two out of three motivational factors (escape and prestige) were found to have a
statistically significant but not plentiful direct effect on tourists’ visit intention. In the
same way, Huang and Hsu (2009) explored the relationship between tourists’ motivation
to revisit and their intention to revisit Hong Kong. In the results, they found that only the
shopping dimension of motivation had a significant influence on revisit intention (Huang
& Hsu, 2009). In addition, the relationship between travel motivation and intention to
revisit has been implied by the theory of planned behavior. As Ajzen (1991) pointed out,
individuals’ intention toward behavior includes the motivational factors that influence
behavior, which implies that motivation may be related to behavioral intention. Thus, in
this study, motivation can be considered a vital antecedent of intention to revisit
destination of creative tourism.
According to the claim made by Hagger and Chatzisarantis (2009), theoretical
integration means combining the theories in order to provide a complementary and more
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complete explanation; integrating the constructs of Self-Determination Theory (SDT) and
the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) can serve to assist in overcoming the
shortcomings of each theory and provide a more in-depth understanding of the impact of
the variables of TPB. Specifically speaking, SDT can assist in explaining the quality of
the relationships in TPB and the predictors of TPB; TPB can provide a foundation to
translate general motives from the perceived locus of causality into intentional action
(Hagger, et al., 2003). By applying SDT and TPB, one of purposes of this study is to
explore the relationship between tourists’ motivation and intention to revisit destination
of creative tourism. Reviewing current literature in the tourism domain, there is still no
study which explores tourists’ motivation and revisit intention by applying these two
theoretical frameworks. However, there are several studies which examine the influence
of motivation to individuals’ intention to engage in physical activities and health
behaviors by integrating SDT and TPB.

Relationship between tourists’ experience and revisit intention
Tourist experience has been deemed a crucial construct in travel and tourism
research (Oh et al., 2007). Since Pine & Gilmore coined the term “experience economy”
in 1998, there have been an increasing number of studies (Quan & Wang, 2004;
Anderson, 2010; Ponsonby-Mccabe & Boyle, 2006; Addis & Holbrook, 2001) which are
dedicated to the understanding of diversified consumer experiences in tourism research
domains such as food experience in tourism (Quan & Wang, 2004), wildlife viewing
experience (Anderson, 2010), tourist experience within cruise vacations (Hosany &
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Witham 2010), festival visitor experience (Cole and Chancellor, 2009), and tourist
experience of sporting events (Chen & Funk, 2010).
In addition, tourist experience is also one of influencing factors for tourists’
revisit intentions. In other words, tourists’ intention to revisit is believed to be influential
by their positive evaluation of the experience (Um et al., 2006). As Petrick, Morais, &
Norman (2001) pointed out, if people are satisfied and have a positive experience during
an activity, then they are more likely to repeat it. In the same way, Gnoth (1997)
mentioned that emotional reactions to the tourism experience are essential determinants
of post-consumption behaviors such as intention to recommend. Reviewing current
literature in tourism, the relationship between tourists’ experience and revisit intention
has been explored by many studies (Cole and Chancellor, 2009; Hosany & Witham, 2010;
Hsu & Crotts, 2006; Chen & Funk, 2010; Oh et al., 2007). Most of them found that
tourists’ experience and their revisit intentions are positively related. For example,
Hosany and Witham (2010) explored cruisers’ experiences by applying the four realms of
consumer experiences identified by Pine and Gilmore (1998) and investigated the
relationships among cruisers’ experiences, satisfaction, and intention to recommend. In
the results, they found that all the four dimensions of cruisers’ experiences are significant
and positively related to their intention to recommend, and they suggested that cruise
management professionals create pleasant and memorable experiences that can motivate
stronger behavioral intentions among passengers. Also, Lee et al. (2005) reported that
people with a positive destination image would perceive their on-site experiences
positively, which may lead to higher behavioral intentions. In the same way, Weed (2005)
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pointed out that sporting event participants who enjoy their sport tourism experience
would likely repeat the experience in the future. Thus, as reflected in the literature
described above, tourist experience is expected in this study to be positively related with
revisit intention.

Relationship between perceived value and revisit intention
Although the research focused on the topic of perceived value is not as plentiful
as other variables, there is increased attention to the issue of perceived value in terms of
academic research and practical implications (Parasuraman & Grewal, 2000). Within the
field of marketing, perceived value has been viewed as one important post-visit predictor
of repurchase intention. Several researchers (Dodds & Monroe, 1985; Dodds et al., 1991;
Monroe & Chapman, 1987) conclude that perceived value is a useful variable to explain
customers’ satisfaction and purchase intention. In addition, some studies have reported
the positive effect of perceived value on loyalty or repurchase intention (Zins, 2001; Kuo
et al., 2009; Lewis & Soureli, 2006). For example, Kuo et al. (2009) constructed a model
to evaluate service quality of mobile value-added services and explored the relationships
among customer’s service quality, perceived value, satisfaction, and post-purchase
intention. In the results, they found that perceived value positively influences customer
post-purchase intention. In the same way, Dodds et al. (1991) built a model which
indicates the direct relationship between perceived value and purchase intentions. In other
words, customers’ perceived value is positively related to their repurchase intentions.
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In the tourism domain, perceived value has received increased attention by
researchers (Oh, 1999, 2000; Chen and Tsai, 2007; Sun, 2004; Petrick, 2004; Petrick &
Backman, 2002; Petrick, Morais, & Norman, 2001; Kashyap & Bojanic, 2000; Murphy,
Pritchard, & Smith, 2000) since the 2000s. In the study by Um et al. (2006), they
identified the relative weight of tourist evaluation constructs affecting revisit intention
and found that tourists’ revisit intention is determined more from their perceived value
than their satisfaction.

Reviewing the current literature in tourism, the relationship

between tourists’ perceived value and revisit intention has been explored by several
studies. Most of them revealed the positive impact of perceived value on future
behavioral intentions. For instance, Sun (2004) explored the impact of brand equity on
customers’ perceived value and revisit intent to a mid-priced U.S. hotel and found that
perceived value is positively related to customers’ revisit intention. Also, Chen and Tsai
(2007) pointed out that perceived value has a positive impact on both future behavioral
intentions and behaviors. According the results of their study, they also concluded that
“perceived value does play an important role in affecting the level of satisfaction and
future behavioral intentions of customers” (p.1121). Thus, in keeping with the findings
summarized above, tourists’ perceived value is expected to be positively related to revisit
intention in this study.

Presentation of objectives and hypotheses
The following research hypotheses are intended to fully and systematically
explore the three research questions identified above. The first hypothesis is intended to
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test the model of the theory of planned behavior to see whether the theory can be used in
predicting and explaining tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism destination and is
broken down into three sub hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1-1: Tourists’ attitudes have a positive influence on their revisit intentions to
creative tourism attractions.
Hypothesis 1-2: Tourists’ subjective norms have a positive influence on their revisit
intentions to creative tourism attractions.
Hypothesis 1-3: Tourists’ perceived behavioral control has a positive influence on their
revisit intention to creative tourism attractions.

The second set of hypotheses is intended to test whether tourists’ motivation,
experience and perceived value are statistically significant in predicting their intention to
revisit creative tourism attractions and is broken down into eight sub hypotheses. These
hypotheses describe the significance of each predictor variable in explaining tourists’
intention to revisit the creative tourism destination.
Hypothesis 2-1: Tourists’ motivation has a positive influence on their revisit intention to
creative tourism attractions.
Hypothesis 2-2: Tourists’ experience has a positive influence on their revisit intention to
creative tourism attractions.
Hypothesis 2-3: Tourists’ perceived value has a positive influence on their revisit
intention to creative tourism attractions.
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The third hypothesis is about comparing the extended model of the theory of
planned behavior by adding the variables of motivation, experience and perceived value
to the original model of the theory of planned behavior.
Hypothesis 3-1: The extended model of the theory of planned behavior, by adding the
variables of motivation, experience and perceived value, performs
significantly better than the original model of the theory of planned
behavior.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study not only attempts to explore the role of tourists’ motivation,
experience and perceived value on the influence of their intention to revisit destinations
of creative tourism, but it also extends the theory of planned behavior by including the
variables of motivation, experience, and perceived value to develop an innovative model
for analyzing and exploring tourists’ intentions to revisit creative tourism destinations.
This chapter provides detailed information about the methods used in the study. First, the
study area and study population are described. Second, the steps taken in the
development of research methods, including procedures of data collection and
development of data collection instruments are discussed. Finally, the chapter ends with a
discussion of the data analysis procedure.

Study Area
As Choi et al. (2007) suggested, collecting data from a diversified sample can
reduce biases and enhance the generalizability of the results. Thus, this study was
conducted at three creative tourism attractions, Hwataoyao, Bantaoyao, and the Meinong
Hakkas Cultural Museum, which are located, respectively in the north, middle and south
of Taiwan and are famous sites for creative tourism.
Hwataoyao, which was opened officially to the public in 1991, is located in the
town of Sanyi in Miaoli County. Its operation objective is to fulfill cultural ideals, by
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preserving Taiwanese culture and bringing Taiwanese pottery into the aesthetic of
everyday life. In 2003, Hwataoyao was selected as one of the most excellent businesses
in the creative tourism industry by the Taiwan government. Here, tourists not only can
smel the scent of the flowers in Hwataoyao’s botanical gardens and enjoy traditional
Hakka style cuisine, but they also can tour the red brick Taiwanese style architecture,
experience beauty of ceramics and make their own pottery with professional guidance.
Unlike other attractions, Hwataoyao limits the number of visitors to 270 per day in order
to preserve its surroundings and quality. Thus, the best way to visit this attraction is to
make a reservation in advance.
Another attraction, Bantaoyao, called a craft studio of Jiao-Zhi pottery and
Chien-Nien, is located in the town of Singang in Chiayi and was established in 2005. It is
a top and famous creative tourism attraction for showing and making temple decorations
in Taiwan. The founder of Bantaoyao, a professional in making temple decorations by
using Jiao-Zhi pottery and Chien-Nien, established the attraction combining traditions
and modernity in order to preserve and promote public understanding of this special
traditional cultural craft. Here, tourists not only can learn the culture of Jiao-Zhi pottery
and Chien-Nien by visiting the exhibition hall and experience the charm of colorful jiaozhi pottery crafts, but they can also take part in making animal pottery crafts and mosaics
and painting pottery plates in the do-it-yourself teaching and experience zone.
The third study area of this study is Meinong Hakkas Cultural Museum, which
was established by the Kaohsiung County Government and has been located in the
Meinong of Kaohsiung city since 2007. Meinong is a traditional Hakka village and the
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best known place in Taiwan for preserving the Hakka culture. The unique Hakka
components can be seen from the clothing, music, housing, and food. The main purpose
of building this museum is to support the development of Hakkas cultural studies,
heritage conservation and tourism. In Meinong Hakkas Cultural Museum, they display
real objects, pictures, traditional Hakkas music and movies to introduce the history and
traditions of Hakkas in Meinong. Visitors can develop a deep understanding of the Hakka
culture by learning its history, architecture and handicrafts. Oilpaper umbrellas and
Hakkas style clothing are perhaps the most visible symbol of handicrafts. Tourists can
borrow oilpaper umbrellas and Hakkas style clothes from the museum and do oilpaper
umbrella painting to experience Hakkas culture in their own way.

Data Collection
The tourists, who visit the study areas, Hwataoyao, Bantaoyao, and Meinong
Hakkas Cultural Museum, are the target population of this study. Since accurate data
about the population in these creative tourism attractions is not available, the sample of
this study was collected via on-site surveys. With the intention of collecting a
representative sample of tourists, the on-site survey was conducted on both weekdays and
weekends of March 2012. In addition, in order to survey a maximum number of diverse
visitors over a relatively small period of time, a self-administrated questionnaire was
distributed to participants who were systematically selected at the main gate of the study
areas. Furthermore, a systematic sampling procedure was used for data collection of this
study. As Babbie (2004) pointed out, compared with simple random sampling, systematic
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sampling is slightly more accurate. Generally speaking, systematic sampling is more
convenient than simple random sampling. Thus, according to the suggestion of Babbie
(2004), this study used a random number for the first sampling selection and then
selected samples by every third person or group.
After contacting each third person or group, the researchers explained and
outlined the purpose of the study to the participants. After getting approval, the selfadministrated questionnaire was given to each participant. To minimize sample
homogeneity, this study only chose one member from every family group to be
interviewed. All subjects were selected based on their willingness to volunteer their
personal information on site and they were 18 years and older.
Finally, a total of 417 questionnaires were collected from the 483 visitors that
were contacted. The overall response rate of this study was 86.3 %. After eliminating
unusable responses, 22 questionnaires were eliminated and 395 questionnaires (82.2%
usable response rate) were coded and used for data analysis.

Data Instrument
The questionnaire used as the survey instrument of this study included all
constructs of the proposed model to investigate the hypotheses of interest. Because
variables in this study, including motivation, experience, and perceived value, are
intangible, unobservable and cannot be accessed directly, they should be measured
indirectly through latent variables to reflect the phenomenon or construct. In addition, as
Kline (2005) pointed out, to measure intangible and unobservable variables by multiple
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indicators can enhance validity. In other words, compared with individual measures, a set
of measures is more reliable and valid. Thus, variables in this study are all measured by
multiple items which were adapted from prior studies. The detailed information of each
variable is as follows.
Creative tourists’ motivation in this study is measured by using Ryan and
Connell’s (1989) Perceived Locus of Causality (PLOC) dimension which draws from
Heider’s (1958) concept of perceived locus of causality. Many studies have tested and
evidenced the usefulness of PLOC dimension, such as Ryan and Grolnick (1986). In
addition, the PLOC dimension has been used to assess motivation, which was
conceptualized by self-determination theory by several studies (Chatzisarantis & Hagger,
2009; Hagger, et al., 2002; Ntoumanis, 2001; Shen et al., 2007). In Ryan and Connell’s
(1989) study, the questionnaire of PLOC contained four dimensions which are external
regulation, introjected regulation, identified regulation and intrinsic motivation, and it
used eighteen question items in the educational research domain. This study modified
these question items for the tourism domain. Sixteen question items are included in this
study. The description of the question items was slightly modified to be appropriate for
this study. Respondents were asked to indicate their opinions by checking the appropriate
response to the questionnaire items using a seven-point Likert scale, ranging from 1=
strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. The details of questions are as shown in Table
4.1.
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Table 4.1 Items Used to Measure Motivation
Scale

Item

External

Because I would get in trouble if I don’t
Because that’s what I am supposed to do
So others won’t get mad at me
Because others gave me no choice

Introjection

Because I wanted the others to think I am a part of their group
Because I wanted the others to have good impression about me
Because I wanted the others to like me
Because I wanted the others to think I am a good partner to them

Identification

Because I wanted to learn new things
Because I wanted to experience new things
Because I wanted to take a look what the attraction is
Because I wanted to make a handcraft by myself

Intrinsic

Because I thought it would be fun
Because I thought I would enjoy it
Because I thought I would feel happy if I come to here
Because I thought it would be interesting

In 1999, Pine and Gilmore offered the concept of experience economy as a
framework to understand and evaluate experiential consumption. Drawing from that, Oh,
Fiore, and Jeoung (2007) developed the 4E tourist experience measurement scales and
tested the validity and reliability of the four scales in their study. In the results, they
provided empirical evidence for both face and nomological validities of these four scales
and pointed out that each scale had Cronbach’s alpha coefficients above 0.77. Their
conclusion was that their measurement scales can provide a platform for future research
applications in various tourism settings, and accordingly there are several studies which
have used these four scales to explore tourist experience and have demonstrated their
usefulness in a diverse arena ranging from cruiser tourism (Hosany & Witham, 2010) to
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Table 4.2 Items Used to Measure Experience
Scale

Item

Education

The experience has made me more knowledgeable.
It was a real learning experience.
The experience was highly educational to me.
I learned a lot.
The experience really enhanced my skills.
My curiosity was stimulated to learn new things.

Esthetics

I felt a real sense of harmony.
Just being here was very pleasant.
The setting really showed attention to design detail.
The setting provided pleasure to my senses.
The setting was very attractive.

Entertainment

Watching others perform was captivating.
I really enjoyed watching what others were doing.
Watching activities of others was very entertaining.
Activities of others were amusing to watch.
Activities of others were fun to watch.

Escapism

I felt like I was staying in a different time or place.
I felt I played a different character here.
Completely escaped from reality.
I felt I was in a different world.
The experience here let me imagine being someone else.
I totally forgot about my daily routine.

eagle watching (Anderson, 2010). Thus, this study used Oh, Fiore, and Jeoung’s (2007)
4E tourist experience measurement scales to measure creative tourists’ experiences.
Twenty two experience economy questions are included in these four tourist experience
scales, six items for education and escapism dimensions and five items for esthetics and
entertainment dimensions. Respondents were asked to indicate their opinions by checking
the appropriate response to the questionnaire items using a seven-point Likert scale,
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ranging from 1= strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. The details of the question items
are as follows (see Table 4.2).
Based on a review of the literature, Sweeney and Soutar’s (2001) perceived
value scale, which is called PERVAL, is one of the scales with the most methodological
support. In their study, Sweeney and Soutar (2001) developed and tested the PERVAL
scale in measuring consumers’ perception of the value of a product. According the results
of their study, the PERVAL scale has sound and stable psychometric properties, and they
concluded that the scale can serve as a framework for future studies. In current literature
in the tourism domain, there are several studies that have used and modified the scale to
measure tourists’ perceived value such as Sánchez et al., (2006), Williams & Soutar
(2009), etc. Thus, this study modified Sweeney and Soutar’s (2001) PERVAL scale to
measure creative tourists’ perceived value with regard to a creative tourism destination.
The description of the question items was slightly modified to be appropriate for this
study. Four dimensions, including emotional, social, quality and price, and sixteen
question items from the PERVAL scale are included in this study. Respondents were
asked to indicate their opinions by checking the appropriate response to the questionnaire
items using a seven-point Likert scale, ranging from 1= strongly disagree to 7 = strongly
agree. The details of question items were shown as Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 Items Used to Measure Perceived Value
Scale

Item

Quality

was well made
was well organized
had consistent quality
had an acceptable standard of quality

Emotional

offered value for money
was economical
was reasonably priced
was good one for the price

Price

makes me feel happy
gives me pleasure
made me feel elated
is one that I did enjoy

Social

gave me social approval from others
made me feel acceptable to others
would help me to make a good impression on others
would improve the way I am perceived

Based on a review of the literature, there was no standard questionnaire for the
theory of planned behavior. The questionnaire in this study was adopted from existing
literature (Ajzen & Driver, 1992; Lam & Hsu, 2006; Lai et al., 2010; Petrick & Backman,
2002). The description of the question items was slightly modified to be appropriate for
this study. The tourists’ attitudes associated with the creative tourism destination were
measured by four items ranging from strongly disagree = 1 to strongly agree = 7 based on
previous studies (Ajzen & Driver, 1992; Lam & Hsu, 2006; Lai et al., 2010) (see Table
4.4).
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Table 4.4 Instrument Items Used to Measure Attitude
I think this attraction is my favorite one
I think this is an attractive attraction.
I think this attraction is enjoyable.
I think this is a meaningful attraction.

As shown in Table 4.5, the tourists’ subjective norms associated with the
creative tourism destination were operationalized by four items ranging from strongly
disagree = 1 to strongly agree = 7, based on previous studies (Ajzen & Driver, 1992; Lam
& Hsu, 2006; Lai et al., 2010).

Table 4.5 Instrument Items Used to Measure Subject Norm
Most people who are important to me approve of my trip to this attraction.
Most people I know would choose this place as a travel attraction.
Most people who are important in my life think I should take a trip to this attraction.
I was influenced by others to visit this attraction.

Based on previous studies (Ajzen & Driver, 1992; Lam & Hsu, 2006; Lai et al.,
2010), the tourists’ perceived behavioral control associated with creative tourism
destination were operationalized by four items ranging from strongly disagree = 1 to
strongly agree = 7 (see Table 4.6).

Table 4.6 Instrument Items Used to Measure Perceived Behavioral Control
I am confident that if I want, I can visit this attraction.
I have enough energy to visit this attraction.
For me to visit this attraction is not a difficult thing.
I have enough time to visit this attraction.
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As shown in Table 4.7, the tourists’ revisit intentions associated with the
creative tourism destination was operationalized by five items ranging from strongly low
= 1 to strongly high = 7, based on previous studies (Ajzen & Driver, 1992; Petrick &
Backman, 2002).

Table 4.7 Instrument Items Used to Measure Revisit Intention
The probability of me visiting creative tourism attractions in the next 6 months is high.
I will visit a creative tourism attraction in the next 12 months.
The probability of me visiting creative tourism attractions in the next 12 months is high.
For my next trip, the probability of visiting creative tourism attractions is high.
I plan to visit a creative tourism attraction in the next 6 months.

Pilot Test
Before main data collection of this study, a pilot test was conducted in order to
know the length of time which respondents needed for completing the questionnaire, to
gather information to assess the respondents’ understanding of the meaning of questions,
and to improve the quality and efficiency of the research process.
The survey instruments initially were written in English. Since English is not
official language for Taiwanese, a translation was conducted to translate the questions on
the survey instruments into Chinese by a professional translator. Then, in order to check
the accuracy of the translation, the Chinese version survey instruments were translated
back to English by native Taiwanese who were experts in both languages. After
comparing the difference between original and translated-back English version survey
instruments, the questions less accurately translated were modified.
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In addition, after the translation of survey instruments, in order to enhance face
validity, the survey instruments were reviewed by tourism professors and business
managers of creative tourism attractions were asked to assess the logical consistency and
ease-of-understanding of the each items on the survey instruments. Their suggestions
were used to modify the survey instruments.

Table 4.8

Reliability of the Scales (Pilot Test)

Scales

Items

Mean

S.D.

Cronbach's
Alpha

Motivation
External
Introjection
Identification
Intrinsic

4
4
4
4

3.18
3.65
4.98
5.00

1.64
2.09
1.18
1.17

0.64
0.95
0.74
0.88

Experience
Education
Esthetics
Entertainment
Escapism

6
5
5
6

4.79
5.13
4.65
3.76

1.37
1.09
1.08
1.46

0.95
0.86
0.75
0.92

Perceived Value
Quality
Price
Emotional
Social

4
4
4
4

4.88
4.42
5.06
4.44

1.10
0.89
0.93
1.36

0.89
0.90
0.92
0.93

4
4
4

4.86
4.75
5.71

0.94
1.15
1.05

0.91
0.78
0.93

5

5.20

1.00

0.88

Attitude
Subject Norm
Perceived
Behavioral Control
Revisit Intention
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Finally, the pilot test was conducted at the end of February, 2012. Twenty
seven questionnaires were collected. In order to ensure that the measurements used were
reliable, the reliability of the measurements was examined by Cronbach’s alpha test to
assess the internal consistency of each instrument used in this study. Table 4.8 presents
the reliability of the scales determined by the pilot testing. Based on the results of the
pilot test and suggestions from the participants, modifications were made in the
questionnaire.

Data analysis procedure
The following section describes the statistical methods used in this study. The
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences program (SPSS) was mainly used to do the
data analysis such as frequency analysis, reliability analysis, confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA), etc. The significance levels of 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 were used to test all the
hypotheses of this study. Frequency analysis was used to describe the characteristics of
tourists’ demographics and travel behavior. Then, reliability analysis was used to test the
internal consistency reliability of each construct indicator composed by observed
variables of this study such as motivation, experience and perceived value to ensure the
reliability of the measurements. There are several ways to measure reliability, including
coefficient alpha, Kuder-Richardson formula 20 (KR-20), test-retest, alternate form, split
half, odd-even and scorer reliability. Different methods to estimate reliability have a
different usefulness for specific situations (DeVellis, 1991). This study used Cronbach’s
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Alpha, which has frequently been used in various social science research projects. The
formula to calculate the Cronbach’s Alpha is as follows:
Alpha = number of items * mean of item correlation / (1+ (number of items -1) * mean of
item correlation)
The reliability coefficient is the number which reflects whether the obtained
score is a stable indication (Dick & Hagerty, 1971). A bigger number means higher
consistency or stability. General speaking, there is no absolutely good standard to
evaluate the reliability coefficient. However, there still are some scholars (George and
Mallery, 2003; Kline, 2005) who have revealed evaluation standards for researchers to
evaluate their analysis results. Generally, excellent reliability coefficients are around 0.9,
good is around 0.8, adequate is around 0.7, questionable is around 0.6, poor is around 0.5
and unacceptable is smaller than 0.5. In social psychology research, reliability coefficient
exceeding 0.6 is usually acceptable (Robinson, Shaver & Wrightsman, 1991).
Further, structural equation model testing was analyzed using the Equations
program (EQS). In this part, not only was the relationship between each construct
indicator composed by observed variables of this study, motivation, experience and
perceived value, and revisit intention, analyzed, but the original model of theory of
planned behavior and the new extended model which is the hypothesized structural model
of this study were also analyzed. Recently, structural equation modeling has grown a
great deal and become one of several popular statistic data analysis tools. Structural
equation modeling starts with a hypothesis, represents the hypothesis as a model,
conceptualizes the constructs of interest with a measurement instrument (typically a
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survey) and tests the model. This technique is used to analyze the causal-effect
relationship between measured variables and latent constructs. It can be used not only for
modifying and testing existing models but also for developing new theoretical models. In
structural equation modeling, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is encouraged more
than exploratory factor analysis. Noar (2003) stated that CFA can greatly improve
confidence in the structure of a new measure and pointed out that the characteristics of
CFA included providing further confirmation, a strong test of model, and additional
information about the dimensionality of a scale. Thus, confirmatory factor analysis and
structural equation modeling will be used in analyzing not only the relationship between
each construct indicator composed by observed variables of this study, but also the
original model of theory of planned behavior and the new extended model which is the
hypothesized structural model of this study.
In addition, structural equation modeling analysis includes a model fit and a
model interpretation. Measures of overall model fit show to “which extent a structural
equation model corresponds to the empirical data” (Schermelleh-Engel, et al., 2003: 35).
In other words, the model fit is the ability of a model to reproduce the data. The fit does
not mean the model is “valid” or “correct”. Also, it does not mean that the model is the
only one. In other words, other models may reproduce the variance/covariance matrix
equally well. In addition, because there is no single statistical significance test that can
distinguish a correct model given the sample data, there is a need to take multiple criteria
into consideration and to evaluate model fit on the basis of various measures
simultaneously (Schermelleh-Engel, et al., 2003).
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In numerous model fits, the most recommended model fits are chi-square, CFI
(comparative fit index), NNFI (Bentler–Bonnet not normed fit index) and RMSEA (root
mean square error of approximation). For example, Hu & Bentler (1998) recommended
using CFI, NNFI and RMSEA because of their sensitivity to complex model
misspecification. However, how to decide cutoff values for a good fit is difficult because
of sample size dependency and sensitivity to misspecified models (Hu & Bentler, 1998).
According to the results of his study, Bandalos (2002) indicated that optimal cut-off
values may differ considerably depending on sample size, with a smaller sample size
resulting in lower optimal cut-off values. However, there are still some recommended
rules for researchers to evaluate their results such as those presented by Hu & Bentler
(1998), Schermelleh-Engel, et al. (2003), Steiger (1989), Browne and Cudeck (1993), and
Sivo, et al., (2007). For chi-square, if the model fits perfectly, the chi-square will be equal
to zero. For example, in the above table, the left hand side data set will be poor in single
factor. However, it will have chi-square equal to zero in two factors. On the contrary, the
right hand side data set will have chi-square equal to zero in single factor. For CFI,
Schermelleh-Engel (2003) suggested that CFI can be considered a good fit when it is
between 0.97 and 1. Sivo, et al. (2007) suggested that the optimal value of CFI for not
rejecting correct models is about 0.90, and it may increase to 0.99 for a very large sample
size condition. For NNFI, it is recommended that the value has at least 0.9 for an
acceptable fit while the index of NNFI ranges from 0 to 1.0, (Hu & Bentler, 1998). In
addition, Sivo et al. (2007) indicated that 0.95 criterion for the NNFI is sufficient for a
small sample size condition (N=150). For RMSEA, Sivo, et al (2007) recommended that
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the optimal value of RMSEA is around 0.06 for a small sample size (N = 150) and may
decrease to 0.02 for a very large sample size condition. Also, Steiger (1989), and Browne
and Cudeck (1993) suggested that RMSEA between 0 to 0.05 can be considered as a
good fit.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS

In this chapter, the results of this study are provided in three sections. First,
preliminary data analysis is presented including data screening and frequencies by using
Social Sciences program (SPSS). Second, reliability of each of the factors and variables
are assessed and the results of confirmatory factor analysis are provided by using
Equations program (EQS). Third, the hypotheses for this study are restated and tested
without and with common method bias through Structural Equation Modeling analysis
(SEM) by using EQS.

Data Screening
Before the hypothesis testing, data screening was used to clean the data and
remove cases of outliers. Linear regression analysis was used to test Mahalanobis’
Distance in the form of calculated chi-square values among all 66 variables which were
used in hypothesis testing. As Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) pointed out, when the
calculated chi-square values are bigger than the critical chi-square value at an alpha order
of P<0.001 with a given degree of freedom, the cases would be the outliers and should be
deleted. In the study results, we found several cases which had the calculated chi-square
values bigger than the critical chi-square value; however, all the data cases were
continued which means these outlier cases were parts of data. Thus, there was no need to
delete any cases from data.
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Next, missing data was assessed from the remaining cases across each construct.
As Kline (2005) suggested, the entire cases should be deleted, if at least 50% of the
indicators for a particular construct were missing. In the study results, there were no cases
with more than 50% of data missing, thus, there was no need to delete any cases from
data. In summary, after data screening, the dataset still contained 395 cases. At this point,
before the data analysis of hypothesis testing, expectation maximization (EM) method
and the Equations (EQS) program were used to impute missing values of the dataset. As
Byrne (2006) pointed out that EM is one of the most reliable and general techniques to
substitute missing values in structural equation modeling. The procedure of EM method
includes two steps. The first step is “to impute missing values by predicting scores in a
series of regressions where each missing variable is regressed on remaining variables for
a particular case;” the other one is that the “whole imputed data set is submitted for
maximum likelihood estimation” (Kline, 2005: 55). After EM the procedure, the dataset
was ready for the data analysis of hypothesis testing.

Descriptive Statistics
The study sample consisted of 395 tourists who visited one of three creative
tourism attractions, Hwataoyao, Bantaoyao, and the Meinong Hakkas Cultural Museum.
Frequency analysis was used to analyze the demographic characteristics and travel
behavior characteristics of samples. The demographic characteristics of sample are
shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1

Demographic Characteristics of Samples (N=395)

Variable

N

Percent

20 and younger
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61 and over

7
128
135
79
32
12

1.8
32.6
34.4
20.1
8.1
3.1

Male
Female

162
235

40.8
59.2

North of Taiwan
Middle of Taiwan
South of Taiwan
East of Taiwan

114
99
180
2

28.9
25.1
45.6
0.5

Junior high school and less
Senior high school
College/ University
Graduate school

5
49
270
72

1.3
12.4
68.2
18.2

Single
Married
Others

163
225
8

41.2
56.8
2.1

Monthly Income
$20,000 and less
$ 20,001—$40,000
$ 40,001—$60,000
$ 60,001—$80,000
$ 80,001—$100,000
$ 100,001—$120,000
$ 120,001—$140,000
$ 140,001 and over

62
143
89
39
17
11
4
6

16.6
38.5
24.0
10.4
4.5
3.0
1.0
2.0

Age

Gender

Location

Education

Marriage
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Table 5.2

Travel Behavior Characteristics of Samples (N=395)

Variable

N

Percent

Alone

7

1.6

Friends

141

31.8

Family

214

43.8

Business Group

40

9.0

Classmates

31

7.0

Others

10

2.3

Newspaper/Magazine

41

9.6

Television

9

2.1

Friends/Family

215

50.4

Website

114

26.7

Others

48

11.2

Yes

75

18.9

No

322

81.1

Yes

295

74.9

No

99

25.1

Yes

150

37.9

No

246

62.1

Yes

372

93.9

No

24

6.1

Who are you accompanied by? (multiple choice)

How did you find out about this attraction? (multiple
choice)

Are you a part of a travel group?

Have you visited creative tourism attractions like this
one before?

Did you make any handcraft on your visit today?

Will you recommend this attraction to other people
(Friends, Family, Colleagues, etc.)?
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The largest numbers of tourists were between the ages 31 and 40 (34.4%). This
was closely followed by individuals between 21 and 30 (32.6%). The youngest
individuals aged 20 and younger were the smallest group of samples (1.8%). As Table
5.1 indicates, males comprised 40.8% of the sample and females made up 59.2% of the
sample. Tourists who came from the southern part of Taiwan were predominant (45.6%).
A modest number of the samples had College or University degrees (68.2 %) and
graduate school degrees (18.2%). A small percentage of the sample had a degree from
junior high school or less (1.3%). More than the half tourists were married (56.8%). In
the the sample, 38.5% of the tourists had a monthly income between NTD 20,001 to NTD
40,000 ($1 US = $ 29.8NTD). Almost a quarter of the tourists had a monthly income
between NTD 40,001 to NTD 60,000. These results indicated that the target market of
these three creative tourism attractions is the married female between 21 and 40 years old
who lives in the southern part of Taiwan and has a higher education degree and middleclass income.
The travel behavior characteristics of sample are shown in Table 5.2. Since
some questions on travel behavior characteristics such as “Who are you accompanied
by?” and “How did you find out about this attraction?” are multiple choice questions, not
only frequency analysis but also multiple choice analysis were used. The largest number
of tourists was accompanied by their family (43.8%) and friends (31.8%). Only a few
people (1.6%) came alone. Half of tourists’ travel information came from their friends
and family. A quarter of tourists used a website to search for their travel information.
Most of the people in this study were not part of a group (81.1%). As Table 5.2 indicates,
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the vast majority (74.9%) of tourists within the sample had visited creative tourism
attractions like the one they were visiting before. More than half of tourists (62.1%)
didn’t make any handcraft on their visit. Most of tourists (93.9%) indicated that they will
recommend this attraction to their friends, family, colleagues, etc.

Reliability
Reliability tests were performed to examine the internal consistency of the
measurements used in this study.

This study used Cronbach’s Alpha, which has

frequently been used in various social science research projects. Generally, excellent
reliability coefficients are around 0.9, good is around 0.8, adequate is around 0.7,
questionable is around 0.6, poor is around 0.5 and unacceptable is smaller than 0.5. In
social psychology research, a reliability coefficient exceeding 0.6 is usually acceptable
(Robinson, Shaver & Wrightsman, 1991). As the Table 5.3 indicates, the results show
that each factor (external, introjection, identification, intrinsic, education, esthetics,
entertainment, escapism, quality, price, emotional, social, attitude, subject norm,
perceived behavioral control, and revisit intention) was reliable. Cronbach’s alpha
coefficients ranged from 0.64 to 0.95 as shown in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3 Results of the Scale Reliability
Scales

Items

Mean

S.D.

Cronbach's Alpha

Motivation
External
Introjection
Identification
Intrinsic

4
4
4
4

3.48
3.93
5.20
5.41

1.51
1.71
1.19
1.09

0.64
0.89
0.73
0.87

Experience
Education
Esthetics
Entertainment
Escapism

6
5
5
6

5.13
5.49
5.14
4.52

1.13
1.06
1.12
1.38

0.90
0.89
0.85
0.87

Perceived Value
Quality
Price
Emotional
Social

4
4
4
4

5.24
5.12
5.61
4.43

1.12
1.28
1.01
1.35

0.87
0.92
0.93
0.90

4
4

5.51
5.08

1.13
1.32

0.92
0.72

4

6.04

1.14

0.88

5

5.66

1.17

0.95

Attitude
Subject Norm
Perceived
Behavioral
Control
Revisit Intention

Confirmatory Factor Analysis Results of Each Constructs
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is a major tool for scale development and
has been used widely in structural equation modeling. Thus, this study used confirmatory
factor analysis to specify the hypothesized relations of the observed variables to the
underlying constructs including motivation, experience, perceived value, attitude,
subjective norm, perceived behavior control and revisit intention by using EQS 6.1. In
addition, the goodness-of-fit indices of chi-square, comparative fit index (CFI), Bentler–
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Bonnet not normed fit index (NNFI) and root mean square residual (RMSEA) were
employed to evaluate model fit for each latent variable. Criteria were established for
model fit indices based on current literature (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007).
Specific cutoffs for CFI and NNFI are 0.9 and for RMSEA is 0.06.
Before estimating confirmatory measurement models, the first procedure
utilized in conducting CFA was to find the best-fitting model of each latent construct
including motivation, experience and perceived value. Each latent construct has four
factors. Thus, the way to find the best-fitting model of each latent construct was to
determine the best-fitting model of each factor of each latent construct firstly. Then, the
second procedure utilized in conducting CFA was to estimate confirmatory measurement
models including first order and second order measurement models of each latent
construct. Finally, CFA also was employed to specify the hypothesized relations of the
observed variables to the underlying variables including motivation, experience,
perceived behavioral control, attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control and
revisit intention.

Motivation
There were four factors and 16 instrument items in latent construct of
motivation (see Table 5.4). This study used CFA to estimate model fit of each single
factor. Within EQS, each factor was run by fixing variance loading to 1.0 and Lagrange
multiplier (LM) tests were selected. The LM test is to determine which parameters were
significant at the 0.05 alpha orders. Either the cross loadings or error covariance between
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variables with different target factors indicated the instrument items are multidimensional
and potentially bad items. As the results show, the item CC5 of the first factor, External,
was cross loading with other factors. Thus, the item was deleted with consideration of the
issue of dimensionality. In addition, the item CC7 and CC10 showed error covariance
from the LM test. After adding significant parameters, each of the four factors was added
in each subsequent model and the results showed no parameters were significant in LM
tests. In goodness-of-fit indices of each subsequent model, CFI and NNFI were higher
than 0.9 and RMSEA was lower than 0.06 as suggested in current literature (Hu &
Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007).

Table 5.4 Factors, codes and instrument item of motivation
Factor

Code

Instrument item

External

CC1
CC5
CC13
CC15

Because I would get in trouble if I don’t
Because that’s what I am supposed to do
So others won’t get mad at me
Because others gave me no choice

Introjection

CC2
CC6
CC8
CC11

Because I wanted the others to think I am a part of their group
Because I wanted the others to have good impression about me
Because I wanted the others to like me
Because I wanted the others to think I am a good partner to
them

Identification CC3
CC7
CC10
CC12

Because I wanted to learn new things
Because I wanted to experience new things
Because I wanted to take a look what the attraction is
Because I wanted to make a handcraft by myself

Intrinsic

Because I thought it would be fun
Because I thought I would enjoy it
Because I thought I would feel happy if I come to here
Because I thought it would be interesting

CC4
CC9
CC14
CC16
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After examining goodness-of-fit indices of each of the single factors of the
motivation construct, all the factors were included to estimate goodness-of-fit indices of
first order and second order motivation confirmatory measurement models by using CFA.
The result showed that the first order motivation measurement model resulted in a good
fit: Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square value of 270.56 with 83 degrees of freedom, CFI
of 0.94, and NNFI of 0.093, and RMSEA of 0.064. However, the goodness-of-fit indices
decreased a lot in the second order motivation measurement model. Although all the
factor loadings between factor and items were higher than the minimum criteria of 0.5
with significantly associated t-values, the second order motivation measurement model
resulted in a poor fit as shown in Table 5.5: Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square value of
462.64 with 85 degrees of freedom, CFI of 0.88, NNFI of 0.85 and RMSEA of 0.092.

Table 5.5 Goodness-of-fit indices of motivation measurement models
χ2

S-B χ2

Df

CFI

NNFI

RMSEA

90% Confidence
Interval of RMSEA
(0.054, 0.075)

First order 270.56 219.03 83 0.94 0.93
0.064
model
Second
452.64 372.89 85 0.88 0.85
0.092
(0.083, 0.102)
order
model
Suggested
≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9
≤ 0.06
Valuea
a
Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

After checking the correlation coefficients between factors in the second order
motivation measurement model, it showed that the correlation coefficient between
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external and introjection factors was 0.75 and the correlation coefficient between
identification and intrinsic factors was 0.90. This meant that the external factor was
highly correlated with the introjection factor and the identification factor was highly
correlated with the intrinsic factors. In addition, findings from the test of the difference
between the chi-square and Satorra-Bentler Chi-square of two competing confirmatory
factor analytic (CFA) models showed that the chi-square and Satorra-Bentler chi-square
of the first order motivation measurement model was significantly different from the chisquare of the second order motivation measurement model. Thus, the first order
motivation measurement model was used for the following data analysis.

Experience
As shown in Table 5.6, there were four factors and 22 items in the latent
construct of experience. CFA was employed to examine model fit of each single factor of
experience. As the results show from the LM test, the items EE14, EE20, EE3, EE6, EE9
and EE11 were cross loading with other factors. Thus, these items were deleted with
consideration of the issue of dimensionality. After deleting these items, each of the four
factors was added in each subsequent model and the results of each subsequent model
showed no parameters were significant in LM tests which needed to be added. In
goodness-of-fit indices of each subsequent models, CFI and NNFI were higher than 0.9
and RMSEA was 0.06 as per the suggestion of current literature (Hu & Bentler, 1999;
Sivo, et al., 2007).
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Table 5.6 Factors, codes and instrument item of experience
Factor

Code

Instrument item

Education

EE1
EE4
EE5
EE7
EE14*
EE20*

The experience has made me more knowledgeable.
It was a real learning experience.
The experience was highly educational to me.
I learned a lot.
The experience really enhanced my skills.
My curiosity was stimulated to learn new things.

Esthetics

EE2
EE8
EE16
EE17
EE19

I felt a real sense of harmony.
Just being here was very pleasant.
The setting really showed attention to design detail.
The setting provided pleasure to my senses.
The setting was very attractive.

Entertainment

EE3*
EE6*
EE10
EE12
EE22

Watching others perform was captivating.
I really enjoyed watching what others were doing.
Watching activities of others was very entertaining.
Activities of others were amusing to watch.
Activities of others were fun to watch.

Escapism

EE9*
EE11*
EE13
EE15
EE18
EE21

I felt like I was staying in a different time or place.
I felt I played a different character here.
Completely escaped from reality.
I felt I was in a different world.
The experience here let me imagine being someone else.
I totally forgot about my daily routine.

*Items deleted from final analysis

After examining the goodness-of-fit indices of each of the single factors of
experience construct, all the factors were included to estimate goodness-of-fit indices of
the first order and second order experience confirmatory measurement models by using
CFA. As shown in Table 5.7, the Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square value was 233.24
with 98 degrees of freedom, the CFI statistic for first order experience measurement
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model was 0.94, the NNFI statistic was 0.92 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.059, all of
which indicated perfect fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007; Byrne, 2006). In the
same way, the Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square value was 236.84 with 100 degrees of
freedom, the CFI statistic was 0.94, the NNFI statistic was found to be 0.93 and the
RMSEA statistic was 0.059 in the second order experience measurement model,
indicating a close absolute model fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007). In addition,
all the factor loadings between factor and instrument items in both first order and second
order experience measurement model were higher than the minimum criteria of 0.5 with
significantly associated t-values. From the test on the difference between the chi-square
of two competing confirmatory factor analytic (CFA) models, the results showed that the
chi- square and Satorra-Bentler chi-square differences between first order and second
order experience measurement models was not significant. Thus, the second order
experience measurement model was used for the following data analysis.

Table 5.7 Goodness-of-fit indices of experience measurement models
χ2

S-B χ2

Df

CFI

NNFI

RMSEA

90% Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA
(0.049, 0.069)

First order 318.44 233.24 98
0.94 0.92
0.059
model
Second
322.49 236.84 100 0.94 0.93
0.059
(0.049, 0.068)
order
model
Suggested
≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9 ≤ 0.06
Valuea
a
Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).
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Perceived value
There were four factors and 16 items in the latent construct of perceived value
(see Table 5.8). As the results of LM test show, the item FF12, FF5, and FF16 were cross
loadings with other factors. Thus, these items were deleted with consideration of the issue
of dimensionality. After deleting these items, each of the four factors was added in each
subsequent model and the results of each subsequent model showed that no parameters
were significant in LM tests which need to be added. In the goodness-of-fit indices of
each subsequent models, CFI and NNFI were higher than 0.9 and RMSEA was 0.06 as
suggested in the current literature (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007).

Table 5.8 Factors, codes and instrument item of perceived value
Factor

Code

Instrument item

Quality

FF2
FF4
FF12*
FF15

was well made
was well organized
had consistent quality
had an acceptable standard of quality

Emotional

FF5*
FF8
FF11
FF13

offered value for money
was economical
was reasonably priced
was good one for the price

Price

FF1

makes me feel happy

FF7
FF10
FF16*

gives me pleasure
made me feel elated
is one that I did enjoy

FF3
FF6
FF9
FF14

gave me social approval from others
made me feel acceptable to others
would help me to make a good impression on others
would improve the way I am perceived

Social

*Items deleted from final analysis
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After examining goodness-of-fit indices of each single factor of the perceived
value construct, all of the factors were included to estimate goodness-of-fit indices of first
order and second order perceived value confirmatory measurement models by using CFA.
As shown in Table 5.9, the first order motivation measurement model resulted in a good
fit: Satorra-Bentler Scaled chi-square value of 184.87 with 59 degrees of freedom, CFI of
0.95, NNFI of 0.093, and RMSEA of 0.073. Similarly, the Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chisquare value was 182.62 with 61 degrees of freedom, the CFI statistic was 0.95, the NFI
statistic was 0.93 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.072 in second order perceived value
measurement model.

Table 5.9 Goodness-of-fit indices of experience measurement models
χ2

S-B χ2

Df

CFI

NNFI

RMSEA

90% Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA
(0.061, 0.085)

First order 253.46 184.87 59 0.95 0.93
0.073
model
Second
259.37 186.62 61 0.95 0.93
0.072
(0.060, 0.084)
order
model
Suggested
≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9 ≤ 0.06
a
Value
a
Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

In addition, all the factor loadings between factor and instrument items in both
first order and second order perceived value measurement model were higher than the
minimum criteria of 0.5 with significantly associated t-values. From the test of the
difference between chi-square of two competing confirmatory factor analytic (CFA)
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models, the results showed that the chi-square difference test and Satorra-Bentler Chisquare differences between first order and second order perceived value measurement
models was not significant. Thus, the second order perceived value measurement model
was used for the following data analysis.

Attitude
There were four instrument items in attitude (see Table 5.10). CFA was
employed to specify the hypothesized relations of the observed variables to the construct,
attitude. As the results of CFI statistic was 0.98, the NNFI statistic was 0.95. All the
factor loadings between observed variables and attitude were higher than the minimum
criteria of 0.5 with significantly associated t-values. The result of LM test showed no
significant parameters which needed to be added.

Table 5.10 Codes, Instrument Items Used to Measure Attitude
Code

Instrument item

DD1
DD3
DD5
DD8

I think this attraction is my favorite one
I think this is an attractive attraction.
I think this attraction is enjoyable.
I think this is a meaningful attraction.

Subjective norm
There were four instrument items in subjective norm as shown in Table 5.11.
CFA was employed to specify the hypothesized relations of the observed variables to this
construct, subjective norm. As the results showed, the CFI statistic was 0.99, the NNFI
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statistic was 0.97 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.059. All the factor loadings between
observed variables and subjective norm were higher than the minimum criteria of 0.5
with significantly associated t-values. The result of LM test showed that no parameters
were significant or needed to be added.

Table 5.11 Codes, Instrument Items Used to Measure Subjective Norm
Code

Instrument item

BB2

Most people who are important to me approve of my trip to this
attraction.
Most people I know would choose this place as a travel attraction.
Most people who are important in my life think I should take a trip
to this attraction.
I was influenced by others to visit this attraction.

BB3
BB6
BB8

Perceived behavioral control
There were four instrument items in subjective norm as shown in Table 5.12.
CFA was employed to specify the hypothesized relations of the observed variables to this
construct, perceived behavioral control. As the results showed, the CFI statistic was 1.0,
the NNFI statistic was 0.99 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.0001. All the factor loadings
between observed variables and perceived behavioral control were higher than the
minimum criteria of 0.5 with significantly associated t-values. The result of LM test
showed no significant parameters which needed to be added.
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Table 5.12 Codes, Instrument Items Used to Measure Perceived Behavioral Control
Code

Instrument item

BB1
BB4
BB5
BB7

I am confident that if I want, I can visit this attraction.
I have enough energy to visit this attraction.
For me to visit this attraction is not a difficult thing.
I have enough time to visit this attraction.

Revisit intention
There are five instrument items in revisit intention (see Table 5.13). CFA was
employed to specify the hypothesized relations of the observed variables to this construct,
perceived behavioral control. As the results showed, the CFI statistic is 0.99, the NNFI
statistic is 0.98 and the RMSEA statistic is 0.57. All the factor loadings between observed
variables and reivist intention are higher than the minimum criteria of 0.5 with
significantly associated t-values. The result of LM test showed no significant parameters
which needed to be added.

Table 5.13 Codes, Instrument Items Used to Measure Revisit intention
Code

Instrument item

DD2

The probability of me visiting creative tourism attractions in the next 6
months is high.
I will visit a creative tourism attraction in the next 12 months.
The probability of me visiting creative tourism attractions in the next 12
months is high.
For my next trip, the probability of visiting creative tourism attractions is
high.
I plan to visit a creative tourism attraction in the next 6 months.

DD4
DD6
DD7
DD9
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Hypothesis Testing
This section tests the hypotheses stated in the third chapter. A description of
how each hypothesis was tested and results are provided. For this part of data analysis,
EQS was employed. The steps to test the hypotheses with models included: 1) testing the
model of theory of planned behavior (first set of hypotheses); 2) testing the influence of
motivation, experience and perceived value to tourists’ intention to revisit creative
tourism attractions (second set of hypotheses); 3) comparison of the model of theory of
planned behavior and extended model of the theory of planned behavior of this study
(third set of hypotheses).

Testing the model of theory of planned behavior
There were four variables which comprised the theory of planned behavior
including attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control and revisit intention and
17 instrument items (see Table 5.10, 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13) in the model of theory of
planned behavior. The measurement model and structural equation model for the model
of theory of planned behavior were estimated by performing a CFA.

Measurement model of theory of planned behavior
Under the assumption of multivariate normality, maximum likelihood estimation was
generally used for estimating the difference between the observed and model-implied
variance-covariance matrix and Mardia’s standardized coefficient was widely employed
to confirm whether the data observe the assumption of multivariate normality (Byrne,
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2006). In the result of the measurement model of the theory of panned behavior, Mardia’s
standardized coefficient was 53.53. As suggested by Bentler (2006), if Mardia‘s
standardized coefficient was bigger than 5, the data was multivariate non-normally
distributed. This meant a robust maximum likelihood method needed to be used to
estimate SEM. A robust maximum likelihood method which reflected an evaluation of
the model can provide a more robust and valid chi-square value and other fit indexes and
was perfect to use when the data did not hold the multivariate normality assumption
(Byrne, 2006). Thus, the robust version of goodness-of-fit indices was used (please see
Table 5-14).

Table 5.14 Goodness-of-fit indices of original measurement model of theory of planned
behavior

TPB model
(original)
TPB model
(Revised)
Suggested
Valuea
a

χ2

S-B χ2

Df

CFI

NNFI

RMSEA

90% Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA

365.17

273.85

113

0.93

0.92

0.060

(0.051, 0.069)

337.39

244.69

98

0.94

0.92

0.061

(0.052, 0.071)

≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9

≤ 0.06

Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

The results of CFA showed a Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square value of
273.85 with 113 degrees of freedom, CFI statistic of 0.9, NFI statistic of 0.92 and
RMSEA statistic of 0.060, all of which indicate perfect fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et
al., 2007). However, due to low factor loadings (0.074), the item BB8 was deleted. After
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Table 5.15 CFA results for original measurement model of theory of planned
behavior
Variable

Instrument
item code

Standardized
(unstandized) factor
loading

S.E

DD1
DD3
DD5
DD8

0.83(n/a)
0.90(1.14)**
0.88(1.06)**
0.83(0.99)**

n/a
0.048
0.049
0.056

BB2
BB3
BB6

0.79(n/a)
0.75(0.92)**
0.78(1.07)**

n/a
0.067
0.065

BB1
BB4
BB5
BB7

0.75(n/a)
0.86(0.94)**
0.85(1.00)**
0.80(085)**

n/a
0.067
0.052
0.080

DD2
DD4
DD6
DD7
DD9

0.81(n/a)
0.87(1.03)**
0.93(1.14)**
0.91(1.12)**
0.91(1.18)**

n/a
0.042
0.053
0.47
0.46

Attitude

Subject norm

Perceived
behavioral control

Revisit intention

* standardized factor loadings are significant at p<0.05.

deleting BB8, all the other items were included to estimate a revised measurement model
and a little improvement in model fit (Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square = 244.69 with df
= 98; CFI = 0.94; NNFI= 0.92; RMSEA = 0.061) was found. In addition, convergent and
discriminant validity was commonly checked to judge construct validity when conducting
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CFA (Kline, 2005). The way to assess the convergent validity was by using standardized
factor loadings and t test. As shown in Table 5.15, all the factor loadings between
observed items and variables except item BB8 ranged from 0.75 to 0.93, which meant
items were highly correlated with the variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001), and each of
the t values corresponding with times was significant, indicating that the variables in the
model demonstrated convergent validity (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Bollen, 1989).

Table 5-16 Theory of planned behavior measurement model factor correlation
coefficients matrix and Average Variance Extracted (AVE)
At
At
SN
PBC
RI

SN

PBC

0.77
0.71
0.52

0.82
0.30

RI

a

0.86
0.62b
0.37
0.66

0.89
a. The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted
(the shared variance between the factors and their items).
b. The off-diagonal elements are the correlations between factors.
Note: At = Attitude; SN = Subjective Norm; PBC = Perceived Behavioral
Control; RI= Revisit Intention

Fornell and Larcker (1981) indicated that one way to assess discriminant
validity of the scales was to compare correlations among the factors to the square root of
the value of average variance extracted (AVE) for each of the constructs. When the intercorrelations among the factors were lower than square root of AVE, the discriminant
validity of factors can be established. As shown in Table 5.16, the estimated values of
square root of AVE were all greater than the correlation of the variables. Thus,
discriminant validity of the measurement scales was established.
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Structural Regression Model Analysis Results
Once the revised measurement model was established with a good model fit,
the process of building the structural model to test the first set hypotheses was started.
One structural model was created. The results of the structural model showed a SatorraBentler Scaled Chi-square value of 246.40 with 101 degrees of freedom, CFI statistic of
0.93, NFI statistic of 0.92 and RMSEA statistic of 0.60, all of which indicated perfect fits
(Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007) (see Table 5.17).

Table 5.17 Goodness-of-fit indices of structural model of theory of planned behavior
χ2
S-B χ2 Df
CFI NNFI RMSEA 90%
Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA
TPB structural
339.69 246.40 101 0.93 0.92
0.060
(0.051,
model
0.069)
Suggested
≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9
≤ 0.06
a
value
a
Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

Test of first set hypotheses
The first hypothesis was intended to test the model of the theory of planned
behavior to see whether the theory can be used in predicting and explaining tourists’
intention to revisit creative tourism destination and was broken down into three sub
hypotheses. The results of the model of theory of planned behavior are shown in Table
5.18 and Figure 5.1. The overall model of theory of planned behavior explained 57% of
the total variance in revisit intention.
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Table 5.18 Standardized parameter estimates of the theory of planned behavior
β(Std FL)*

TPB SEM
At
RI
SN
RI
PBC
RI

Std error

Test of
Alternative
Hypotheses

R2

0.57
0.658(0.667)***
0.146(0.148)
-0.055(-0.056)

0.091
0.135
0.093

Accepted
Rejected
Rejected

***p < 0.01
Note: At = Attitude; SN = Subjective Norm; PBC = Perceived Behavioral Control;
RI= Revisit Intention

Figure 5-1 Structural Model of Testing Proposed First Set of Hypotheses
** t-tests were significant at p<0.01
----Dash line indicated insignificant path

For individual effects, only one of three predictor variables, attitude (β = .658,
p < .001), was statistically significant to predict revisit intention. The other variables,
subjective norm and perceived behavioral control, were not statistically significant in
predicting tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism attractions. After checking the
correlation coefficients between variables, it showed that the correlation coefficient
between attitude and subjective norm was 0.72 and the correlation coefficient between
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subjective norm and perceived behavioral control was 0.77. This meant the unique
variances of subjective norm and perceived behavioral control were too small and
statistically insignificant to explain revisit intention.

Testing the influence of motivation, experience, and perceived value to revisit
intention
The four variables of interest, which were motivation, experience, perceived
value and revisit intention, included 49 instrument items (see Table 5.4, 5.6, 5.8 and 5.13)
in the model. The measurement model and structural equation model for the model using
motivation, experience, and perceived value to predict intention to revisit were estimated
by performing a CFA.

Measurement model
In the data analysis result of the measurement model, Mardia’s standardized
coefficient was 67.53. Thus, the robust version of goodness-of-fit indices was used (see
Table 5.19). The results of CFA showed that the Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square value
of 2041.30 with 1098 degrees of freedom, CFI statistic was 0.9, NFI statistic was 0.9 and
the RMSEA statistic was 0.47, all of which indicate perfect fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo,
et al., 2007). As for the result shown from the LM test, the error covariance between
motivation factor 2, Esthetics, and the error term of perceived value factor 4, Social, had
chi-square changes of 83.39 by adding it to the model. In the same, way, the results from
LM test also shown that motivation factor 1, Education, and the error term of perceived
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value factor 4, Social; error term of experience factor 4, Escapism, and error term of
perceived value factor 4, Social, had chi-square changes of 99.50 and 68.51 by adding
them to the model. After added significant parameters, the results of the revised
measurement model showed no parameters were significant in LM tests which needed to
be added and a noticeable improvement in model fit (Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square =
1851.37 with df = 1094; CFI = 0.92; NNFI= 0.92; RMSEA = 0.042) was achieved.

Table 5.19 Goodness-of-fit indices of measurement model

model
(original)
model
(Revised)
Suggested
Valuea
a

χ2

S-B χ2

Df

2536.29

2041.30

2292.11

1851.37

CFI

NNFI

RMSEA

90% Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA

1098 0.90

0.90

0.047

(0.043, 0.050)

1094 0.92

0.92

0.042

(0.038, 0.045)

≥ 0.9

≥ 0.9

≤ 0.06

Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

In addition, as shown in Table 5.20, all the factor loadings between observed
items and variables ranged from 0.49 to 0.91 which meant items were highly correlated
with the variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001) and each of the t values corresponding
with times were significant, indicating that the variables in the model demonstrated
convergent validity (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Bollen, 1989).
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Table 5.20 Confirmatory factor analysis results for revised measurement model
Variable (factor)
Items
Standardized
S.E
(Unstandized) factor
loading
Motivation
(External)
CC1
0.49(n/a)
n/a
CC13
0.67(1.63)**
0.221
CC15
0.74(1.77) **
0.221
(Introjection)
CC2
0.76(n/a)
n/a
CC6
0.83(0.92)**
0.048
CC8
0.90(1.07)**
0.050
CC11
0.81(0.96)**
0.055
(Identification)
CC3
0.66(n/a)
n/a
CC7
0.63(0.77)**
0.077
CC10
0.77(0.93)**
0.080
CC12
0.49(0.81)**
0.098
(Intrinsic)
CC4
0.80(n/a)
n/a
CC9
0.81(1.07)**
0.055
CC14
0.80(0.97)**
0.067
CC16
0.78(1.01)**
0.058
Experience
(Education)
0.82(0.66)**
0.065
EE1
0.78(n/a)
n/a
EE4
0.87(1.14)**
0.070
EE5
0.87(1.17)**
0.066
EE7
0.83(1.10)**
0.066
(Esthetics)
1.00(0.67)**
0.051
EE2
0.74(n/a)
n/a
EE8
0.80(1.20)**
0.093
EE16
0.71(1.27)**
0.094
EE17
0.82(1.23)**
0.090
EE19
0.86(1.50)**
0.106
(Entertainment)
0.94(0.74)**
0.063
EE10
0.70(n/a)
n/a
EE12
0.84(1.13)**
0.079
EE22
0.83(1.20)**
0.086
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(Escapism)
EE13
EE15
EE18
EE21
Perceived value
(Quality)
FF2
FF4
FF15
(Emotional)
FF8
FF11
FF13
(Price)
FF1
FF7
FF10
(Social)
FF3
FF6
FF9
FF14

0.60(0.66)**
0.74(n/a)
0.80(1.01)**
0.75(1.00)**
0.71(0.98)**

0.065
n/a
0.072
0.076
0.072

0.94(0.79)**
0.79(n/a)
0.71(0.98)**
0.82(1.08)**
0.82(0.89)**
0.86(n/a)
0.87(1.04)**
0.90(1.07)**
0.94(0.78)**
0.88(n/a)
0.90(1.07)**
0.89(1.11)**
0.66(0.58)**
0.71(n/a)
0.88(1.33)**
0.85(1.30)**
0.84(1.30)**

0.055
n/a
0.060
0.073
0.061
n/a
0.067
0.048
0.046
n/a
0.049
0.045
0.055
n/a
0.094
0.103
0.113

Revisit intention
DD2
0.80(n/a)
DD4
0.87(1.04)**
DD6
0.93(1.15)**
DD7
0.91(1.12)**
DD9
0.91(1.18)**
** standardized factor loadings are significant at p<0.05.
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n/a
0.042
0.053
0.048
0.046

As shown in Table 5.21, the estimated valued of the square root of AVE was
greater than the correlation of motivation factor two and perceived value. The correlation
of motivation factor one, three, four and experience were greater than the estimated
values of square root of AVE. However, as suggestion of Kline (2005), if correlations
between the factors were not greater than 0.85, then discriminant validity can be
established. As shown in Table 5.21, only the correlation of experience was greater than
0.85. Thus, discriminant validity of the measurement scales was established.

Table 5.21 Revised measurement model factor correlation
coefficients matrix and Average Variance Extracted (AVE)
Mo1
Mo1
Mo2
Mo3
Mo4
Ex
PV
RI

Mo2 Mo3 Mo4 Ex

PV

RI

a

0.64
0.75b
0.11
0.07
0.12
0.03
0.09

0.83
0.40
0.39
0.32
0.25
0.26

0.66
0.84
0.72
0.67
0.62

0.80
0.82
0.79
0.66

0.85
0.95 0.85
0.68 0.64 0.89
a. The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted
(the shared variance between the factors and their items).
b. The off-diagonal elements are the correlations between factors.
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2
(Introjection); Mo3= Motivation factor 3 (Identification); Mo4=
Motivation factor 4 (Intrinsic); Ex= Experience; PV= Perceived Value;
RI= Revisit Intention
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Structural Regression Model Analysis Results
Once the revised measurement model was established with good model fit, the
process of building the structural model to tests the second set of hypotheses was started.
One structural model was created. The results of the structural model showed a SatorraBentler Scaled Chi- square value of 1851.74 with 1094 degrees of freedom, CFI statistic
of 0.92, NFI statistic of 0.92 and RMSEA statistic of 0.42, all of which indicate perfect fit
(Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007) (see Table 5.22).

Table 5.22 Goodness-of-fit indices of structural model
χ2
S-B χ2
Df
CFI NNFI RMSEA 90%
Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA
2292.29 1851.74 1094 0.92 0.92
0.042
(0.038,
0.045)
≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9 ≤ 0.06

Structural
model
Suggested
valuea
a
Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

Test of second set hypotheses
The second set of hypotheses is intended to test whether tourists’ motivation,
experience and perceived value are statistically significant in predicting their intention to
revisit creative tourism attractions and is broken down into eight sub hypotheses. The
results of the structural model to test the second set hypotheses are shown in Table 5.23
and Figure 5.2. The overall model explained 50.2% of the total variance in revisit
intention. For individual effects, only one predictor variable, experience (β = .489, p
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< .05) was statistically significant in predicting revisit intention. The factors of
motivation and perceived value were not statistically significant in predicting tourists’
intention to revisit creative tourism attractions.

Table 5.23 Standardized parameter estimates
β(Std FL)
TPB SEM
Mo
RI
Mo1
RI
Mo2
RI
Mo3
RI
Mo4
RI
Ex
RI
PV
RI

Test of
Std error Alternative
Hypotheses

R2

0.502
Rejected
0.057(0.041)
-0.035(-0.051)
0.238(0.210)
0.144(0.128)
0.489(0.508)***
-0.073(-0.076)

0.145
-0.066
0.233
0.284
0.285 Accepted
-0.248 Rejected

***p < 0.01
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1; Mo2= Motivation factor 2; Mo3= Motivation
factor 3; Mo4= Motivation factor 4; Ex= Experience; PV= Perceived Value;
RI= Revisit Intention

After checking the correlation coefficients between variables, it showed that the
correlation coefficient between motivation factor one and factor two was 0.75; the
correlation coefficient between motivation factor three and four was 0.89; the correlation
coefficient between motivation factor four and the variable of experience was 0.82; the
correlation coefficient between motivation factor four and the variable of perceived value
was 0.79; and the correlation coefficient between variables experience and perceived
value was 0.95. This meant that unique variances of the motivation factors one to four
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and perceived value were too small to be statistically significant enough to explain revisit
intention.

Figure 5-2 Structural model of testing proposed second set of hypotheses
* t-tests were significant at p<0.05
----Dash line indicated insignificant path
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2
(Introjection); Mo3= Motivation factor 3 (Identification); Mo4=
Motivation factor 4 (Intrinsic); Ex= Experience; PV= Perceived
Value; RI= Revisit Intention

Testing the extend model of theory of planned behavior
There are seven variables including motivation, experience, perceived value,
attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control and revisit intention and these are
included in the 60 instrument items (please see Table 5.4, 5.6, 5.8, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12 and
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5.13) in the extended model of theory of planned behavior. The measurement model and
structural equation model for the extend model of theory of planned behavior were
estimated by performing a CFA. Second order factor modeling was used for testing
hypotheses. However, due to the high correlations between some factors and variables,
third order factor modeling was also estimated to test the third set of hypotheses.

Second order measurement model
In the data analysis result of the measurement model, Mardia’s standardized
coefficient was 75.57. Thus, the robust version of the goodness-of-fit indices was used
(see Table 5.24). The results of CFA showed that the Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square
value was 2696.62 with 1657 degrees of freedom, the CFI statistic was 0.89, the NFI
statistic was 0.89 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.43.

Table 5.24 Goodness-of-fit indices of measurement model
χ2

model
(original)
model
(Revised)
Suggested
Valuea
a

S-B χ2

Df

CFI

NNFI

RMSEA

90%
Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA

3584.95 2696.62

1657 0.89

0.89

0.043

(0.041, 0.046)

3310.32 2680.70

1651 0.91

0.90

0.040

(0.037, 0.042)

≥ 0.9

≥ 0.9

≤ 0.06

Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).
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Table 5-25 Confirmatory factor analysis results for revised measurement model
Second order factor First order factor

Standardized
(Unstandized) factor
loading

S.E

Education
Esthetics
Entertainment
Escapism

0.81(0.66)**
1.00(0.67)**
0.94(0.73)**
0.59(0.64)**

0.064
0.051
0.063
0.065

Quality
Price
Emotional
Social

0.94(0.79)**
0.82(0.89)**
0.94(0.78)**
0.66(0.57)**

0.055
0.061
0.046
0.054

Experience

Perceived value

** standardized factor loadings are significant at p<0.05.

As the result showing from the LM test, the error covariance between
motivation factor 2, Esthetics, and error term of perceived value factor 4, Social had
caused higher chi-square changes if adding the parameter between them into the model.
In the same way, the error covariance between motivation factor 1, Education, and error
term of perceived value factor 4, Social; the error covariance between error term of
experience factor 4, Escapism, and error term of perceived value factor 4, social; the error
covariance between error term of item 77 and item 78 had caused higher chi-square
improvement if adding the parameters to the model. After adding significant parameters,
the results of the revised measurement model showed that no further significant
parameters LM tests needed to be added, and a noticeable improvement in model fit
(Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square = 2680.70 with df = 1651; CFI = 0.91; NNFI= 0.90;
RMSEA = 0.040) was achieved.
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Table 5.26 Revised measurement model factor correlation coefficients
matrix and average variance extracted (AVE)
Mo1
Mo1
Mo2
Mo3
Mo4
Ex
PV
At
SN
PBC
RI

Mo2 Mo3 Mo4 Ex

PV

At

SN

PBC RI

0.83
0.40
0.39
0.32
0.25
0.28
0.25
0.14
0.26

0.85
0.83
0.62
0.41
0.64

0.87
0.70 0.77
0.41 0.76 0.81
0.74 0.56 0.32

a

0.64
0.74b
0.09
0.07
0.12
0.03
0.07
0.10
-0.03
0.09

0.66
0.84
0.71
0.67
0.67
0.58
0.50
0.62

0.80
0.82
0.79
0.81
0.71
0.46
0.66

0.85
0.95
0.91
0.67
0.39
0.68

0.89
a. The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted
(the shared variance between the factors and their items).
b. The off-diagonal elements are the correlations between factors.
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2
(Introjection); Mo3= Motivation factor 3 (Identification); Mo4=
Motivation factor 4 (Intrinsic); Ex= Experience; PV= Perceived Value;
At= Attitude; SN= Subjective Norm; PBC= Perceived Behavioral
Control; RI= Revisit Intention

In addition, as shown in Table 5.25, the entire factor loadings between
variables and factors ranged from 0.59 to 1.00, which meant the factors were highly
correlated with the variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001), and each of the t values
corresponding with times was significant, indicating that the variables in the model
demonstrated convergent validity (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Bollen, 1989). As shown in
Table 5.26, the estimated valued of the square roof of AVE was greater than the
correlation of motivation factor two, perceived value, attitude, subjective norm, and
perceived behavioral control. The correlation of motivation factor one, three, four and
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experience were greater than the estimated value of the square root of AVE. However,
the correlation of these factors and variables were not greater than 0.85 except the
variable of experience, so discriminant validity can be established (Kline, 2005).
Because the correlation coefficients between some factors, including
motivation factor three and four, and some variables, including experience, perceived
value and attitude, were so high, there was a need to estimate a third order factor to
include all these factors and variables. The third order measurement model was also
estimated by performing a CFA.

Third order measurement model
A robust version of goodness-of-fit indices was used (see Table 5.27) because
Mardia’s standardized coefficient was 75.57. The results of CFA showed that the SatorraBentler Scaled Chi-square value of 2865.16 with 1677 degrees of freedom, the CFI
statistic was 0.90, the NFI statistic was 0.89 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.042.

Table 5.27 Goodness-of-fit indices of third order measurement model
χ2

model
(original)
model
(Revised)
Suggested
Valuea
a

S-B χ2

Df

CFI

NNFI

RMSEA

90%
Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA

3543.49 2865.16

1677 0.90

0.89

0.042

(0.040, 0.045)

3406.67 2758.13

1675 0.91

0.90

0.040

(0.038, 0.043)

≥ 0.9

≥ 0.9

≤ 0.06

Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).
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Table 5.28 Confirmatory factor analysis results for revised third order measurement
model
Third
order
factor

Second
order
factor

First order
factor

Standardized
(unstandardized)
second order
factor loading

Standardized
S.E
(unstandardized)
first order factor
loading

Overall
Motivation
evaluation
Entertainment
Escapism
experience

0.75(0.63)**
0.88(0.75)**
0.94(0.62)**

Education
Esthetics
Entertainment
Escapism
Perceived
value

0.81(n/a)
1(1.02)**
0.94(1.11)**
0.59(0.98)**
0.87(0.69)**

Quality
Price
Emotional
Social

0.95(n/a)
0.82(1.12)**
0.94(0.98)**
0.67(0.75)**
0.95(0.89)**

Attitude

0.067
0.048
0.063
n/a
0.080
0.098
0.110
0.054
n/a
0.082
0.064
0.076
0.063

** standardized factor loadings are significant at p<0.05.

As for the results shown in the LM test, the error covariance between the error
term of experience and error term of perceived value had a Chi-square change of 87.32
by adding it to the model. In the same way, the error covariance between error terms of
motivation factor three, Identification, and factor four, Intrinsic, had a Chi-square change
of 75.70 by adding it to the model, which was also significant at the 0.05. After adding
significant parameters, the results of revised measurement model showed no parameters
significant in LM tests that needed to be added and a little bit of improvement in model
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fit indices (Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square = 2758.13 with df = 1675; CFI = 0.91;
NNFI= 0.90; RMSEA = 0.040) was shown.
As shown in Table 5.28 and Figure 5.3, the entire factor loadings between
variables and factors ranged from 0.59 to 1.00, which meant factors were highly
correlated with the variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001), and each of the t values
corresponding with times was significant, indicating the variables in the model
demonstrated convergent validity (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Bollen, 1989). In addition, as
shown in Table 5.29, the estimated values of the square root of AVE were all greater than
the correlation of the factors and variables except motivation factor one, External.
However, the correlation of this factor was not greater than 0.85, so discriminant validity
can be established (Kline, 2005).
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Figure 5.3 Confirmatory factor analysis results for revised third order
measurement model
a
unstandized factor loading / S.E. (standized factor loading)
Note: Mo3= Motivation factor 3 (Identification); Mo4= Motivation
factor 4 (Intrinsic); Ex= Experience; Ex1= Experience factor 1
(Education); Ex2= Experience factor 2 (Esthetics); Ex3=
Experience factor 3 (Entertainment); Ex4= Experience factor 4
(Escapism); PV= Perceived Value; PV1= Perceived Value factor 1
(Quality); PV2= Perceived Value factor 2 (Price); PV3= Perceived
Value factor 3 (Emotional); PV4= Perceived Value factor 1
(Social); At= Attitude; OEE= Overall Experience Evaluation;
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Table 5.29 Third order measurement model factor correlation coefficients
matrix and average variance extracted (AVE) (revised model)
Mo1
Mo1
Mo2
OE
SN
PBC
RI

Mo2

OE

SN

PBC

0.83
0.34
0.25
0.13
0.26

0.88
0.74
0.45
0.75

0.77
0.76
0.55

0.81
0.33

RI

a

0.64
0.75b
0.10
0.10
-0.03
0.10

0.89
a. The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted
(the shared variance between the factors and their itemss).
b. The off-diagonal elements are the correlations between factors.
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2
(Introjection); OEE= Overall Experience Evaluation; SN= Subjective
Norm; PBC= Perceived Behavioral Control; RI= Revisit Intention

Structural Regression Model Analysis Results
The results of the second order structural model showed the Satorra-Bentler
Scaled Chi-square value was 2610.84 with 1652 degrees of freedom, the CFI statistic was
0.91, the NFI statistic was 0.91 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.40, all of which indicate
perfect fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007) (see Table 5.31). In the same way, the
model fit of the third order structural model also showed a satisfactory order of fit indices
(Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square = 2758.06 with df = 1675; CFI = 0.91; NNFI= 0.90;
RMSEA = 0.040).
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Table 5.30 Standardized parameter estimates
β(Std FL)*

Std error

R2

TPB SEM
0.57
Mo
RI
Mo1
RI
0.046(0.034)
0.132
Mo2
RI
-0.005(-0.007)
0.065
OEE
RI
0.723(0.75)***
0.109
SN
RI
0.008(0.008)
0.145
PBC
RI
-0.015(-0.014)
0.096
***p < 0.01
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2
(Introjection); OEE= Overall Experience Evaluation; SN= Subjective
Norm; PBC= Perceived Behavioral Control; RI= Revisit Intention

Figure 5.4 Structural Model of Testing Proposed Third Set of Hypotheses
* t-tests were significant at p<0.01
----Dash line indicated insignificant path
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2
(Introjection); OEE= Overall Experience Evaluation; SN=
Subjective Norm; PBC= Perceived Behavioral Control; RI=
Revisit Intention
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Test of third set hypotheses
For the test of the third hypothesis, the extend model of the theory of planned
behavior is compared with the original model of theory of planned behavior by including
the variables of motivation, experience and perceived value. Results of the structural
model comparison were provided in Table 5.31. Both second and third order extend
models of the theory of planned behavior were used to compare with the original model
of theory of planned behavior. Although all three models showed satisfactory order of
model fit indices, the second order model of theory of planned behavior had slightly
better explanatory power than the original model of theory planned behavior. The overall
second order extend model of theory of planned behavior explained 60% of the total
variance in revisit intention. The overall original model of theory of planned behavior
explained 57% of the total variance in revisit intention. Thus, based on comparisons
using R2, the third hypothesis was supported.

Table 5.31 Goodness-of-fit indices of structural model
χ2
S-B χ2 df
CFI NNFI RMSEA 90%
R2
Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA
Second
3310.46 2610.84 1652 0.91 0.91
0.040
(0.037,
order model
0.042)
Third order 3406.08 2758.06 1675 0.91 0.90
0.040
(0.038,
model
0.043)
TPB
339.69
246.40 101
0.93 0.92
0.060
(0.051,
structural
0.069)
model
Suggested
≥
≥ 0.9 ≤ 0.06
a
value
0.9
a
Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).
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0.60
0.57
0.57

Hypothesis Testing with Consideration of Common Method Bias
According to the literature (Podsakoff, MacKenzie & Lee, 2003; Conway &
Lance, 2010), common method bias is one of the major sources of measurement error and
refers to the variance that is caused by using self-reported questionnaires to measure the
entire variable in a study. Common method bias indicates that the variance comes from
the measurement method rather than the construct of interest (Podsakoff et al., 2003).
Common method biases threaten the validity of the conclusion and can inflate
the relationship between measured variables. Podsakoff, MacKenzie and Lee (2003)
pointed out that the potential sources of common method biases are (1) the respondent
providing the measure of the predictor and criterion variable from the same source or
rater; (2) the measurement items characteristics that are presented to respondents produce
artificial covariance in the observed relationship; (3) item context that results from where
the item on a questionnaire is placed; (4) time and location of measurement that increases
the likelihood of existing short term memory in responding predictors and criterion
variables as well as provides contextual cues for long term memory.
Because the sample of this study was collected via on-site surveys and a selfadministrated questionnaire was distributed to participants, there was a need to test the
hypotheses stated in the third chapter of this study with consideration of common method
bias. As suggested by Podsakoff et al. (2003), common method bias can be controlled
statistically by using an unmeasured latent methods factor in structural equation modeling
when it is not possible to obtain data from different sources. This way allows items to
load on their individual constructs and also on a latent common method variance factor.
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For this part of data analysis, EQS was also employed. The steps to test the
hypotheses with models included: 1) testing the model of theory of planned behavior
(first set of hypotheses); 2) testing the influence of motivation, experience and perceived
value to tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism attractions (second set of
hypotheses); 3) comparison of model of theory of planned behavior and extended model
of the theory of planned behavior of this study (third set of hypotheses).

Testing the model of theory of planned behavior with consideration
of common method bias
Measurement model of theory of planned behavior
In compiling the results of the measurement model of theory of planned
behavior, Mardia’s standardized coefficient was 56.54. Thus, the robust version of
goodness-of-fit indices was used (see Table 5.32). The results of CFA showed the
Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square value of 152.08 with 82 degrees of freedom, the CFI
statistic was 0.97, the NFI statistic was 0.95 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.046 (Hu &
Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007). Comparing the result without consideration of common
method bias as shown in Table 5.14, the overall goodness-of-fit indices had a little
improvement.
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Table 5.32 Goodness-of-fit indices of original measurement model of theory of planned
behavior with consideration of common method bias
χ2
TPB
measurem
ent model
Suggested
Valuea
a

S-B χ2

Df

CFI

NNFI

RMSEA

90% Confidence
Interval of RMSEA

205.87 152.08

82

0.97

0.95

0.046

(0.035, 0.058)

≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9

≤ 0.0

Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

There were several methods to assess the threat of common method bias. One
of them was to test the difference of CFI between models loading items on to their
respective latent factors with and without an unmeasured latent method factor and the
difference in CFI should be less than 0.01 (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002).

Another

traditional approach to determine evidence of common method bias was to test chisquare and Satorra-Bentler chi-square differences between models without and with
common method bias. If chi-square differences between models without and with
common method bias is significant, that means common method bias is a serious validity
threat. In addition, comparing the square root of the average variance extracted of factors
and method factor is also one of approaches to assess the threat of common method bias.
In other words, when the square root of the average variance extracted of method factor is
higher than the square root of the average variance extracted of factor, this means there is
common method bias in the data.
As shown in Table 5.32 and Table 5.14, the CFIs for the original measurement
model of theory of planned behavior with and without an unmeasured latent method
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factor were 0.97 and 0.93. The difference between them was bigger than 0.01 (Cheung &
Rensvold, 2002). In addition, the result of chi-square differences test showed that there
was significant difference between measurement model of theory of planned behavior
without and with common method bias. Furthermore, as shown in Table 5.34, the square
root of the average variance extracted of method factor on attitude and subjective norm
were higher than the square root of the average variance extracted of factor. Thus, from
above results, the supports were provided that common method bias was a serious
validity threat to this study.
In addition, convergent and discriminant validity are commonly checked to
judge construct validity when conducting CFA (Kline, 2005). The way to assess the
convergent validity is to use the standardized factor loadings and t test. As shown in
Table 5.33, all the factor loadings between observed items and variables except item DD1
ranged from 0.49 to 0.85 which mean items are highly correlated with the variables
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001), and each of the t values corresponding with times is
significant, indicating the variables in the model demonstrated convergent validity
(Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Bollen, 1989). Comparing the result without consideration of
common method bias as shown in Table 5.15, the factor loading of attitude, subjective
norm and revisit inention had a little bit of decrease and had higher method loading. This
meant these factors had some measurement errors and problems with question description,
which might suggest that different participants had different understandings of the
meaning of questions.
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Table 5.33 Confirmatory factor analysis results for measurement model
of theory of planned behavior with consideration of common method bias
Variable

Instrument
item code

Standardized
(unstandized)
factor loading

S.E

Standardized
S.E
(unstandized)
method loading

DD1
DD3
DD5
DD8

0.27(0.31)**
0.49(0.58)**
0.51(0.57)**
0.77(0.85)**

0.138
0.133
0.120
0.092

0.85(0.95)**
0.76(0.89)**
0.71(0.80)**
0.50(0.55)**

0.072
0.105
0.104
0.133

BB2
BB3
BB6

0.74(0.90)**
0.49(0.58)**
0.56(0.74)**

0.089
0.088
0.088

0.37(0.45)**
0.56(0.66)**
0.54(0.71)**

0.102
0.068
0.074

BB1
BB4
BB5
BB7

0.71(0.93)**
0.83(0.88)**
0.84(0.96)**
0.76(0.79)**

0.087
0.097
0.095
0.106

0.25(0.32)**
0.23(0.25)**
0.17(0.19)**
0.23(0.24)**

0.101
0.091
0.097
0.079

DD2
0.64(0.76)**
0.082
DD4
0.73(0.84)**
0.073
DD6
0.85(1.00)**
0.062
DD7
0.82(0.97)**
0.067
DD9
0.81(1.00)**
0.068
* standardized factor loadings are significant at p<0.05.

0.51(0.61)**
0.46(0.53)**
0.39(0.46)**
0.40(0.48)**
0.43(0.53)**

0.102
0.111
0.126
0.126
0.128

Attitude

Subject norm

Perceived
behavioral
control

Revisit intention
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Table 5.34 Theory of planned behavior measurement model factor correlation
coefficients matrix and average variance extracted (AVE)
At
At
SN
PBC
RI

a

SN

PBC

RI

0.54 , 0.71
0.43c
0.34
0.68

0.61, 0.50
0.80
0.38

0.79, 0.22
0.24

0.77, 0.44

b

a The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted
of factors (the shared variance between the factors and their items).
b The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted
of method factor (the shared variance between the method factor and items).
c. The off-diagonal elements are the correlations between factors.
Note: ATT = Attitude; SN = Subjective Norm; PBC = Perceived Behavioral
Control; RI= Revisit Intention

For discriminant validity, as shown in Table 5.34, the estimated valued of the
square root of AVE of factors for all are greater than the correlation of the variables
except the variables of attitude and subjective norm. However, the correlation of this
factors is not greater than 0.85, so discriminant validity can be established (Kline, 2005).
In the same way, the estimated valued of square root of AVE of factors for all are greater
than the square root of AVE of the method factor except the variable, attitude. Thus,
discriminant validity of the measurement scales is established.

Structural Regression Model Analysis Results
As shown in Table 5.35, the results of the structural model showed the SatorraBentler Scaled Chi-square value was 205.87 with 82 degrees of freedom, the CFI statistic
was 0.97, the NFI statistic was 0.95 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.46 (Hu & Bentler,
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1999; Sivo, et al., 2007). Comparing the results without consideration of common method
bias as shown in Table 5.17, the overall goodness-of-fit indices had a little improvement.

Table 5.35 Goodness-of-fit indices of structural model of theory of planned behavior
χ2
S-B χ2 Df
CFI
NNFI RMSEA 90% Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA
TPB structural 205.87 152.08 82
0.97 0.95
0.046
(0.035, 0.058)
model
Suggested
≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9 ≤ 0.06
a
value
a
Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

Test of first set hypotheses with consideration of common method bias
The results of the model of theory of planned behavior are shown in Table 5.36
and Figure 5.5. The overall model of theory of planned behavior explained 48% of the
total variance in revisit intention. For individual effects, two of all three predictor
variables, including attitude (β = .479, p < .005), subjective norm (β = .189, p < .005)
and perceived behavioral control (β = -0.135, p < .1), were statistically significant to
predict revisit intention. Therefore, results from this SEM procedure for the original
model of theory of planned behavior accept the first set hypotheses that the original
model of theory of planned behavior can be applied to the prediction of tourists’ intention
to revisit creative tourism attractions because all the three variables of the original model
of theory of planned behavior significantly predict tourists’ revisit intention.
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Table 5-36 Standardized parameter estimates of the theory of planned behavior
β(Std FL)

TPB SEM
ATT
RI
SN
RI
PBC
RI

Std error

Test of
Alternative
Hypotheses

R2

0.48
0.479(0.627)***
0.189(0.247)**
-0.135(-0.177)*

0.092
0.096
0.090

Accepted
Accepted
Accepted

*p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01
Note: ATT = Attitude; SN = Subjective Norm; PBC = Perceived Behavioral
Control; RI= Revisit Intention

Figure 5.5 Structural model of testing proposed first set of hypotheses with
consideration of common method bias
* t-tests were significant at p<0.1; ** t-tests were significant at p<0.05;
*** t-tests were significant at p<0.01
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Testing the influence of motivation, experience, and perceived value to revisit
intention with consideration of common method bias
Measurement model
Mardia’s standardized coefficient was 67.53 in this measurement model. A
robust version of goodness-of-fit indices was used (see Table 5.37). The results of CFA
showed that Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square value was 2024.66 with 1045 degrees of
freedom, the CFI statistic was 0.94, the NFI statistic was 0.93 and the RMSEA statistic
was 0.38 (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007). Comparing the results without
consideration of common method bias as shown in Table 5.19, the overall goodness-of-fit
indices had a little improvement.
As shown in Table 5.37 and Table 5.19, the CFIs for the measurement model
with and without an unmeasured latent method factor are 0.94 and 0.90. The difference
between them is higher than 0.01 (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002). In addition, the result of
chi-square differences testing showed that there was significant difference between
measurement model of theory of planned behavior without and with common method
bias. Furthermore, as shown in Table 5.39, the square root of the average variance
extracted of method factor on motivation factor one was higher than closer to the square
root of the average variance extracted of factor. Thus, from the above results, support was
provided that common method bias was a serious validity threat to this study.
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Table 5.37 Goodness-of-fit indices of measurement model with consideration of
common method bias
χ2

Model
Suggested
Valuea
a

S-B χ2

2024.66 1639.34

Df

CFI

NNFI

1045 0.94 0.93
≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9

RMSEA

90% Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA

0.038
≤ 0.06

(0.034, 0.041)

Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

In addition, as shown in Table 5.38, all the factor loadings between observed
items and variables except item CC1 ranged from 0.59 to 0.94 which mean items were
highly correlated with the variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001), and each of the t values
corresponding with times were significant, indicating the factors and variables in the
model demonstrated convergent validity (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Bollen, 1989).
Comparing the results without consideration of common method bias as shown in Table
5.20, the factor loading of motivation factor one, External, had a little bit of decrease and
had higher method loading. This meant this factor had some measurement errors and
problems on question description which might make different participants have different
understandings of the meaning of questions.
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Table 5.38 Confirmatory factor analysis results for measurement model with
consideration of common method bias
Variable
Items
Standardized
S.E
Standardized
S.E
(factor)
(Unstandized)
(Unstandized)
factor loading
method loading
Motivation
(External)

(Introjection)

(Identification)

(Intrinsic)

CC1
CC13
CC15
CC2
CC6
CC8
CC11
CC3
CC7
CC10
CC12
CC4
CC9
CC14
CC16

Experience
(Education)
EE1
EE4
EE5
EE7
(Esthetics)
EE2
EE8
EE16
EE17
EE19
(Entertainment)
EE10
EE12
EE22
(Escapism)

0.30(0.42)***
0.59(0.99)***
0.62(1.03)***
0.68(1.27)***
0.80(1.26)***
0.85(1.45)***
0.79(1.33)***
0.71(0.92)***
0.64(0.64)***
0.76(0.78)***
0.53(0.741)***
0.79(0.85)***
0.80(0.90)***
0.77(0.97)***
0.76(0.80)***

0.095
0.100
0.099
0.089
0.068
0.073
0.076
0.066
0.068
0.064
0.075
0.048
0.053
0.067
0.048

-0.47(-0.67)**
-0.33(-0.56)**
-0.38(-0.62) **
-0.36(-0.68)**
-0.23(-0.36)**
-0.28(-0.48)**
-0.20(-0.33)**
-0.13(-0.7)*
0.22(0.23)**
0.29(0.30)**
-0.19(-0.26)**
0.09(0.10)
0.15(0.17)*
0.22(0.97)**
0.17(0.23)**

0.080
0.112
0.107
0.129
0.111
0.133
0.125
0.104
0.076
0.084
0.108
0.091
0.096
0.067
0.080

0.82(0.67)***
0.78(n/a)
0.87(1.13)***
0.87(1.17)***
0.83(1.10)***
1.00(0.65)***
0.73(n/a)
0.77(1.19)***
0.73(1.34)***
0.78(1.22)***
0.86(1.53)***
0.94(0.75)***
0.70(n/a)
0.84(1.13)***
0.83(1.19)***
0.60(0.72)***

0.065
n/a
0.070
0.060
0.065
0.050
n/a
0.096
0.107
0.093
0.108
0.062
n/a
0.076
0.082
0.066

n/a
-0.06(-0.06)
-0.02(-0.02)
-0.02(-0.03)
-0.02(-0.02)
n/a
0.18(0.16)**
0.25(0.25)**
-0.07(-0.09)
0.30(0.31)**
0.09(1.07)
n/a
0.00(0.00)
0.02(0.03)
0.02(0.02)
n/a

n/a
0.095
0.093
0.097
0.087
n/a
0.076
0.085
0.106
0.083
0.105
n/a
0.087
0.093
0.097
n/a
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EE13
EE15
EE18
EE21

0.75(n/a)
0.79(0.99)***
0.72(0.96)***
0.70(0.95)***

n/a
0.067
0.074
0.067

-0.03(-0.04)
-0.13(-0.18)*
-0.31(-0.46)**
-0.16(-0.24)**

0.115
0.108
0.103
0.113

FF3
FF6
FF9
FF14

0.94(0.77)***
0.77(n/a)
0.74(1.05)***
0.80(1.08)***
0.82(0.87)***
0.85(n/a)
0.85(1.03)***
0.89(1.08)***
0.94(0.75)***
0.83(n/a)
0.86(1.08)***
0.82(1.08)***
0.66(0.66)***
0.71(n/a)
0.85(1.23)***
0.84(1.27)***
0.82(1.25)***

0.056
n/a
0.070
0.074
0.062
n/a
0.068
0.050
0.052
n/a
0.053
0.049
0.062
n/a
0.092
0.099
0.108

n/a
0.16(0.17)**
-0.03(-0.04)
0.14(0.15)
n/a
0.14(0.17)*
0.19(0.24)**
0.10(0.13)
n/a
0.29(0.27)**
0.25(0.25)**
0.40(0.41)**
n/a
-0.17(-0.21)**
-0.23(-0.21)**
-0.17(-0.23)**
-0.23(-0.31)**

n/a
0.086
0.097
0.089
n/a
0.105
0.104
0.105
n/a
0.078
0.082
0.082
n/a
0.108
0.123
0.119
0.123

DD2
DD4
DD6
DD7
DD9

0.79(0.95)***
0.85(0.98)***
0.92(1.08)***
0.91(1.08)***
0.90(1.12)***

0.059
0.058
0.051
0.056
0.055

0.15(0.18)*
0.16(0.19)**
0.17(0.20)**
0.06(0.07)
0.14(0.17)*

0.095
0.092
0.097
0.097
0.102

Perceived value
(Quality)
FF2
FF4
FF15
(Emotional)
FF8
FF11
FF13
(Price)
FF1
FF7
FF10
(Social)

Revisit
intention

*** standardized factor and method loadings are significant at p<0.01.
** standardized factor and method loadings are significant at p<0.05.
* standardized factor and method loadings are significant at p<0.1.
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Table 5.39 Revised measurement model factor correlation coefficients matrix and
average variance extracted (AVE)
Mo1
Mo2
Mo3
Mo4
Ex
PV
RI

Mo2

0.53 a,
0.4b
0.74b

Mo3

0.24

0.80,
0.28
0.47

Mo4

0.22

0.48

0.67,
0.23
0.84

Ex

0.23

0.39

0.69

0.78,
0.17
0.76

PV

0.23

0.36

0.64

0.74

0.85,
n/a
0.94

RI

0.22

0.32

0.60

0.65

0.67

Mo1

0.85,
n/a
0.62

0.88,
0.14
a The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted
of factors (the shared variance between the factors and their items).
b The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted
of method factor (the shared variance between the method factor and items).
c. The off-diagonal elements are the correlations between factors.
Note: Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2
(Introjection); Mo3= Motivation factor 3 (Identification); Mo4=
Motivation factor 4 (Intrinsic); Ex= Experience; PV= Perceived Value;
RI= Revisit Intention

For discriminant validity, as shown in Table 5.39, the estimated values of the
square root of the AVE of factors for all were greater than the correlation of the variables
except the factors of motivation one and three and the variable of experience. However,
all the correlations of these factors were not greater than 0.85, except the factor of
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experience, so discriminant validity can be established (Kline, 2005). Thus, discriminant
validity of the measurement scales is established.

Structural Regression Model Analysis Results with Consideration of Common
Method Bias
As shown in Table 5.40, the results of the structural model showed the SatorraBentler Scaled Chi-square value was 1647.05 with 1047 degrees of freedom, the CFI
statistic was 0.94, the NFI statistic was 0.93 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.38, all of
which indicate perfect fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007; Byrne, 2006).
Comparing the result without consideration of common method bias as shown in Table
5.22, the overall goodness-of-fit indices had a little improvement.

Table 5.40 Goodness-of-fit indices of structural model with consideration
of common method bias
χ2
S-B χ2
Df
CFI NNF RMSEA 90% Confidence
I
Interval of
RMSEA
Structural 2029.68 1647.05 1047 0.94 0.93 0.038
(0.034, 0.041)
model
Suggested
≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9 ≤ 0.06
a
value
a
Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

Test of second set of hypotheses with consideration of common method bias
The results of the structural model to test the second set hypotheses with
consideration of common method bias are shown in Table 5.41 and Figure 5.6. The
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overall model explained 52% of the total variance in revisit intention. For individual
effects, only one predictor variable, experience (β = 0.58, p < .05), was statistically
significant to predict revisit intention.

Table 5.41 Standardized parameter estimates with consideration of common method
bias
β(Std FL)*
TPB SEM
Mo
RI
Mo1
RI
Mo2
RI
Mo3
RI
Mo4
RI
Ex
RI
PV
RI

Test of
Std error Alternative
Hypotheses

R2

0.52
Rejected
0.087(0.041)
-0.064(-0.051)
0.198(0.210)
0.177(0.128)
0.580(0.508)**
-0.095(-0.076)

0.102
0.106
0.165
0.218
0.295 Accepted
0.251 Rejected

**p < 0.05
Note: M Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2
(Introjection); Mo3= Motivation factor 3 (Identification); Mo4= Motivation
factor 4 (Intrinsic); Ex= Experience; PV= Perceived Value; RI= Revisit
Intention
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Figure 5.6 Structural model of testing proposed second set of hypotheses
with consideration of common method bias
* t-tests were significant at p<0.05
----Dash line indicated insignificant path
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2
(Introjection); Mo3= Motivation factor 3 (Identification); Mo4=
Motivation factor 4 (Intrinsic); Ex= Experience; PV= Perceived Value;
RI= Revisit Intention

The factors of motivation and the variable of perceived value were not
statistically significant in predicting tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism
attractions. After checking the correlation coefficients between variables, it showed that
the correlation coefficient between motivation factor one and factor two was 0.74; the
correlation coefficient between motivation factor three and four was 0.84; and the
correlation coefficient between the variables experience and perceived value was 0.94.
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This means unique variances of motivation factor one to four and the variable of
perceived value were too small to be statistically significant enough to explain revisit
intention.

Testing the extend model of theory of planned behavior with consideration of
common method bias
Second order measurement model
Mardia’s standardized coefficient was 75.57 in this measurement model. A
robust version of goodness-of-fit indices was used (see Table 5.42). The results of CFA
showed that the Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square value was 2696.62 with 1657 degrees
of freedom, the CFI statistic was 0.93, the NFI statistic was 0.92 and the RMSEA statistic
was 0.37 (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007; Byrne, 2006). Comparing the result
without consideration of common method bias as shown in Table 5.24, the overall
goodness-of-fit indices had a little improvement.
As Table 5.42 and Table 5.24 show, the CFI for measurement model with and
without an unmeasured latent method factor were 0.93 and 0.91. The difference between
them was higher than 0.01 (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002). In addition, the result of the chisquare differences test showed that there was significant difference between measurement
model of theory of planned behavior without and with common method bias.
Furthermore, as shown in Table 5.44, the square root of the average variance extracted of
method factor on motivation factor three, motivation factor four, attitude, subjective norm
and revisit intention were higher than or closer to the square root of the average variance
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extracted of factor. Thus, from above results, support was provided that common method
bias was a serious validity threat to this study.

Table 5.42 Goodness-of-fit indices of second order measurement model with
consideration of common method bias

model
(original)
Suggested
Valuea
a

χ2

S-B χ2

Df

3584.
95

2696.62

CFI

NNFI

RMSEA

90% Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA

1657 0.93

0.92

0.037

(0.034, 0.040)

≥ 0.9

≥ 0.9

≤ 0.06

Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

In addition, as shown in Table 5.43, the entire set of factor loadings between
variables and factors ranged from 0.49 to 0.96 which meant factors were highly
correlated with the variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001), and each of the t values
corresponding with times was significant, indicating the variables in the model
demonstrated convergent validity (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Bollen, 1989). Comparing the
result without consideration of common method bias as shown in Table 5.25, the factor
loading of experience factor one and perceived value factor three, education and emotion,
had a small decrease and had higher method loadings. This meant these two factors had
some measurement errors and problems on question description which might make
different participants have different understandings of the meaning of questions.
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Table 5.43 Confirmatory factor analysis results for second order measurement model
Variable
(factor)

items

Standardized
(Unstandized)
factor loading

S.E

Standardized
(Unstandized)
method loading

S.E

Education
Esthetics
Entertainment
Escapism

0.49(0.25)**
0.96(0.22)**
0.85(0.42)**
0.56(0.57)**

0.045
0.040
0.063
0.069

n/a(n/a)
n/a(n/a)
n/a(n/a)
n/a(n/a)

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Quality
Price
Emotional
Social

0.84(0.39)**
0.74(0.61)**
0.76(0.31)**
0.57(0.43)**

0.054
0.063
0.037
0.059

n/a(n/a)
n/a(n/a)
n/a(n/a)
n/a(n/a)

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Experience

Perceived value

** standardized factor loadings are significant at p<0.05.

As shown in Table 5.44, the estimated values of the square root of AVE were
greater than the correlation of factors and variables, except motivation factor one,
motivation factor two, attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control.
However, all the correlation of these factors was not greater than 0.85, so discriminant
validity can be established (Kline, 2005). In the same way, the estimated value of square
root of AVE of factors for all were greater than the square root of AVE of the method
factor except motivation factor four and the variable of attitude. Thus, discriminant
validity of the measurement scales was established.
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Table 5.44 Second order measurement model factor correlation coefficients
matrix and average variance extracted (AVE)
Mo1

Mo2

Mo3

Mo4

Ex

PV

0.74
0.80
-0.32

0.74
-0.21

At

SN

PBC

RI

a

Mo1 0.64 ,
0.05b
Mo2 0.75c
Mo3 0.07

0.81,
0.20
0.31

Mo4 0.04

0.33

0.49,
0.44
0.80

Ex
PV
At

0.19
0.01
-0.01

0.24
0.12
-0.04

0.34
0.30
-0.30

0.46,
0.65
0.34
0.34
0.09

SN

0.09

0.10

0.21

0.32

0.13

0.14

0.22,
0.87
0.10

PBC -0.05

0.05

0.34

0.24

0.05

0.16

-0.12

0.55,
0.49
0.73

RI

0.10

0.27

0.18

0.13

0.11

-0.50

0.10

0.07

0.74,
0.35
0.06

0.65,
0.61
a The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted of factors
(the shared variance between the factors and their items).
b The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted of
method factor (the shared variance between the method factor and items).
c. The off-diagonal elements are the correlations between factors.
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2 (Introjection);
Mo3= Motivation factor 3 (Identification); Mo4= Motivation factor 4 (Intrinsic);
Ex= Experience; PV= Perceived Value; At= Attitude; SN= Subjective Norm;
PBC= Perceived Behavioral Control; RI= Revisit Intention

Third order measurement model
A robust version of goodness-of-fit indices was used (see Table 5.45) because
Mardia’s standardized coefficient was 75.57. The results of CFA showed that the SatorraBentler Scaled Chi-square value was 2502.29 with 1616 degrees of freedom, the CFI
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statistic was 0.92, the NFI statistic was 0.92 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.037.
Comparing the result without consideration of common method bias as shown in Table
5.27, the overall goodness-of-fit indices had a little improvement.

Table 5.45 Goodness-of-fit indices of third order measurement model with consideration
of common method bias
χ2

Third order
measurement
model
Suggested
Valuea
a

S-B χ2

Df

3075.12 2502.29 1616

CFI

NNFI RMSEA

90% Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA

0.92

0.92

0.037

(0.034, 0.040)

≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9

≤ 0.0

Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

As Table 5.45 and Table 5.27 show, the CFI for the measurement model with
and without an unmeasured latent method factor were 0.92 and 0.91. The difference
between them was higher than 0.01 (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002). In addition, the result of
the chi-square differences test showed that there was significant difference between the
measurement model of theory of planned behavior without and with common method
bias. Furthermore, as shown in Table 5.47, the square root of the average variance
extracted of method factor on subjective norm was closer to the square root of the
average variance extracted of factor on it. Thus, from the above results, the support is
provided that common method bias was a serious validity threat to this study.
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In addition, as shown in Table 5.46 and Figure 5.7, the entire factor loadings
between variables and factors ranged from 0.61 to 1.00, which meant factors are highly
correlated with the variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001), and each of the t values
corresponding with times was significant, indicating the variables in the model
demonstrated convergent validity (Bagozzi and Yi, 1988; Bollen, 1989).

Table 5.46 Confirmatory factor analysis results for revised third order measurement
model with consideration of common method bias
Variable

factor

Overall
evaluation

Standardized
(unstandized)
second order
factor
loading

Standardized
(unstandized)
first order
factor
loading

S.E

Standardized
(unstandized)
method
loading

S.E

0.74(0.57)*
*
0.86(0.74)*
*

0.063

n/a

n/a

0.059

n/a

n/a

0.064

n/a

n/a

n/a
0.105

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

0.085

n/a

n/a

0.099

n/a

n/a

0.064

n/a

n/a

n/a
0.068

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

0.067

n/a

n/a

0.080

n/a

n/a

0.065

n/a

n/a

Motivation
Entertainment
Escapism
0.86(0.60)*
*

experience
Education
Esthetics
Entertainment
Escapism

0.93(0.69)*
*

Perceived
value

0.78(n/a)
1.00(1.28)*
*
0.92(1.17)*
*
0.51(0.81)*
*

0.93(n/a)
0.80(1.08)*
*
0.97(1.21)*
*
0.61(0.78)*
*
0.95(0.87)*
*

Quality
Price
Emotional
Social
Attitude

** standardized factor loadings are significant at p<0.05.
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Figure 5-7 Structural model of testing proposed third set of hypotheses
with consideration of common method bias
a
unstandized factor loading / S.E. (standized factor loading)
----Dash line indicated insignificant path
Note: Mo3= Motivation factor 3 (Identification); Mo4= Motivation
factor 4 (Intrinsic); Ex= Experience; Ex1= Experience factor 1
(Education); Ex2= Experience factor 2 (Esthetics); Ex3=
Experience factor 3 (Entertainment); Ex4= Experience factor 4
(Escapism); PV= Perceived Value; PV1= Perceived Value factor 1
(Quality); PV2= Perceived Value factor 2 (Price); PV3= Perceived
Value factor 3 (Emotional); PV4= Perceived Value factor 1
(Social); At= Attitude; OEE= Overall Experience Evaluation;
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Comparing the result without consideration of common method bias as shown
in Table 5.28, the factor loading of motivation factor one, External, and subjective norm
had a little bit of decrease and had higher method loadings. This meant motivation factor
one, External, and subjective norm had some measurement errors and problems on
question description which might have made different participants have different
understandings of the meaning of questions.

Table 5.47 Third order measurement model factor correlation coefficients
matrix and average variance extracted (AVE)
Mo1
Mo1
Mo2
OE
SN
PBC
RI

Mo2

OE

SN

PBC

0.79, 0.26
0.25
0.16
0.12
0.21

0.88
0.67
0.49
0.75

0.71, 0.35
0.82
0.51

0.81, 0.10
0.33

RI

a

0.67 ,
0.28b
0.71c
-0.07
-0.04
-0.04
0.02

0.87, 0.20
a The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted
of factors (the shared variance between the factors and their items).
b The diagonal elements are the square root of the average variance extracted
of method factor (the shared variance between the method factor and items).
c. The off-diagonal elements are the correlations between factors.
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1 (External); Mo2= Motivation factor 2
(Introjection); OEE= Overall Experience Evaluation; SN= Subjective
Norm; PBC= Perceived Behavioral Control; RI= Revisit Intention

As shown in Table 5.47, the estimated values of the square root of AVE were
all greater than the correlation of the factors and variables except motivation factor one,
External and the variable of subjective norm. However, the correlation of these factors
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was not greater than 0.85, so discriminant validity can be established (Kline, 2005). In the
same way, the estimated values of the square root of AVE of factors for all were greater
than the square root of the AVE of the method factor. Thus, discriminant validity of the
measurement scales was established.

Structural Regression Model Analysis Results
The results of second order structural model showed that the Satorra-Bentler
Scaled Chi-square value was 2443.16 with 1595 degrees of freedom, the CFI statistic was
0.93, the NFI statistic was 0.92 and the RMSEA statistic was 0.37, all of which indicate
perfect fits (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Sivo, et al., 2007; Byrne, 2006) (see Table 5.49).

Table 5.48 Standardized parameter estimates
β(Std FL)*

Std error

R2

TPB SEM
0.58
Mo
RI
Mo1
RI
0.106(0.104)
0.096
Mo2
RI
-0.027(-0.026)
0.097
OEE
RI
0.752(0.75)***
0.116
SN
RI
0.15(0.737)
0.147
PBC
RI
-0.147(-0.144)
0.114
***p < 0.01
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1; Mo2= Motivation factor 2; OEE= Overall
Experience Evaluation; SN= Subjective Norm; PBC= Perceived
Behavioral Control; RI= Revisit Intention
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Figure 5.8 Structural model of testing proposed third set of hypotheses
* t-tests were significant at p<0.05
----Dash line indicated insignificant path
Note: Mo1= Motivation factor 1; Mo2= Motivation factor 2; OEE=
Overall Experience Evaluation; SN= Subjective Norm; PBC=
Perceived Behavioral Control; RI= Revisit Intention

In the same way, the model fit of the third order structural model also showed a
satisfactory order of fit indices (Satorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square = 2502.29 with df =
1616; CFI = 0.92; NNFI= 0.92; RMSEA = 0.037). Comparing the result without
consideration of common method bias as shown in Table 5.31, the overall goodness-of-fit
indices of the second order structural model and third order structural model had a little
improvement.
The results of the structural model to test the third set hypotheses with
consideration of common method bias are shown in Table 5.48 and Figure 5.8. The
overall model explained 58% of the total variance in revisit intention. For individual
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effects, only one predictor variable, overall experience evaluation (β = 0.75, p < .05), was
statistically significant to predict revisit intention. The factors of motivation and the
variable of perceived value were not statistically significant in predicting tourists’
intention to revisit creative tourism attractions. After checking the correlation coefficients
between variables, it showed that the correlation coefficient between motivation factor
one and factor two was 0.71; the correlation coefficient between subjective norm and
perceived behavioral control was 0.82. This means unique variances of motivation factor
one and two and the variables of subjective norm and perceived behavioral control were
too small to be statistically significant enough to explain revisit intention.

Test of third hypotheses with consideration of common method bias
For the third hypothesis, the extend model of theory of planned behavior was
compared with the original model of theory of planned behavior by including the
variables of motivation, experience and perceived value. With consideration of the
common method bias, results of the structural model comparison are provided in Table
5.49. Both second and third order extended models of the theory of planned behavior
were used to compare with the original model of theory of planned behavior. Although
all three models showed a satisfactory order of model fit indices, the second order model
of theory of planned behavior had slightly better explanatory power than the original
model of theory planned behavior.
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Table 5.49 Goodness-of-fit indices of structural model
χ2

S-B χ2

df

CFI

NNFI

RMSEA

90%
Confidence
Interval of
RMSEA

R2

Second
3000.89 2443.16 1595 0.93 0.92 0.037
(0.034,
0.61
0.039)
order
model
Third
3074.91 2477.89 1616 0.93 0.92 0.037
(0.034,
0.58
order
0.040)
model
TPB
205.87
152.07
82
0.97 0.95 0.046
(0.035,
0.48
0.058)
structural
model
Suggested
≥ 0.9 ≥ 0.9 ≤ 0.06
a
value
a
Suggested values were based on Hu & Bentler (1999) and Sivo, et al. (2007).

Overall, the second and third order extended model of the theory of planned
behavior explained 61% and 58% of the total variance in revisit intention. The overall
original model of theory of planned behavior explained 48% of the total variance in
revisit intention. Thus, based on comparisons using R2, the third hypothesis was
supported.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION

This chapter begins with a summary of study findings followed by a discussion
of the meaning of the findings of this study. Next, the theoretical and practical
implications of the study are provided. The final sections of this chapter include
limitations of the study and recommendations for future research.

Summary of Study Findings
In order to explain and predict tourists’ future behavior with regard to visiting
creative tourism destinations, this study not only attempted to explore how of tourists’
motivation, experience and perceived value influence of their intention to revisit creative
tourism attractions, but the study also attempted to develop an innovative model for
analyzing and predicting tourists’ intentions to revisit creative tourism destinations.
Specifically, the purpose of this study was threefold. First, the study attempted
to examine whether the theory of planned behavior can be used in predicting and
explaining tourists’ intention to revisit a creative tourism attractions. In the current
literature, most of the works focused on exploring tourists’ visit intentions or revisit
intentions were based on the theory of planned behavior (Li, et al., 2010). Several studies
(Bamberg et al., 2003; Quintal, et al., 2010; Han, et al., 2011; Tsai, 2011; Greenslade &
White, 2005; Lam & Hus, 2006; Oh and Hsu, 2001) concluded and suggested that the
theory of planned behavior can be applied to predict and advance our understanding of
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tourists’ intentions to engage in diverse types of tourism or visit different types of
destinations. Thus, this study examined the extent to which the theory of planned
behavior can be applied to understand creative tourists’ revisit intentions.
Second, this study attempted to examine the influence of creative tourists’
motivation, experience and perceived value on their revisit intention to creative tourism
attractions. In the current literature, tourist motivation and experience has been deemed a
crucial construct in the travel and tourism research (Crompton, 1979; Oh et al., 2007).
Several studies (Baloglu, 1999; Huang and Hsu, 2009) pointed out that travel motivation
was a predictor of visit intention, and others (Cole and Chancellor, 2009; Hosany &
Witham, 2010; Hsu & Crotts, 2006; Chen & Funk, 2010; Oh et al., 2007) have found that
tourism experience and revisit intention were positively related. In addition, although the
research focused specifically on the topic of perceived value was not as plentiful as other
variables, several researchers (Dodds & Monroe, 1985; Dodds et al., 1991; Monroe &
Chapman, 1987) concluded that perceived value was a useful variable to help explain
customer satisfaction and purchase intention. Thus, there was an apparent need to
examine the role of motivation, experience and perceived value when exploring tourists’
intentions to revisit creative tourism attractions.
Third, this study attempted to test an extension of the theory of planned
behavior by including the variables of motivation, experience and perceived value and to
examine whether the new extended model proved significantly better at explaining
creative tourists’ revisit intentions than the original model of theory of planned behavior.
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By including these new variables, this study should provide a better understanding of
creative tourists’ revisit intentions.
According to the literature (Podsakoff, MacKenzie & Lee, 2003; Conway &
Lance, 2010), common method bias, which was one of major sources of measurement
error, referred to the variance that can be caused by using self-reporting on questionnaires
to measure the entire variable in a study. Thus, each of the study’s hypotheses was tested
with and without common method bias and the differences were compared.

Purpose One Summary
In this study, the first hypothesis stated that the model of the theory of planned
behavior can be applied to predict tourists’ intentions to revisit creative tourism
attractions. By using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM), the results of the analysis indicated that the measurement model and
structural model of the model of theory of planned behavior fit the data well, with good
model fit indices, and that the overall model explained 57% of the total variance of
tourists’ revisit intention. However, the regression coefficients and t-tests indicated that
only attitude was statistically significant for predicting creative tourists’ revisit intentions;
neither the subjective norms nor perceived behavioral control variables were statistically
significant in predicting tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism attractions.
By considering the issue of common method bias, a new measurement model
and structural model were estimated by adding an unmeasured latent method factor, and
analysis of the results showed that common method bias was not a serious validity threat
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in this study. The overall model with common method bias explained 48% of the total
variance of revisit intention, which was lower than the model without common method
bias. In addition, a little improvement in the model fit indices was found, which meant
the model with common method bias fit the data better. In the structural modeling, the
regression coefficients and t-tests indicated that the attitude, subjective norms and
perceived behavioral control variables were all statistically significant in predicting
creative tourists’ revisit intentions. Therefore, based on a good overall model fit and
hypothesis testing, the first hypothesis was confirmed; the theory of planned behavior can
be applied to predict tourists’ intentions to revisit creative tourism attractions.

Purpose Two Summary
Based on research question two, hypothesis two stated that tourists’ motivation,
experience and perceived value were statistically significant in predicting intentions to
revisit creative tourism attractions. In order to test hypothesis two, CFA, SEM and chisquare and Satorra-Bentler Chi-square differences tests were employed. The result of the
chi-square and Satorra-Bentler Chi-square differences test indicated that the differences
between first order and second order experience and perceived value measurement
models were not significant; however, the differences between first order and second
order motivation measurement models were significant. Thus, first order motivation
measurement model and second order experience and perceived value measurement
models were used for the following analysis.
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Analysis of the results of the structural model revealed that regression
coefficients and t-tests indicated that only experience was statistically significant in
predicting creative tourists’ revisit intentions; both motivation and perceived value were
not statistically significant for examining tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism
attractions. By checking the correlation coefficients between the variables, the results
showed that the correlation coefficients between motivation factors and correlation
coefficients between the variables of experience and perceived value are too high, which
means that unique variances of motivation factors and perceived value were too small
and statistically insignificant to explain revisit intention.
By considering the issue of common method bias, an unmeasured latent method
factor was added into the structural model, and the regression coefficients and t-test
indicated that only experience was statistically significant in predicting creative tourists’
revisit intentions; neither motivation nor perceived value were statistically significant
enough in explaining tourists’ intentions to revisit creative tourism attractions. The results
were the same with and without considering common method bias.

Purpose Three Summary
In this study, the third hypothesis stated that the extended model of the theory
of planned behavior, by adding the variables of motivation, experience and perceived
value, performed significantly better than the original model of the theory of planned
behavior. In order to test hypothesis three, the value of R2 was used to compare the
difference between these two models. In addition, due to the high correlations between
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some factors and variables, not only second order factors but also third order factors were
used for the extended model of the theory of planned behavior to test the third hypothesis.
The results of the analysis indicated that overall second order and third order factors of
the extended model explained 60% and 57% for the total variance of creative tourists’
revisit intentions. The original model of the theory of planned behavior explained 57% of
the total variable of tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism attraction.
By considering the issue of common method bias within the third hypothesis, it
was found that both second order and third order factors of the extended model of theory
of planned behavior performed significantly better than the original model of theory of
planned behavior. Overall, the second order and third order factor of the extended model
explained 61% and 58% of the total variance of creative tourists’ revisit intentions, which
was higher than without considering common method bias. The original model of the
theory of planned behavior explained 48% of the total variance for tourists’ intentions to
revisit creative tourism attractions, which was lower than without considering common
method bias. Thus, based on R2, hypothesis three was confirmed such that the extended
model of the theory of planned behavior, by adding the variables of motivation,
experience and perceived value, performed significantly better than the original model of
the theory of planned behavior.

Discussion
From the purpose one summary, this study concluded that the theory of planned
behavior can be applied to predict tourists’ intention to revisit creative tourism attractions.
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These findings were consistent with previous research (Bamberg et al., 2003; Quintal, et
al., 2010; Han, et al., 2011; Tsai, 2011; Greenslade & White, 2005; Lam & Hus, 2006)
and provided good empirical support in the applications that the theory of planned
behavior can advance our understanding of tourists’ visit intention and can be applied to
creative tourism. In addition, this study found that all the variables of attitude, subjective
norms and perceived behavioral control had a significant positive influences on creative
tourists’ revisit intentions, which was consistent with the general rule of the theory of
planned behavior, as the more favorable the attitude and subjective norm with respect to a
behavior, and the greater the perceived behavioral control, the stronger should be an
individual’s intention to perform the behavior under consideration (Ajzen, 1991).
In the current literature, tourists’ motivations, experiences and perceived value
had been deemed as crucial and useful constructs to explain their visit or revisit intention.
Analysis of the results of this study showed that experience was statistically significant in
predicting creative tourists’ revisit intentions. Hypothesis two, which explored the
influence of motivation, experience and perceived value on creative tourists’ revisit
intentions, showed that experience was a crucial construct in predicting creative tourists’
revisit intention; likewise, hypothesis three, which compared predictive power of the
extended model of theory of planned behavior by adding the variables of motivation,
experience and perceived value into the model,indicated that experience explained the
highest percentage of the total variable of creative tourists’ revisit intention. The result
was consistent with current studies (Cole and Chancellor, 2009; Hosany & Witham, 2010;
Hsu & Crotts, 2006; Chen & Funk, 2010; Oh et al., 2007) and provided good empirical
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support with regard to the positive relationship between tourists’ experience and their
revisit intention.
However, examination of hypothesis two and three also indicated that both
motivation and perceived value were not statistically significant in examining tourists’
intention to revisit creative tourism attractions. The reason we found was that the
correlations between some factors or variables were too high. For example, the
correlation coefficient between motivation factor one and factor two was 0.75; the
correlation coefficient between motivations factor three and four was 0.89; and the
correlation between experience and perceived value was 0.94. Thus, the unique variances
of motivation factors and perceived value were too small to be statistically significant to
explain revisit intention, although the correlations between perceived value and revisit
intention were high. Thus, we may conclude that without the experience variable in the
model, the perceived value may be statistically significant in predicting creative tourists’
revisit intention.
Furthermore, with regard to hypothesis three, this study concluded that the
extended model of the theory of planned behavior, by adding the variables of motivation,
experience and perceived value, performed significantly better than the original model of
the theory of planned behavior, which meant that the ability of the theory of planned
behavior to predict tourists’ intentions to revisit creative tourism attractions was
improved when it included the variables motivation, experience and perceived value. The
results not only demonstrated that the extended model of theory of planned behavior was
effective in predicting creative tourists’ revisit intentions, but that it was also consistent
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with the assertions of Pierro, et al., (2003) and Ajzen (1991), both of whom suggested
that the theory of planned behavior may not be self-contained and sufficient enough to
represent the relationships between attitude and behavior, and that the model should be
extended in an attempt to increase its predictive utility by adding extra variables.
Analysis of the results of this study also indicated that the target market of
these three creative tourism attractions was the married female between 21 and 40 years
old who lived in south Taiwan and had a higher education degree and a middle-class
income. With regard to travel behavior, almost half of the tourists traveled with their
family, searched for travel information from friends and family, had been to a creative
tourism attraction before, and was willing to recommend this attraction to their friends,
family, and colleagues.

Theoretical Implications
The findings of this study indicated several theoretical and practical
implications. First, a review of the current literature found that several tourism
researchers have applied the theory of planned behavior as an empirical framework to
understand tourist behavioral intention or revisit intention. From a theoretical point of
view, one of the main findings of this study revealed that theory of planned behavior
provided a useful research framework for understanding tourists’ intention to revisit
creative tourism attractions. In addition, the findings of this study pointed out that the
new model estimated by this study, which extended the theory of planned behavior by
adding the variables, motivation, experience and perceived value, had explained more
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total variance of creative tourists’ revisit intentions and performed better than original
model of the theory of planned behavior. Thus, the new model estimated by this study
can be applied to future studies to increase understanding and predictive power with
regard to tourists’ revisit intentions. This finding was also consistent with current
literature suggesting that the theory of planned behavior should be extended to try
increasing its predictive utility by adding extra variables.
Secondly, this study added three variables, motivation, experience and
perceived value, into the theory of planned behavior and found that compared with the
other two variables, tourist experience was a more crucial construct and had more power
to predict creative tourists’ revisit intentions. Thus, tourist experience should be
considered in future studies in an attempt to understand behavioral intention and revisit
intentions. In addition, this study found that the correlation between perceived value and
revisit intention was high. However, the results of this study indicated that perceived
value was not statistically significant in predicting tourists’ intentions to revisit creative
tourism attractions because the correlation between perceived value and experience was
high, which meant that unique variances of perceived value were too small to be
statistically significant in explaining revisit intention; nevertheless perceived value
should still be considered as an important concept for future studies which attempt to
predict tourists’ revisit intention or behavioral intention.
Third, this study employed measurement dimensions and items from the
current literatures to measure tourists’ motivation, experience and perceived value. With
regard to motivation, this study employed Ryan and Connell’s (1989) Perceived Locus of
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Causality (PLOC) dimension, which drew from Heider’s (1958) concept of perceived
locus of causality and had been used to assess motivation, which was conceptualized by
self-determination theory in several studies (Chatzisarantis & Hagger, 2009; Hagger, et
al., 2002; Ntoumanis, 2001; Shen et al., 2007). In Ryan and Connell’s (1989) study, the
questionnaire of PLOC contained four dimensions which were external regulation,
introjected regulation, identified regulation and intrinsic motivation. However, from the
results of this study, correlation coefficients between external regulation and introjected
regulation, as well as between identified regulation and intrinsic motivation, were high.
This implied that these four dimensions for creative tourists were not exactly individual.
The dimensions of external regulation and introjected regulation were close to each other,
as was the case with identified regulation and intrinsic motivation. Thus, the unique
variances of the motivation dimensions were too small to be statistically significant
enough to explain revisit intention. This issue should be considered in future studies that
attempt to use Ryan and Connell’s (1989) Perceived Locus of Causality (PLOC)
dimension to measure tourists’ motivation.
In addition, this study used 4E tourist experience measurement scales which
were developed by Oh, Fiore, and Jeoung (2007) and drawn from Pine and Gilmore’s
(1999) concept of the four realms of an experience to measure tourists’ experience. The
results of this study provided empirical evidence to show that the four scales had good
validity and reliability. The result was same as the conclusion of several other studies (Oh,
Fiore, and Jeoung, 2007; Hosany & Witham, 2010; Anderson, 2010), suggesting that
these measurement scales can provide a platform for future research applications in a
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diverse arena. Furthermore, with regard to perceived value, this study used Sweeney and
Soutar’s (2001) perceived value scale, called PERVAL. This was one of the scales with
the most methodological support. The result of this study was same as Sweeney and
Soutar’s (2001) claim that the PERVAL scale had sound and psychometric properties,
and the scale can serve as a framework for future studies.

Implications for Tourism Professionals
By identifying the influence of motivation, experience and perceived value on
creative tourists’ revisit intentions, this study found that experience was a more crucial
construct and had more power to predict creative tourists’ revisit intentions. Thus, if
creative attraction owners would like to attract repeat tourists, the tourists’ experience
was surely critical for developing service blueprints to meet the needs and wants of
customers; they should pay more attention to understanding what tourists experience
when they visit creative tourism attractions.
This study not only revealed the demographics of the target market, which was
the married, middle-class female between 21 and 40 years old who lived in the south of
Taiwan and had a higher education degree, but also indicated several ways and marketing
suggestions for creative tourism owners to attract tourists to visit their attractions from
the results of tourists’ travel behavior. First, almost a half of creative tourists’ travel
information came from their friends and family, and most tourists indicated that they will
recommend this attraction to their friends, family and colleagues. Thus, we may
concluded that word-of-mouth was a critical marketing tool for creative tourism
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attractions. Creative attraction owners should therefore make good marketing strategies
to encourage people to really recommend their creative tourism attractions to their friends,
family and colleagues.
Second, analysis of the results of this study indicated that the vast majority of
tourists within the sample had visited creative tourism attractions like the one they were
visiting in this study before. Thus, for creative attraction owners, cooperation with other
creative tourism attractions should be a way to attract tourists to visit their attractions. For
example, promoting tour packages and cooperating with other creative tourism attractions
to combine brochures and information would be effective ways to attract tourists to visit
their destinations.

Limitations and Future Research
This study has several limitations, many of which may help those conducting
future studies. First, generalizability of the study findings was one of limitations of this
study.

This study only included three creative tourism attractions, Hwataoyao,

Bantaoyao, and the Meinong Hakkas Cultural Museum, as the survey sites due to limited
finances, time and other resources. Different attractions may have different characteristics
and target markets. Thus, the results of this study may not be able to be generalized to
other creative tourism attractions. Suggestions for future studies were not only to include
more diverse types of creative tourism attractions but also to extend the survey sites to
more creative tourism attractions.
Second, this study used a self-administered questionnaire which was distributed
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to participants who were systematically selected at the main gate of the study areas.
However, this method only relied on participants to self-report their travel behavior. Due
to personal situations, some participants may have been hesitant to share their
information or thoughts. Therefore, this study may have some self-report bias because of
the potential for respondents to not fully reveal their information. In order to understand
and predict the behavior of creative tourists more clearly, future studies should employ
several survey methods and attempt to be more confidential.
Third, due to limited finances, time and other resources, this study was
conducted only for creative tourists in the spring of the year. Because seasonality was one
of the essential influential factors for tourism industries, future studies should be
conducted with creative tourists throughout the year and during all seasons.
Fourth, although the data analysis of this study showed that there was no
significant common method bias in this study, there was still a need for future studies to
use more than one research method to help verify the results of the studies and reduce the
threat of common method biases to the validity of the conclusions and the potential
inflation of the relationship between measured variables.
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APPENDIX
SURVEY ON CREATIVE TOURISTS
We are conducting this survey as part of a Ph.D. student’s dissertation to explore
the creative tourists’ experience. The following questions ask about your motivation,
experience, perceived value and intention to repeat this trip. Please respond to each of
the following questions by checking the number that best describes your opinion.
Your responses only will be used for academic research and completely confidential.
Thank you so much for taking time to participate in this research.
1. How many nights have you stayed at hotels on this trip? ________ nights
2. Who has accompanied you on this trip? (Please check at least one)
□ Alone □ Friends □ Family □ colleague □classmate □ others________
3. Are you part of a tour group?

□ Yes

□ No

4. How did you find out about this attraction? (Please check at least one)
□newspaper or magazine
□TV commercial
□other people(Friends, Family,
colleague, etc.) □website □ others ________
5. Have you visited creative tourism attractions like this one before?
□ Yes, _____times
□ No
6. Did you make any handcraft on your visit today?
________

□ Yes

□ No, because

7. Will you recommend this attraction to other people (Friends, Family, colleague,
etc.)?
□ Yes □ No, because ________
8. These next few questions ask about your opinions toward visiting this attraction.
Please tell me how much you disagree/agree with each of the following statements by
checking the appropriate response.

1. I am confident that if I
want, I can visit this attraction.
2. Most people who are
important to me approve of
my trip to this attraction.
3. Most people I know would
choose this place as a travel
attraction.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Neutral

Slightly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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4. I have enough energy to
visit this attraction.
5. For me to visit this
attraction is not a difficult
thing.
6. Most people who are
important in my life think I
should take a trip to this
attraction.
7. I have enough time to visit
this attraction.
8. I was influenced by others
to visit this attraction.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9. These next few questions ask about the reasons for your visiting this attraction.
Please tell me how much you disagree/agree with each of the following statements by
checking the appropriate response.

I visited this
attraction……….
1.Because I would get in
trouble if I don’t
2. Because I wanted the
others to think I am a part of
their group
3. Because I wanted to learn
new things
4. Because I thought it would
be fun
5. Because that’s what I am
supposed to do
6.Because I wanted the others
to have good impression
about me
7. Because I wanted to take a
look what the attraction is
8. Because I wanted the
others to think I am a good
partner to them
9. Because I thought I would
feel happy if I come to here
10.Because I wanted to
experience new things

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Neutral

Slightly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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11. Because I wanted the
others to like me
12. Because I wanted to make
a handcraft by myself
13. Because others gave me
no choice
14. Because I thought I would
enjoy it
15. So others won’t get mad
at me
16. Because I thought it
would be interesting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10. These next few questions ask about your attitude toward visiting this attraction.
Please tell me how much you disagree/agree with each of the following statements by
checking the appropriate response.

After today’s visit …….
1. I think this attraction is my
favorite one.
2. The probability of me
visiting creative tourism
attractions in the next 6 months
is high.
3. I think this is an attractive
attraction.
4. I will visit a creative tourism
attraction in the next 12
months.
5. I think this attraction is
enjoyable.
6. The probability of me
visiting creative tourism
attractions in the next 12
months is high.
7. For my next trip, the
probability of visiting creative
tourism attractions is high.
8. I think this is a meaningful
attraction.
9. I plan to visit a creative
tourism attraction in the next 6
months.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Neutral

Slightly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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11. These next few questions ask about your experience when visiting this attraction.
Please tell me how much you disagree/agree with each of the following statements by
checking the appropriate response.

During my visit…….
1. The experience has made
me more knowledgeable.
2. I felt a real sense of
harmony.
3. Watching others perform
was captivating.
4. It was a real learning
experience.
5. The experience was highly
educational to me.
6. I really enjoyed watching
what others were doing.
7. I learned a lot.
8. Just being here was very
pleasant.
9. I felt like I was staying in a
different time or place.
10. Watching activities of
others was very entertaining.
11. I felt I played a different
character here.
12. Activities of others were
amusing to watch.
13. Completely escaped from
reality.
14. The experience really
enhanced my skills.
15. I felt I was in a different
world.
16. The setting really showed
attention to design detail.
17. The setting provided
pleasure to my senses.
18. The experience here let me
imagine being someone else.
19. The setting was very
attractive.
20. My curiosity was

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Neutral

Slightly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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stimulated to learn new things.
21. I totally forgot about my
daily routine.
22. Activities of others were
fun to watch.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12. These next few questions ask about your perceived value of visiting this
attraction. Please tell me how much you disagree/agree with each of the following
statements by checking the appropriate response.
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Neutral

Slightly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1. makes me feel happy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2. was well made

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3. gave me social approval
from others
4. was well organized

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5. offered value for money

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6. made me feel acceptable to
others
7. gives me pleasure

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8. was economical

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9. would help me to make a
good impression on others
10. made me feel elated

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

11. was reasonably priced

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12. had consistent quality

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

13. was good one for the price

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14. would improve the way I
am perceived
15. had an acceptable standard
of quality
16. is one that I did enjoy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

This attraction………..

Demographic information
1. You are: □ Male □ Female
2. Your age:

years old

3. Where do you live: ____

_
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4. Your education level:
□ Elementary school or less □ Middle school □ High school □ College/ Bachelor’s
degree
□ Graduate school degree (Master/Doctorate)
5. Marital status:
□Single □ Married

□ Other

6. Your occupation: ____

_

7. What is your monthly income level?
□ NT$20,000 or under
□ NT$20,001- NT$40,000
□ NT$40,001- NT$60,000
□ NT$60,001- NT$80,000
□ NT$80,001- NT$100,000 □ NT$100,001- NT$120,000
□ NT$120,001- NT$140,000 □ NT$140,001 or more
Thank you for participating in this study!
A
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B

C
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